One Hundred and Eighty-Ninth
FINAL EXERCISES

The Lawn
May 19-20, 2018
The University of Virginia is grateful to the 392nd Army Band from Fort Lee, under the direction of Chief Warrant Officer Two James H. Landrum, for its participation in Final Exercises.
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*The degree candidates in this program were applicants for degrees as of May 1, 2018. Distinction and honor notations in this program are based on coursework completed as of the end of the Fall 2017 semester and may be adjusted based on coursework from Spring 2018.

The August 2017 and December 2017 degree recipients precede the list of May 2018 degree candidates in each section.
A History of Final Exercises
at the University of Virginia

So astute was Mr. Jefferson in determining the basic educational policy for the University of Virginia that the policy has seen very little change in the University's 199-year history. The colorful ceremony you will see today, however, would not have been held under Thomas Jefferson's original plan, which did not provide for degrees and diplomas. Although the early students of the University were highly respected for their knowledge, some of them petitioned the Board of Visitors for diplomas to improve their opportunities for employment.

Out of deference to the founder, the Board took no action on these requests during Jefferson's lifetime, but fifteen months after his death, it changed the policy and directed that plans be laid for the first “Public Day” (commencement). In July 1829, the first Public Day was held in the Dome Room of the Rotunda. The program was very long, and it included orations by students. By 1848, the program began with a procession led by students and involved a single address by a prominent person.

Public Day was held in the Dome Room until the Rotunda annex was completed in 1853. It was then held in the public hall of the annex until the Rotunda and the annex burned in 1895. When Cabell Hall was completed in 1898, the Public Day programs were held in its auditorium. President Alderman's inauguration in 1905 brought about the more formal procession as seen today. It is now led by a faculty grand marshal.

When the McIntire Amphitheatre was completed in 1921, it became the site for the final exercises. A sudden drenching rainstorm disrupted the 1949 ceremony, sending the soaked graduates and guests into any shelter they could find. The threat of sudden storms and the increased number of graduates caused President Colgate Darden to declare that the 1952 ceremony would be the last to be held in the amphitheatre. Since then, Finals have been held on the Lawn except in bad weather.

Even when the ceremonies were held in the amphitheatre, the participants marched from the Rotunda, down the Lawn to the site of the ceremony. Students have long considered it a high privilege to have the opportunity to walk down the Lawn at Finals, and today's students place an even greater importance on this privilege. So important to many of them is the ceremonial walk down the Lawn, that a number of students, cheated out of a ceremony on the Lawn by bad weather, “confirm” their graduation by processing down the Lawn after Finals.

Through 1961, the president conferred the degrees and handed each recipient a diploma. By this time, graduates numbered in the thousands. The ceremony had become much too lengthy and the logistics too complex. Beginning in 1962 and continuing today, degrees are conferred in a main ceremony by the president. Degree recipients and their guests then reassemble later in school and department ceremonies.
The Academic Procession

The Procession
The academic procession is led by the grand marshal of the University bearing the official silver and ebony mace. Most of the processioners wear the academic costume accepted by a majority of the principal institutions of higher learning in the United States, though certain academic officials, such as the rector of the University, wear particular costumes indicative of current office. The processional order is listed below.

The Gown
The processional gown is usually black; the design of the sleeves denotes the type of degree being conferred. The bachelor's sleeve is long and pointed. The master's sleeve has squared ends, with the arc of a circle near the bottom and a slit for the arm near the elbow. The doctoral sleeve is bell-shaped with three velvet bars. The doctoral robe has full-length velvet panels in front, either black or a color that symbolizes the wearer's field of learning.

The Hood
A separate ornamental fold hangs down the back of the gown, and its lining carries the colors of the college or university granting the degree (for the University of Virginia, orange and blue). An outside band of velvet varies in width according to the degree: two inches for bachelor's degree, three for the master's, and five for the doctorate. The color of the band and other velvet on the doctoral hood symbolizes the field of learning (such as dark blue for philosophy). The length of the hood also varies with the level of the degree: bachelor's, three feet; master's, three and one-half feet; and doctorate, four feet. Bachelor's and master's degree candidates often do not wear their hoods.

The Cap
The cap is usually the black mortarboard, decorated with a tassel. Gold tassels may be worn by holders of doctoral degrees. Generally, the colors of the tassels represent the principal fields of learning and are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processional Order of Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, May 19</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday, May 20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate School of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry School of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In celebration of the University's bicentennial, the Class of 2018 will wear a commemorative zipper pull with their Final Exercises regalia. The bicentennial design was inspired by Thomas Jefferson's original renderings for the Rotunda. Within the design are seminal references to architectural elements in the Academical Village: the serpentine walls can be seen in the curves of the number two; the profile of the Rotunda in the middle zero; and the aerial view of the Rotunda dome in the final zero. The University student body selected the mark by popular vote. The University of Virginia's Bicentennial Commemoration is a celebration of UVA's achievements, a recognition of the imperfections of its past, and a visualization of its future.
Teresa A. Sullivan is the University of Virginia’s eighth president. Since taking office in 2010, she has led UVA through a period of significant progress. In 2012, Ms. Sullivan established the University’s new strategic plan, the Cornerstone Plan. The Cornerstone Plan encompassed input from 10,000 alumni, parents, students, faculty, and staff, and it serves as a road-map for the University’s future.

In 2013, Ms. Sullivan launched the President’s Commission on Slavery and the University, a group charged with exploring the University’s historical relationship with slavery. In 2017, she led the planning efforts for the University’s Bicentennial Commemoration, a celebration of the University’s 200-year history and a visualization of its future. Most recently, Ms. Sullivan announced the formation of the President’s Commission on the University in the Age of Segregation. This commission will explore the University’s role in the period of racial segregation that occurred between 1865 and 1965.

Ms. Sullivan is a respected scholar in labor force demography, and is the author or coauthor of six books and many scholarly articles. She is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences and of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Ms. Sullivan came to the University of Virginia from the University of Michigan, where she was provost and executive vice president for academic affairs. Prior to her work at Michigan, she was executive vice chancellor for academic affairs for the University of Texas System and a faculty member at the University of Texas at Austin.

Ms. Sullivan is a graduate of Michigan State University’s James Madison College, and earned her doctoral degree in sociology from the University of Chicago. She is married to Douglas Laycock, the Robert E. Scott Distinguished Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. They have two adult sons.
Finals Program  
_Saturday, May 19, 2018_

Academic Procession  

_Gweneth L. West_, Grand Marshal  
Degree Candidates  
Faculty  
President’s Party

The Pledge of Allegiance  
The National Anthem, performed by the 392nd Army Band from Fort Lee  
Welcome  

_Teresa A. Sullivan_, President of the University of Virginia  
Introduction of Finals Speaker  

_Frank M. Conner III_, Rector of the University of Virginia  
Finals Address  

_Teresa A. Sullivan_, President of the University of Virginia  
Conferring of Degrees, _Ms. Sullivan_  
College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, _Dean Ian B. Baucom_  
Greetings from the Alumni Association  

_Meredith B. Jenkins_, Chair of the University of Virginia Alumni Association Board of Managers  
Final Words to the Class, _Ms. Sullivan_  
Academic Recession, _The Good Old Song_

_We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed._
Finals Program
Sunday, May 20, 2018

Academic Procession

_Gweneth L. West_, Grand Marshal
Degree Candidates
Faculty
President’s Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem, performed by the 392nd Army Band from Fort Lee

Welcome

_Teresa A. Sullivan_, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker

_Frank M. Conner III_, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address

_Teresa A. Sullivan_, President of the University of Virginia

Conferring of Degrees, _Ms. Sullivan_

School of Medicine, _Dean David S. Wilkes, M.D._
School of Law, _Dean Risa L. Goluboff_
School of Engineering & Applied Science, _Dean Craig H. Benson_
Curry School of Education, _Dean Robert C. Pianta_
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, _Dean Scott C. Beardsley_
School of Architecture, _Dean Ila L. Berman_
School of Nursing, _Dean Dorrie K. Fontaine_
McIntire School of Commerce, _Dean Carl P. Zeithaml_
School of Continuing & Professional Studies, _Interim Dean Steven E. Laymon_
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, _Dean Allan C. Stam_
Data Science Institute, _Director Philip E. Bourne_

Greetings from the Alumni Association

_Meredith B. Jenkins_, Chair of the University of Virginia Alumni Association Board of Managers

Final Words to the Class, _Ms. Sullivan_

Academic Recession, _The Good Old Song_

_We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed._
University of Virginia
Board of Visitors and Administration

Board of Visitors
Frank M. Conner III, Rector (Alexandria, VA)
James B. Murray, Jr., Vice Rector (Keene, VA)
Robert M. Blue (Richmond, VA)
Mark T. Bowles (Goochland, VA)
L.D. Britt, M.D., MPH (Suffolk, VA)
Whittington W. Clement (Richmond, VA)
Elizabeth M. Cranwell (Vinton, VA)
Thomas A. DePasquale (Alexandria, VA)
Barbara J. Fried (Crozet, VA)
John A. Griffin (New York, NY)
Robert D. Hardie (Charlottesville, VA)
Maurice A. Jones (New York, NY)
Babur B. Lateef, M.D. (Manassas, VA)
John G. Macfarlane III (Crozet, VA)
Tammy S. Murphy (Red Bank, NJ)
James V. Reyes (Washington, DC)
Jeffrey C. Walker (Palm Beach, FL)
Margaret F. Riley, Faculty Member (Charlottesville, VA)
Bryanna F. Miller, Student Member (Lewes, DE)
Susan G. Harris, Secretary to the Board of Visitors

Administration
Teresa A. Sullivan, President
Thomas C. Katsoulas, Executive Vice President and Provost
Patrick D. Hogan, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Richard P. Shannon, M.D., Executive Vice President for Health Affairs
Collette Sheehy, Senior Vice President for Operations
Melody S. Bianchetto, Vice President for Finance
Ronald R. Hutchins, Vice President for Information Technology
Patricia M. Lampkin, Vice President and Chief Student Affairs Officer
Mark M. Luellen, Vice President for Advancement
David W. Martel, Vice President for Communications and Chief Marketing Officer
Marcus L. Martin, M.D., Vice President and Chief Officer for Diversity and Equity
Melur K. Ramasubramanian, Vice President for Research
Roscoe C. Roberts, University Counsel
Kelley D. Stuck, Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer
Carla G. Williams, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Programs
Maurice Apprey, Dean, African-American Affairs
Ian A. Bauck, Dean, College and Graduate School of Arts & Science
Scott C. Beardsley, Dean, Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Craig H. Benson, Dean, School of Engineering & Applied Science
Ila L. Berman, Dean, School of Architecture
Philip E. Bourne, Director, Data Science Institute
Dorrie K. Fontaine, Dean, School of Nursing
Risa L. Goluboff, Dean, School of Law
Allen W. Groves, Associate Vice President and University Dean of Students
Steven E. Laymon, Interim Dean, School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Robert C. Pianta, Dean, Curry School of Education
Gregory W. Roberts, Dean, Undergraduate Admission
Allan C. Stam, Dean, Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
John M. Unsworth, University Librarian and Dean of Libraries
David S. Wilkes, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine
Carl P. Zeithaml, Dean, McIntire School of Commerce
Donna Price Henry, Chancellor, The University of Virginia's College at Wise
Faculty Marshals

**Assembly Group**
Robert E. Davis, Chair
Ayn T. Balja
Kathryn L. Buzzoni
James P. Cohoon
Robert M. Conroy
Kevin M. Donovan
Daniel J. Driscoll
S. Max Edelson
Joe Garafalo
Bonnie S. Gordon
Donna L. Hearns
Karen Kaladar
Kathryn S. Laughon
Felicia C. Marston
Elizabeth K. Meyer
K. Sara Myers
Noah Myung
Selma Naramly
Amy V. Ogden
Ruth A. Payne
Lynn M. Saunders
Carol A. Tomlinson
Jennifer A. N. Vernon
Barbara Brown Wilson
Peter A. Youngs

**Banner Carriers**
Class of 2018
Diane E. D’Costa
Charles Malcolm Stewart

**Bicentennial**
Diane E. D’Costa
Charles Malcolm Stewart

**Architecture**
Monia El Khafif

**College of Arts & Sciences**
Sarah E. Betzer

**Commerce**
David A. Chapman

**Continuing & Professional Studies**
Stephen L. Levine

**Data Science**
Donald E. Brown

**Education**
Edith C. Lawrence

**Engineering & Applied Science**
Rita Jane Schnipke

**Faculty**
Alfred C. Weaver

**Graduate Arts & Sciences**
Dinko Počanić

**Graduate Business**
Elena Loutskina

**Law**
Anne M. Coughlin

**Leadership and Public Policy**
Amanda J. Crombie

**Medicine**
James H. Moak, M.D.

**Nursing**
Theresa J. Carroll

**Raven Society**
Ethan C. Zell

**Faculty Marshals**

Architecture
Ellen M. Bassett
John J. Comazzi
Sheila R. Crane
Matthew Jull
Suzanne W. Moomaw
William H. Sherman

**College of Arts & Sciences**

Peter Abramenko
Ahmed H. al-Rahim
Rae L. Blumberg
David N. Dalton
Frederick H. Damon
John D. Dillery
Paul A. Dobryden
Carter A. Doyle
Melissa J. Frost
Hudson F. Golino
Bonnie M. Hagerman
David M. B.L. Herman
Jeffrey J. Holf
Ku-Lung Hsu
Bilal A. Humiedan
Zachary C. Irving
Robert H. Kretsinger
Charles A. Laughlin
Alison J. Levine
Allan Lynch
Stephen A. Macko
Jessamy S. Mans
Edward M. Murphy
Christina N. Robbins
David R. Singerman
Stanley J. Stepanic
Herbert Tucker
Bruce A. Williams
Jongsoo Yoon

**Commer**
Michael D. Achison
Ann G. Backof
Anthony J. Baglioni, Jr.
Lucien L. Bass III
Brendan J. Boler
David A. Chapman
Stefano Grazioni
Brent M. Kitchens
David W. Lehman
Jingjing Li
Jeffrey B. Lovelace
Eric M. Negangard
Russell R. Nelson
Kieran S. O’Connor
George A. Overstreet
Robert E. Patterson
Marcia L. Pentz
Andrea A. Roberts
Suprateek Sarkar
Jeri K. Seidman
Mark A. White
Jennifer L. Winchel
Ryan T. Wright
Yingzi Yu

**Continuing & Professional Studies**
Ana R. Abad-Jorge

**Data Science**
Stephen L. Levine

**Engineering & Applied Science**

Eric W. Anderson
FNU Asma
David L. Edwards
Gavin T. Garner
William H. Guilford
Marek Jerzy Pindera
Ann E. Reimer
Petra Reinke
Rekha Singh

**Graduate Arts & Sciences**

Robert M. Cox
Philip B. Potter

**Graduate Business**
Sankaran Venkataraman
Ronald T. Wilcox, Jr.

**Law**
Thomas B. Nachbar
Micah J. Schwartzman

**Leadership and Public Policy**
Steven T. Hiss
Jill S. Rockwell

**Medicine**
Megan J. Bray, M.D.
Corinne J. Cross
Christopher Deppmann
Meg G. Keeley, M.D.
Robin D. LeGallo, M.D.
Barbara J. Mann, M.D.
Wendy M. Novicoff
Aaron P. Fannone
Christine M. Peterson, M.D.
Sean W. Reed, M.D.

**Nursing**
Christine S. Connelly
Bethany M. Coyne
Catherine F. Kane

**Postgraduate Marshals**

Gweneth L. West

**Grand Marshal**

Gwendolen L. West

**Procession Marshals**

Julie L. Bargmann
Phoebe Crisman

**College of Arts & Sciences**

Benjamin C. Adams
Shilpa S. Davé
Erin L. Eaker
Kelsey E. Johnson
Karlin R. Luedtke
Shawn T. Lyons
John F. Miller
Christine M. Zunz

**Commerce**
Jeffrey P. Boschuk
Sherri P. Moore

**Continuing & Professional Studies**
Sharen Christie Mendoza
Anne Marie H. Plunkett

**Data Science**
Rafael C. Alvarado
Nada Basit

**Education**
Latisha L. Hayes
Stephanie D. van Hooven

**Engineering & Applied Science**
Andreas Beling
Mark R. Floryan
Archie L. Holmes, Jr.
James H. Lambert

**Graduate Arts & Sciences**
Jane Alison
Edward T. Barnaby

**Graduate Business**
Kenneth M. Eades (Honorary)
Yael Grushka-Cockayne
Bidhan Lalit Parmar
Dennis Tao Yang

**Law**
Maureen E. Brady
Caleb E. Nelson

**Leadership and Public Policy**
Eileen Y. Chou
Craig Volden

**Medicine**
Ruth G. Bernheim
Amy H. Bouton
Dorothy J. Canterbury, M.D.
John J. Densmore, M.D.

**Nursing**
Maureen J. Metzer
Richard J. Westphal

**Seating Group**
Gary A. Ballinger, Chair
Timothy Beaver
Grace A. Cleveland
Sara L. Dexter
Devon J. Donovan
Karen A. Farber
Fiona Greenland
Jennifer R. Greerson
Mark A. Hadley
Richard Handler
Natasha A. Heny
Karen K. Inkelas
Patricia A. Jennings
Kenneth C. Lichtenheld, Jr.
Bilal Ahmad Maanaki
Charlotte H. Matthews
Carole Lynn Maxwell-Thompson
Andrew Seth McDowell
Edith L. Morris
David G. Moyer, M.D.
Andrew S. Obus
Elizabeth Whittenburg Ozment
Jennifer S. Pease
Leonard J. Schoppa
Sandra S. Seidel
Sarah Kate Stephenson
Samhita Sunya
Robert H. Tai
Sebastian Tello-Trillo
Patricia A. Wattenmaker
Caitlin D. Wylie
Graduation Planning Committee

Pamela W. Higgins, Chair
E. Cecil Banks, Jr., Vice Chair
Dirron D. Allen, Newcomb Hall
Kostas J. Alibertis, Emergency Medical Services
David W. Anderson, Printing and Copying Services
Jason D. Bauman, Athletics Department
Travis Boyd, University Registrar's Office
Virginia C. Carter, Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
Laura D. Casteen, Dean of Students
Stephanie Ann Clayton, Conference Services
Ellie W. Cooke, Major Events
Nargis J. Cross, President's Office
Anthony P. de Bruyn, University Communications
John DeSilva, Emergency Preparedness
Carolyn M. Dillard, Information Booths
Gerald D. Drumheller, Environmental Health & Safety
Patrick B. Estes, Ushers
Cynthia P. Ferguson, President's Office
Melissa A. Fielding, University Police Department
Peter T. Frieslander, Navy ROTC
Michael A. Gibson, University Police Department
Britt M. Grimm, Environmental Health & Safety
Allen W. Groves, Dean of Students
Teresa M. Hammond, University Bookstore
Laura F. Hawthorne, University Registrar
Michelle S. Hong, Class of 2019 Graduation Committee Chair
Michael C. Jones, Residence Life
Carol P. Keese, University Communications
Jill Krantz, Intramural-Recreational Sports
Jason E. Life, Alumni Association
Mary Elizabeth Luzar, Alumni Association
Melvin Mallory, Office for Equal Opportunity and Civil Rights
Andrew O. Mansfield, Parking & Transportation
C. McGregor McCance, University Communications
Douglas G. McGlothlin, Environmental Health & Safety
Christopher F. McLean, Dining Services
Michael B. Merriam, Facilities Management
Dana E. Miller, Parking & Transportation
Lucian A. Mirra, Emergency Preparedness
Delphine A. Najeeullah, Environmental Health & Safety
Melissa Oliver, Office for Equal Opportunity and Civil Rights
Ronald H. Pack, Institutional Assessment & Studies
J. Marshall Pattie, Office of the Dean of Students
Jason Pedone, John Paul Jones Arena
Jane Petrick, Army ROTC
Andrew M. Petters, Residence Life
Scott A. Reed, Intramural-Recreational Sports
Alexandra Reisinger, John Paul Jones Arena
Erik J. Roberts, Class of 2018 Graduation Committee Chair
Kenny W. Roston, Newcomb Hall
Marjorie L. Sidebottom, Emergency Preparedness
Matthew H. Smith, Ushers
Stacy M. Smith, President's Office
Matthew R. Smythe, Dining Services
Catherine C. Spear, Office for Equal Opportunity and Civil Rights
Jeremy K. Spitzer, Intramural-Recreational Sports
Adam Stubits, President's Office
Angela M. Tabler, University Police Department
Ryan D. Taylor, Facilities Management
Morgan Thacker, University Registrar's Office
Melanie R. Welcher, Emergency Medical Services
Rebecca White, Parking & Transportation
Clinton E. Wingfield, Environmental Health & Safety
Sheri B. Winston, President's Office
Warren L. Wood, Jr., Facilities Management
Barbara Zunder, Student Disability Access Center
Graduates and Degree Candidates

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Conferred August 9, 2017

Doctors of Philosophy
Benjamin Taylor Barnhill
Chemistry
Dissertation: Protein Analysis by Mass Spectrometry

Victoria Valerievna Basham
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: The Rasulka and the Quest for Romantic Love in the Poetic Works of Aleksandr Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov, and Vasily Zhukovsky

Holly McGhin Bell
English
Dissertation: Evil in Three Persons: Judas Iscariot and Middle English Christian Community

Stephanie Rachel Bernhard
English

Sara Ann Blankenship
Chemistry
Dissertation: Modulation of Conformational Exchange Events in the Glutamate Transporter Homologue GltPh

Jesse Elias Bordwin
English
Dissertation: The Space Between the Novel and the World: Reading for Objects in the Contemporary Novel

Peter Leonid Chekin
French
Dissertation: The Roman Middle Ages: Aspects of Late Antique-Medieval Cultural Continuity in Old French Hagiography

Woo Jin Choi
Economics
Dissertation: Essays in Open Macroeconomics and Exchange Rates

Frank Joseph Cirillo
History
Dissertation: The Day of Saint-hood Has Passed: Abolitionists and the Golden Moment of the Civil War, 1861-1865

Amy Marion Coddington
Music

Dannah Karlynn Dennis
Anthropology
Dissertation: Nepali First: Nationalism and Citizenship in a New Secular Republic

George Torrey Derk
English
Dissertation: A Prose Kinema: Modernism in the Age of Film

Diana Dinescu
Psychology
Dissertation: An Exploration and Cross Cultural Comparison of Mental Health Outcomes Associated with Single Parenthood

Elizabeth Ann Dwyer
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Portraits and Visions in Renaissance Veneto: Titian, Moroni, Veronese

Claire Juliette Carter Eager
English

Ashleigh Dawn Elser
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Beyond Unity: Reading Hermeneutic Frictions in Biblical Literature

Melissa June Frost
Spanish
Dissertation: Herbs That Madden, Herbs That Cure: A History of Hallucinogenic Plant Use in Colonial Mexico

Anne Helen Galvin
English
Dissertation: Violence and Visual Media in the Contemporary Global Novel

Frank Warren Garmon, Jr.
History
Dissertation: State Taxes, Wealth, and Public Finances after the American Revolution, 1783-1815

Mary Hamil Gilbert
Classics
Dissertation: Jean Racine Reads the Ancients: Classical Allusions and Ancient Poetics in Andromaque, Britannicus, and Phédre et Hippolyte

Melissa Jean Gismondi
History
Dissertation: Rachel Jackson and the Search for Zion, 1760s-1830s

Thomas Gray, Jr.
Government

Fang Guo
Economics
Dissertation: Hospital Infant Formula Discharge Packages: A Blessing or a Curse?

Sarah E. Herbert
Classics
Dissertation: The Philosopher and the Farmer: Spatial Metaphor in Three Conversations in Euripides, Plato, and Xenophon

Erin Elaine Horn
Psychology
Dissertation: What Money Can (and Can’t) Buy: A Behavior Genetic Analysis of the Physical and Mental Health Benefits of Socioeconomic Advantage in Modern America

Chenliang Huang
Astronomy
Dissertation: Spectral Line Formation in Hot Jupiter Atmospheres and in Interacting Supernovae

Madaka Manaram Kaluarachchi
Physics
Dissertation: Neutron Radiation, Radiation Measurement and the JLab APEX Experiment

Dionisos Konstantine Kavadas
Anthropology
Dissertation: Essential Oil: Kinship and Wealth Among Olive Farmers in Messina, Greece

Claire Genevieve La Fleur
Psychology
Dissertation: Evaluating Cognitive Dedifferentiation

Jeonghun Lee
Physics
Dissertation: Microwave Transitions of Cold Rydberg Atom Pairs

Joseph Earl Lenow
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Suffering the World: An Augustinian Christology

Jie Liu
Physics
Dissertation: The Proton Spin Structure Function g2 at Low Q2 and Applications of Polarized 3He

Andrew Paul Lynn
Sociology
Dissertation: The Purpose Industry: The Production and Possibility of Meaningful Work in Post-Industrial Capitalism

Kin Hei Anthony Mak
Mathematics
Dissertation: Constraints on Basic Classes of Lefschetz Fibrations

Lauren Young Marshall
History
Dissertation: Rewriting Empire: The South African War, the English Popular Press, and Edwardian Imperial Reform

Harold Conard Mock III
History

Nicole Pankiewicz
Government

Niveditha Prabakaran
Economics
Dissertation: Rural Perspectives in a Global Economy

Brian James Prager
Astronomy
Dissertation: Using Long-Term Millisecond Pulsar Timing to Model Pulsar Companions and Their Host Star Clusters

Poojan Pyakurel
Chemistry
Dissertation: Characterization of Optically and Chemically Stimulated Neutron Transmitter Release in Drosophila Melanogaster

Britta Bengston Rowe
English
Dissertation: Ugly Beauty: Chaucer’s Poetic Ecclesiology

Alexander Joseph Schiller
Psychology
Dissertation: Beyond Affective Congruence

Robert Brian Siebeking
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Creation of an Islamic Literary Genre: Popular Religious Education in Thalâbî’s (d.427/1035) ‘Tales of the Prophets’

Maxwell Dillon Tfirn
Music
Dissertation: Hearing Images and Seeing Sound: The Creation of Sonic Information Through Image Interpolation

Kanchana Kumari Thannippuli
Gauge
Biological
Dissertation: Coordination of Axon Degeneration in the Peripheral Nervous System

Nicholas W Troup
Astronomy
Dissertation: Companions to APOGEE Stars: A Stellar Populations View of the Milky Way’s Stellar and Substellar Companion Hosts

Xiang Wan
Mathematics
Dissertation: Global Well-Posedness and Exponential Stability

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
for a Nonlinear Thermoelastic Kirchhoff-Love Plate System

Michael Sean Willis
Mathematics
Dissertation: Stable Limits of the Khovanov Homology and L-S-K Spectra for Infinite Braids

Gabriel Wong
Physics
Dissertation: Universal Aspects of Entanglement in Quantum Field Theory and String Theory

Gerald Roger Woodworth
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Exotic Plant Species: Drivers and Impacts of Plant Invasions in an Eastern Deciduous Forest Community

Gretchen Gioia York
English
Dissertation: Losing Eden: Theater and the Fall from Medieval Drama to Milton

**Masters of Arts**

John Ferguson Gayle III
Charles Joseph Glaser III
Carmen J Grady
Lucas Marc Greer
Allyson Margaret Healey
Daniel Cooper Justus
Jose Isaac Molina Sanchez
Thomas Michael Shoemaker
Aditi Singh
George Richard Williams

**Master of Arts in Physics Education**

Sarah Montgomery Shaw

Conferred December 21, 2017

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Kristen Ellinor Andersen
English
Dissertation: Undercover in the Underclasses: Dressing Down in Victorian Literature

Athaunda Mudiyanelage Shalani Anushika A Athauda
Physics
Dissertation: The Role of Nanoscale Atomic Fluctuations in the Superconducting Mechanism of the Bi2212 Superconductors

Manuel Alejandro Barrantes Segura
Philosophy
Dissertation: Mathematical Explorations of Physical Phenomena

Kathleen Marie Berggren
History

Emily Arma Howard Filler
Religious Studies
Dissertation: A Stubborn and Rebellious Bible: Modern Jewish Scripture, Troubling Texts, and the Recovery of Rabbinic Hermeneutics

Rachel Elaine Finney
Spanish
Dissertation: Representations of Women in Postwar Spain: Gender and Performance in Recent Novels and Films

Joris Gjeta
Sociology

Guillermo Hausmann Guil
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on the Great Recession and the Austerity

Zachary Adam Hoffman
History
Dissertation: Orienting the Empire: Russian Identity and East Asian Imperialism in the Conservative Press, 1894-1905

Budr-un-nisa Almas Khan
English
Dissertation: A Fraught Inheritance: Legal Realism, Literary Realism, and the Forging of American Democracy

Mingyun Li
Chemistry
Dissertation: Liquid Phase Supercontinuum Fiber-Loop Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy

Charles Emile McAnany
Chemistry
Dissertation: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Intrinsically Disordered Proteins and Biomolecular Assemblies

Nasser Meerkhan
Spanish
Dissertation: Al-Andalus in Text and Context: Stories and Histories of Medieval and Early Modern Iberia

Alexander Michael Morgan
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Sedimentology, Hydrology, and Climatic Environment of Alluvial Fans on Earth and Mars

Elizabeth Lillian Ott
English
Dissertation: The Literary Marketplace of the Circulating Library, 1830-1930

Sharon Atirah Wilson Purdy
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Fluvial Landforms and the Post-Noachian Environment on Mars

Alessandro Questa Rebolledo
Anthropology
Dissertation: Dancing Spirits: Towards a Mesoamerican Ecology of Interdependence in the Northern Highlands of Puebla, Mexico

Nelson Martin Eason Reveley
Religious Studies
Dissertation: A Theology of Consumption

Grace Elizabeth Reynolds
Anthropology
Dissertation: Qui no te passat no te identit: Tales of Transgression and Voices from History in Activist Barcelona

Anjana Malinge Samarakoon
Physics
Dissertation: Jamming in Spin Systems

Steven Keith Scheid
Psychology
Dissertation: Connecting Crossmodal Perception and Garner's Integrality: An Investigation into Crossmodal Correspondences Using General Recognition Theory

Blake Rollins Silver
Sociology
Dissertation: The Cost of Inclusion: Race, Class, Gender, and the Social Dynamics of College Life

Amanda Renee St Ivany
Nursing
Dissertation: Insight into Traumatic Brain Injury from Intimate Partner Violence: A Grounded Theory Study

Atticus Eyyhan LeMay Stovall
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Applications of Terrestrial LiDAR for Reducing Uncertainty in Forest Carbon Mapping: A Scale-Driven Approach

Chun Su
Biology
Dissertation: Uncovering the Molecular Mechanism Underlying the Virulence of Striga gesnierioides

Brittany Lynne Sutherland
Biology
Dissertation: Interplay of the Environmental Sciences

Bin Wang
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Integrating Biodiversity into Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Using an Individual-Based Model (IBM)

Quinnan Yin
Statistics
Dissertation: Bayesian Inference of High-Dimensional Cluster-Structured Ordinary Differential Equation Models with Applications to Brain Connectivity Studies

**Masters of Arts**

Sharisa Joy Adukantis
Andrew Cade Barrow
Miranda Leigh Belzzer
Monica Kristin Blair
Junyi Cai
John Robert Carpenter
Olyvia Rebeccah Chrustle
Mantin Fatim Diomande
Silas Frantz
Christopher Stauter Halsted
Kenneth Austin Hawrey
Ida Horquist
Sara Hoseini Makarem
Teresa Rene Jones
Kamaoji
Allison Martha Kelley
Caroline Malory Kelsey
Jessica Ann Murah Mazen
Adele Louisa McHerney
Michelle Justine Morgenstern
Nadezda Moskovskikh
Brian Carl Neumann
Sharmin Islam Pala
Valeria Provotorova
Abheer Saha
Jeremy Makoto Sorgen
Hannah Knox Tucker
Nathan Ivan Walton
Richard Joshua Wayt
Yuchi Yao
Nazi Meltem Yucel

**Master of Fine Arts**

Kaitlin Paige Sikes

**Masters of Science**

Deliang Bu
Wenjing Che
Thomas Wilson Coles
Benjamin Paul Godek
Yan He
Minzhi Hu
Nianmian Li
Yifan Li
Zhuo Li
Zizhao Li
Yingxin Liang
Shiyuan Liu
Renkun Ni
Sean William Schulte
Philip Jerome Stenger, Jr.
Ying Sun
Wuwei Tan
Chih Chi Wang
Qushui Xu
Muquan Ye
Li Zhang
Nan Zhi

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Philosophy
Matthew Robert Adams
Philosophy
Dissertation: A Contractualist Theory of Nonideal Justice
Lillian Rachel Aoki
Environments Sciences
Dissertation: Seagrass as a Coastal Filter: Investigating the Role of Seagrass Meadows in Mediating Nitrogen Cycling in Shallow Coastal Lagoons
Olga Askinaiz
Biology
Dissertation: A Mechanism for Regulation of Branched F-actin Networks by Dynamin 2
Jon Paul Bellona
Music
Dissertation: Physical Composition: The Musicality of Body Movement on Digital Musical Instruments
John D. Berman
Mathematics
Dissertation: Categorified Algebra and Equivariant Homotopy Theory
Lee Jordan Bloch
Anthropology
Dissertation: Swetzum's Amber: Animating Mound Landscapes and the Non-Linear Longue Durée in the Native South
Taylor Reid Brown
Statistics
Dissertation: Factor Stochastic Volatility Models for Portfolio Construction
Selen Cakir
Economics
Dissertation: Party Formation in Parliamentary Democracies
Tianran Chen
Physics
Dissertation: Structures, Phase Transitions, Dynamics, and Optoelectronic Properties of Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Lead Iodide Perovskites
Lindsay Nicole Collins
Psychology
Dissertation: Myelination and Synaptogenesis in Olfactory System White Matter Tracts
Aaron Gabriel Colton
English
Dissertation: Reconstructing Metaphiction: Politics, Ethics, and Resistance in the American Century
Ilia Rose Cooke
Chemistry
Dissertation: Laboratory Constraints on Thermal and Photon-Induced Processes in Interstellar Ices
Kristin Courteny
Mathematics
Dissertation: C*-Algebras and Their Finite-Dimensional Representations
Elizabeth Anne Croson
Nursing
Dissertation: Extended Adherence to Adjuvant Endocrine Therapy in Breast Cancer Survivors: Ritualization of Adherence
Benjamin Edward Davison
History
Dissertation: Farm to Table: The Supermarket Industry and American Society, 1920-1990
Denise Tempinski Deutschlander
Sociology
Dissertation: Cultural Capital and Students' Experiences in College: The Role of Parents in Facilitating Students' Success
Marissa Britt Drell
Psychology
Dissertation: I only want one! Children's Evaluations of Inequality by Choice
Katelyn Ann Durkin
English
Dissertation: OriginalCopyKin: Rethinking Intellectual Property in American Literature, 1840-1930
Nicholas Lee Embrey
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Macroeconomics and Labor Markets
Kelly West Figueroa-Ray
Religious Studies
Dissertation: BelovedCommunity in Multicultural Contexts: The Lived Theology of Pastor Miguel Balders
Ariel Lee Firebaugh
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Night-Lights: Light Pollution Impacts on Fireflies and Arthropod Communities
Kara Shaner Fitzgibbon
Sociology
Dissertation: Framing Islam: Non-Muslim Americans’ Narratives of Muslim and Islamic Identity
Jack Furniss
History
Dissertation: States of the Union: The Rise and Fall of the Political Center in the Civil War North
Anup Gampa
Psychology
Dissertation: Role of Information in System Justifying Attitudes
Zachary Gates
Mathematics
Dissertation: Finite Presentability of Groups Acting on Locally Finite Twin Buildings
Paul Wermager Gleason
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Two Heretics: Poetry, Philosophy, and Religion in the Works of George and Edward Herbert
Robert Benjamin Gorham
History
Dissertation: History and Architecture: Threads in the Urban Fabric: Patterns of Non-Elite Housing at Pompeii
Carol Elizabeth Guarnieri
English
Lauren Nicole Haunesser
History
Dissertation: Party of Patriarchy: Democratic Gender Politics and the Coming of the Civil War
April Andrea Herlevi
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Competition for Investment: Causes and Consequences of the Rise of the Special Economic Zone
Franklin Delano Hickey
Nursing
Dissertation: Doing Something: Oral and Written Narratives of Nurses’ Experiences of the September 11, 2001 Disaster
Paul James Hochner
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Ethics of Jonathan Edwards: Evangelical Obedience in Covenantal Perspective
Hannah Michele Holtzman
French
Dissertation: L'ère nucléaire: French Visions of Japan, from Hiroshima to Fukushima
Carolyn Lee Howarter
Anthropology
Dissertation: The Covenantal Theology of Jonathan Edwards
Elizabeth Ann Hundt
Nursing
Dissertation: A Noble Monument of Wisdom and Mercy: St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, 1852-1899
Elliott William Isaac
Economics
Dissertation: The Tax Treatment of Marriage and Its Impact on Family Formation and Labor Supply
Reed Adam Johnson
Slavic Languages and Literature
Dissertation: Revolution of Clocks: Time and Future in the Work of Sigizmund Krzysztofowicz
Marissa Kathryn Kiefer
Chemistry
Dissertation: Neisserial Opa Protein Dynamics and Interactions with Human CEACAM1
Erin Jennifer Koldis
Biology
Dissertation: Development of Portable Sample-In-Answer-Out Microfluidic Systems for On-Site Analyte Detection
Robert Mathew Kubinec
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Crony Capitalist, Democracy and the Arab Uprisings in North Africa
Sheung Tak Lam
Philosophy
Dissertation: Magnitudes: A Descriptive Metaphysics of Quantity
Katrina Lancaster
Psychology
Dissertation: The Social Regulation of Emotion and Its Importance for Human Health
Benjamin Douglas Lee
English
Dissertation: The Making of Books and the Making of Robert Frost
Scott Lee
Chemistry
Dissertation: Electrochemical Methods for Determining the Mechanism of Spontaneous Adenosine Release
Benjamin Thomas Leyden
Economics
Dissertation: There’s an App (Update) for That: A Structural Model of Product Updating Under Digitization
Yubo Liu
Economics
Allison Lee Oldham Luedtke
Economics
Dissertation: Endogenous Network Formation: Theory and Applications
Shiliang Ma
Chemistry
Dissertation: Physically and
Anthony Pasero-O'Malley
Spanish
Dissertation: Stagings of the Sign: Semiotics and Spanish Experimental Theatre

Aaron Robert Pipps
Economics

Samuel Henry Plapinger
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Selecting Success: Recruitment and Insurgent Effectiveness in Civil Wars

Abigail Susan Post
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: It's the Principle at Stake: Rhetoric and Compromise in International Bargaining

Abha Rajan
Physics
Dissertation: QCD Representations of Quark and Gluon Spin and Orbital Angular Momentum

Elosa Rebele Grilo Pires
Mathematics
Dissertation: Symbolic Powers and the Containment Problem

Aaron Michael Reedy
Biology
Dissertation: Evolutionary Ecology of Separate Sexes: Causes and Consequences of Sex Differences in Morphology, Behavior, and Life History

Michael A Reeks, Jr.
Mathematics
Dissertation: The Trace and Center of the Twisted Heisenberg Category

Lauren Kathleen Reynolds
Spanish

Nicholas K Rimell
Philosophy
Dissertation: Representational Content and the Objects of Thought

Giancarlo Cesar Rolando Betancourt
Anthropology
Dissertation: Living with Other: Mastanawa Engagements with Alterity

Holly Ann Runde
French
Dissertation: Tota mulier ex utero: An Empathetic Reading of Contemporary French Abortion Narratives

Sharmistha Sahoo
Physics
Dissertation: Fractionalization and Interaction in Topological Superconductors and Insulators

Alicia Marie Salinas
Spanish
Dissertation: "Tatúan yich in kaajal" | The Face of My People: Contemporary Maya-Spanish Bilingual Literature and Cultural Production from the Yucatan Peninsula

Wilaporn Samanksikorn
Nursing
Dissertation: Intimate Partner Violence, Reproductive Coercion, Unintended Pregnancy, and Birth Outcomes in Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System

Jeffrey Scott Schafer
Economics
Dissertation: Asset Pricing in a Production Economy

Veronica V Shalotenko
Mathematics
Dissertation: In Search of Bounds on the Dimension of Ext Between Irreducible Modules for Finite Groups of Lie Type

Christopher Nelson Shingledecker
Chemistry
Dissertation: On Cosmic Rays in Astrochemical Models

Jonathan Simone
Mathematics
Dissertation: Cut-and-Paste Operations and Exotic 4-Manifolds

Laura Marie Stepe
Biology
Dissertation: Differential Sympathetic Activity to Adipose Tissue, Implications in Energy Homeostasis and Weight Loss

Alexander Sirota
Physics
Dissertation: Applications of the Pflaffian State to Topological Phases

Sarah Nicole Smith
English
Dissertation: Enacting Sacrament: Ritual and Agency in the Poetry of Spencer and Milton

Kimberly Ann Stanek
Chemistry
Dissertation: Structural and Functional Studies of the Hfq Family of Ancient RNA-Binding Proteins

Geraldine Poppek Suter
German
Dissertation: 'Almost Poetic':

Alfred Doblin's Subversive Theater

Erin Elizabeth Swails
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Determining the Effects of Land-Use Change and Climate Variability on Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Indonesian Peatlands

Sarah Christine Teets
Classics
Dissertation: One Is Not Born a Greek: Josephus and Cultural Identity in the "Against Apion"

Stacie Lynne Thyrlson
Philosophy
Dissertation: Plato De Magistro

Gabriela Toledo
Biology
Dissertation: Exploration into the Molecular Forces Shaping the Evolution of Tetradotoxin Resistance in Garter Snakes

Jane Vanessa Tucker
Psychology
Dissertation: Feeling Bad When Someone Does Good: Consequences of Moral Self-Threat and the Role of Applicability

Marianne Beare Vyas
Nursing

Bradley Richard Weaver
Mathematics
Dissertation: Non-Abelian Groups of Order Eight and the Local Lifting Problem

Claire Jeanette Weiss
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: The Construction of Sidewalks as Indicator of Social and Economic Interaction in Ancient Roman Cities

Veronique Ursel Weser
Psychology
Dissertation: Tools and the Extended Body Representation: Blurred Boundaries Between the Models for Perception and Action

Erin Corwin Westgate
Psychology
Dissertation: Why Boredom Is Interesting

Charles D Wright
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Communion and Being: Re-Thinking Ontology and Morality with John Zizioulas

Theophilus Aghashie Yakah
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Statebuilding and Ethnic Politics in Africa


distinction 2 high distinction 3 highest distinction 4 honors 5 high honors 6 highest honors 7 distinguished majors program

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

Chemically Induced Band Bending Changes at the Surfaces of TiO2 Nanoparticles Studied by Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Gao Meng
Economics

Michael Joseph Meyer, Jr.
Psychology
Dissertation: Using Novel Dynamic Modeling Technique to Explore Synchrony of Facial Expressions and Speech in Dyadic Conversations

Ross Anthony Mintiga III
Government
Dissertation: Before Collapse: A Political Theory of Climate Catastrophe

Mural Khan Mumtaz
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Objects of Devotion: Representations of Muslim Saints in Early Modern South Asian Painting, 1500-1700

Maheswari Murugesan
Nursing
Dissertation: Effect of Yoga on Early Recurrence of Atrial Tachycardia and After Atrial Fibrillation Ablation

Shilong Nian
Chemistry
Dissertation: Amphiphilic Polymer-Based Fluorescent Probes for Enantioselective Recognition of Amino Acids and Amino Alcohols

Indu Ohri
English
Dissertation: The Cultural Anxieties in Victorian Women's Ghost Stories, 1847-1920

Christopher Carroll Oliver
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Civic Visions: The Panorama and Popular Amusement in American Art and Society, 1845-1870

Matthew Paul Julius Oreska
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Blue Carbon Benefits of Seagrass Restoration

Christina Dawn Osborne
Mathematics
Dissertation: Decomposing the Classifying Diagram in Terms of Classifying Spaces of Groups

Susan Palazzo
Anthropology
John Warren York
Government
Dissertation: From Vanguard to Old Guard: The Changing Role of Interest Groups in American Politics

Yanchi Yu
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Pricing Dynamics; Evidence from the Brewing Industry and from Amazon Marketplace

Mikhail Yurov
Physics
Dissertation: Measurements of Proton Electromagnetic Form Factors and Two-Photon Exchange in Elastic Electron-Proton Scattering

Gang Zhang
Economics
Dissertation: Three Essays on Microeconomics and International Microeconomics

Yin Zhang
Statistics
Dissertation: Functional Data Analysis for Sparse Functional Data

Zhe Zhu
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Income Inequality and Structural Transformation

Masters of Arts

Catherine Addington
Colin Patrick Arnold
Olivia Dew August
Daniel C. Auten
Jesse Bannister
Julia Gabrielle Barnes
Peter William Bautz
Elanna Grace Bellows
Seth Jason Berl
Suddhasawta Bhattacharya
Margaret Claire Bjoring
Christina Bolti
Jordan Buysse
Christine Elizabeth Campbell
Sidney Christman
Mary K Combs
Neal David Curtis
Snigdha Das
Catherine Daun
Dory Ellen DeWeese
Brooke Dinsmore
Naiyan Du
Grace Marie East
Mary Anne Elder
Luan Falcao Daniel Santos
Caitlin Flay
Gaelyn Faye Foster
Yan Nok Torrance Fung
Nicole Loraine Gallahan
Aubrey Geyer
Chelsea Karina Granados
Derrill Hagood
Zane William Havens
Benjamin Clay Helms
Md Amzad Hossain
Sajideh Sadat Hosseini
Alexander Marshall Humes
Rowan Agathon Johnson
Erin Colleen Jordan
Connor Sheldon Kenaston
Spencer Reed Kennedy
Pooja Khosla
Ga Young Ko
Miacaia Joan Kowalski
Gizem Kutlu
Matthew Lancellotti
Cannon Elder Lane
Janet Marie Lawler
Cheryl Su Min Leow
Ying Liu
Holly Maggiore
Julianne McCobin
Peter Fraser Morris
Joshua Sidney Chamberlin Morrison
Hana Nasser
Rachel Elizabeth Newman
Margaret Marie Oldham
Dutan Obar
Brian Joseph O’neil
Grant Blaine Pinkston
Danielle Nicole Pischeko
Fiorella Maria Pizzolon Niero
Aurora Kristine Hudson Raske
Margaret Ann Rawls
DeSiree N. Reeves
Jesse Micah Robinson
Anastasia Grace Rowan
Joaquin Saldaín Descalzi
Aruna Sastry
Michael David Scimeca
Hossain Shadman
Mathilda Eliza Shepard
Jing Han Sun
Chase David Smith
Saira Sohail
Mae Rose Speight
Yujia Sun
Alex Charles Watkins
Yuchia Wang
Allura M Warden
Austin Washburn
Caroline Whitcomb
Brennan Dale Granger Williams
Addison Blair Wilner
Judith Coolidge Wilson
Jerry Cheng-Yu
Yanchi Yu
Uzma Binte Zafar
Liudmila Zhagoura

Masters of Science

Evan Mikal Bagley
Luca Beale
David Douglas Bordeneuve
Sicong Cai
Ledao Chen
Amy Elaine Ferguson
Yifei Gao
Danzhe Huang
Kelcy Christina Kent
Kao Ho Lam
Hannah Marie Lewis
Christopher James Robert Lloyd
Renato Richard Mazzei
Yiyi Pu
Yiqing Song
Hannong Sun
Jianhui Sun
William Alexander Taylor
William Griffin Walker
Robert Forrest Wilson
Hangin Wu
Bowen Xiang
Rena Wang Yuan
Tonghao Zhang
Wanja Zhao
Qiyu Zhu

Valencia Robin Grice
Nichole Marie LeFebvre
Michael Okpanachi
Batul Rizvi
Adam Geoffrey Roux

College of Arts & Sciences

Masters of Fine Arts

Sara Altman Brickman
Michaela Cowgill
Michael Dhyne
Landis Elizabeth Grenville

College of Arts & Sciences

Conferred August 9, 2017

Bachelors of Arts

Elinor Kathryn Ackerman
Georgia Elizabeth Adam
Naaila Ahmad
Ajmal Amarkhel
Denny Rual Anderson III
Nathalie Cristina Bacardi Santa Cruz
Jacob Tanner Bailey
Eliza Souther Bell
Katherine Tom Benjamin
Caroline Bantleon
Anna Severin Bridgforth
Doreen Nola Brindise
Jacqueline Rose Bruno
Manuel Nicolas Campero
Erin Elizabeth Caubo
Nathaniel Gray Cheshire
William James Choi
Blake Thomas Clayton
Aaron Nathan Clyman
Owen Comer
Arthur Malik Conley
Christopher O'Shea Cook
Gregory Kyle Dalton
Aurian Darvishi
Jerroll Jeremiah Davis
Patrick Jonathan Depret-Guillaume

John Walker Ellis
William Haden Eppard
Julia Gary Evans
William Heywood Fralin III
Jordan Friedman
Timothy David Gambla
Ana Beatrix Alves Aquino Garcia
Martha Josephine Gill
Joshua Byron Goff
Mia Gabrielle Gross
John Grow
Sravya Gundapani
Diana Maria Christina Haigney
Joshua Eli Hassell
Adam Paul Hawes
Charles Edward Hershman
Seth Douglas Hesser
Clive Jacob Hillyard
Bradley Scott Hudson
Evelyn Davis Immonen
Javad Jarrahi
Kaitlyn Sarah Jefferson
Nishant Jha
Young Jun Ji
Minning Jin
Soo Bin Kam
Sungunee Kim
Young Seob Kim
Mert Kucuk
Jinhle Lee
Alec Leeds-Grant
Lily Leigh
Hannah Marie Lester
Jake Lightner
Zahra Mahbub
Anna Olegovna Makarova
Sabrina Eve Mattin
Sophie Lucille Maus
Liam David McCarthy
Joseph Daniel McDonald
Simone Carina McDonnell
John Matthew McGinn
Joseph McNamara
Shamika Nemish Mehta
Erica Nicole Miller
Benjamin Elliot Mobley
Patrice Moezle
Gabrielle Marie Moreth
Ryan Thomas Morrissey
Allison Leigh Mota
Bolanle T. Muritala
Tamim Ahmad Murshidi
Suralaf Abayneh Negere
William Overman IV
Bailey Robert Payne
Ryan Ericson Pugh
Karis HeeYoung Ra
Georgia Kimball Ratcliff
Erin Kristin Ryan
Adham Gamal Saad
Lama Haitham Saqef
Niyousha Shafaei
Alex Ryan Shklar
Surabhi Abayneh Negere
William Overman IV
Bailey Robert Payne
Ryan Ericson Pugh
Karisa HeeYoung Ra
Georgia Kimball Ratcliff
Erin Kristin Ryan
Adham Gamal Saad
Lama Haitham Saqef
Niyousha Shafaei
Alex Ryan Shklar
Surabhi Abayneh Negere
William Overman IV
Bailey Robert Payne
Ryan Ericson Pugh
Karisa HeeYoung Ra
Georgia Kimball Ratcliff
Erin Kristin Ryan
Adham Gamal Saad
Lama Haitham Saqef
Niyousha Shafaei
Alex Ryan Shklar
Surabhi Abayneh Negere
William Overman IV
Bailey Robert Payne
Ryan Ericson Pugh
Karisa HeeYoung Ra
Georgia Kimball Ratcliff
Erin Kristin Ryan
Adham Gamal Saad
Lama Haitham Saqef
Niyousha Shafaei
Alex Ryan Shklar
Surabhi Abayneh Negere
Bennett William Verha
Gurmehar Singh Virdi
Patrick Allen Voigt, Jr.
Noor Waheed
Grayson Alexander Walker
Charley Elias Wallach
Yitong Wang
Otto Frederick Warmbier
Tyler Conias Warner
W Wyatt C Whiteley
Thomas Nelson Williams III
Ryen Anthony Wilson
Christopher Yahanda
Monya Yazdani

Bachelors of Science

BIOLoGY
Pari Rakesh Sheh
Amanda Tomlinson
Nicole Elizabeth Wrigley

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Filip Darrius Kawka

PHYSICS
Daniel Patrick Quinn

Conferred December 21, 2017

Bachelors of Arts

Pablo Andres Aguilar
Sara Elizabeth Albrecht
Atishia Amin
Elena Dyonisia Anderson1
Maria Clara Arango
Sarah Arciniegas
Kevin Argueta
Freda Biyaa Assuah1
Akshay Prashant Balwally1
Alec John Bettinger
Michael Ryan Biesemier
Quin Blanding
Tyler Bowen
Zachary Scott Bradshaw
Rachel Braig
Mary Grace Britton
Samantha Jo Brooks
Andrew Waverly Brown
Mia Angelina Buck
Katie Raye Buckner
Brett Robert Bushman
Jefferson Norris Caldwell
Alyssa Ann Carr
Emily Case
Iris Lisa Castillo
John Charles Cavanagh1
Robert Blake Chandler
Bryan Chen1
Yun Chen1
Martin Chobanyan1
Quishuana Denise Clark
Eric Nathan Clay1
Jacqueline Rose Coakley
Caroline Harris Coleburn
Jacqueline Wright Collins
Christin Michaela Copeland
Jacqueline Elizabeth Cortes Nava
Caroline Dahmen
Megan Nicole Daiger

Bruce Chester Damian
Abigail Brett Davis1
Boyd Maxwell Davis
Lily Rhodes Davis1
Ryan John Dean
Anne Elizabeth Dixon
Sarah JoAnn Dodge
Jarrett Lynn Donkle
Katherine Ball Donnally1
Courtney Doran
Donovan Darrell Dowling
Sarah Durham
Stephen James Dwyer
Hannah Lillian Eisenstein
Brooke Michaela Ellis
Kristen Eppard1
Nika Ann Ewell1
Noel Parker Fauntleroy
Jacob Joseph Fieler
Jason Lane Flinn-Coggsdale
Hayes Benjamin Fountain
Ethan Henry Franck
Anna Elyse Frazier
Sarah Catherine Freebus1
Aine Kate Gallagher
Jaye Elizabeth Gallagher
Ethan Paul Goodman
Margaret Grace Grattan
Brooke Virginia Hagenbuch
Andrew Ilsun Han
Luyang Han1
Shannon Lois Harris1
Alexandra Kathleen Hart
Claire Bowers Hart1
Laith Mohammed Hasanian1
Olivia Hauffer
Rachel Marie Heacock
Grace Elizabeth Howe1
Benjamin Stuart Hutchins
Christian Roch-Laban Ignoumba
Lesley David Jennings, Jr.
Lucas James Joback
Samuel Bailey Jowers
Rebecca Berkeley Kapsak1
Tayler David Kehs
Kristin Nicole Kennedy1
Sogand Khajavi
Amr Khatri1
Elizabeth Ennui Kim
Joyce Hee Kim1
Song Kim
Morgan Tyler King
Elisabeth Ann Kyle
Abigail Victoria Lague
Ramsey Michael Langley1
Melissa Minh-Thao Le1
Anna Shinn LeValley
Langdon Andrew Detrick Lile
John Tiernan Low
Langdon Andrew Detrick Lile
John Tiernan Low
Jacyln Lund1,2
Dylan Crowdis MacDonald
Nikola James Marcich1
Brett Christopher Marshall1
Rebecca Lynn Martin1
Julia Tilmont Maund1
Mary Kathryn McLucas
Filip Mihaljevic
Jonathan Manuel Morata
Sarah Ellen Munday
Leo Murphy
Amanda Jo Nelson1

Sarah McKenzie Nelson
Ashley Phuoc-Minh-Tho Nguyen
Katherine Grace Nicholson
Brett Wilson Nicol
Justin Chance Niestroy
Neda Heydari Noori
Megan Elizabeth Oliva1
De Ouyang1
Peri Jaya Oxford1
Tianna Kiesha Paisley
Do Yeon Park1
Laja Samir Patel
Sawan Paresh Patel
Lily McGlynn Patterson
Katherine Cecile Phillips
Conner Michael Pierson
Rebecca Nellisha Ramdas
Megan Elizabeth Reid
Colby Carrington Rhodes
Matthew Clark Rice
Alexander Ritschard
Alexandra Marie Rivers
Amado Sanchez, Jr.
Yadav Sapkota
Daniel George Sausen
Tabitha Damai Schaffiner
Hannah Elizabeth Schmidt1
Danielle Anne Senf
Henley Predmore Shull
Sebastien Michel Sinko
Leanna Marie Stafflinger
Andrew James Steffey
David Stolz
Isabel Hardy Brown Sullivan
Sheldon Cody Sullivan
Puranimarie Tashima
Yash Sunil Thawrani
Pritika Twani
Tiffany Lu Tran1
Nina Tserediani
Casey Renee Tyler
Michael James Van Slyke
Valerie Villavicencio
Shi Jia Wang1
Julia Claire Warner1
Wynter Emerson Warren
Austin Scott White
Andrew Thomas Will
Sheena Sakura Wilson
Emily Elizabeth Wood
Su Huyen Yang
Carolyn Nalae Yi
Nasar Shah Zadran
Violeta Cecilia Zamorano
Shuman Zhou1
Caroline Kimble Zukowsky

Bachelors of Science

BIOLoGY
Angela Quynhmai Pham1
Mark Alan Rimkus
Priyanka Vuppala1
Jason Gong Zhang

CHEMISTRY
Ayaan Akhter Alam
Ethan Paul Arrington
Kristin Michelle Iorns
Rebecca Anne Montgomery
Leah Marie Ostendorf

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Ronald Fleming Calkins III
Eli Connell
Amelia Lauren Flannery
Christina Ines Mauney1

Conferred May 20, 2018

Bachelors of Arts
Aadil Abbas
Raufay Gohar Abbas1
Tamir Sami Abbas
Kassie Marie Abbinanti
Magid Galal Abdo
Matthew Joseph Abidin
Marnie Lee Abraham1
Razmuk Abrahanyan
Alexa Paige Abrams
Efrat Abramson
Rachel Abshire
Benjamin Natale Ackerman
Quinn Catherine Ackerman1
Kayla Acosta
Blake Andrew Adams
Ellen Patricia Adams1
Kara Michelle Adams
Mary Elizabeth Adams
Priya Adhikary
Mary Kingeley Aertker1
Krish Kumar Aggarwal
David Rhys Agilo
Daniela Alejandra Aguado
Enrique Eduardo Aguilar
Amirah Sarwar Sulhana Ahmad
Mina Ahn
Georgette Delali Akpakli
Sabrina Amber Akram
Hala Al Kallas
Stephanie Liliana Alcantara
Matthew Adair Diaz Aldridge
Thomas Harry Ale
Duncan George Alford
Rahma Mohamed Ali
Wasif Ali
Cephehr Alizadeh
Benjamin Guy Allen
Frances Rose Allen1
JaeLisa Sierra Allen
Joshua Allen
Erin Alexandra Alleva
Kara Noelle Alley
Jeffery Allgood
Zakia Alomari
Joumana Salam Alattall1
Eva Lucy Alvarado
Patrick Kazuo Amano-Dolan
Simon Etienne Amat
Tyler Carrington Ambrose1
Benjamin Howard Amoss III
Nicole Reinholdt Andersen
Charles Jordan Anderson
Markia Robena Anderson
Nicholas Bawar Anderson1
Parker Holden Anderson1
Alvaro Jose Andino Nunez
Benjamin Eric Andre
Alexander Joseph Anderson1
Bbara Ransome Andrews
Megan Emily Andrews1
Stephan Forrest Andrews, Jr.
Allison Rachel Belkowitz
Megana Belagutti
Christina Thames Beggarly
Dylan Griffith Bedsaul
William Charles Paley Beck
Christopher Beck
Mariah Louise Beazley
Catherine Montague Beazley
Olivia Marie Beatty
Natalie Claire Beam
Samuel Brandon Beadles
Alisson Melissa Baya
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Jordan Price Barton
Eleanor Barto
Justice Brycson Bartley
Eleanor Barto
Jordan Price Barton
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Alisson Melissa Baya
Samuel Brandon Beadles
Ellen Barclay Beahm
Natalie Claire Beam
Olivia Marie Beatty
Alexandra Scott Beaver
Catherine Montague Beazley
Mariah Louise Beazley
Christopher Beck
Magdalene Mary Beck
William Charles Paley Beck
Mary Sullivan Beckley
Adam Omar Bedawi
Dylan Griffith Bedsaul
Christina Thames Beggarly
Megan Belagutti
Allison Rachel Belkowitz
Elizabeth Prescott Bell
Olivia June Bell
Lara Bellone d’Alvattila
Merwan Benamor
Katherine Hayden Benfer
Brianna Renette Benjamin
Charles Richard Benjamin
Christopher John Benos
Anne Harrington Berning
Adam Michael Bernstein
William Carlyle Berry
Mikaela Irene Berst
Leland Edward Bertrand III
Amanda Berube
Elizabeth Ann Beverly
Lelaina Marie Beyer
Urmila Veera Bharathan
Manyata Bhattarai
Spencer Allen Bibb
Joshua Thomas Bicer
Murat Bilginosy
Blake Bird
David Alexander Birkenhalter
Abigail Elizabeth Black
Camila Robinson Blaha
Mason Alexander Blake
Bridget Logan Blakely
Victor Manuel Blanco
Jacob Lewis Blank
Christopher Blankingship
Daniel Adam Bleykhman
Mary Elizabeth Matter Blount
Virginia Ennalls Blount
Wilson Tucker Blythe
Casey Elizabeth Boatwright
Anna Victoria Bodkin
West McCayne Bogese
Gabrielle Marie Boissoneau
Brittany Dawn Bolick
Abigail Laurette Bolton
Alexander Park Bonham
William Thomas Bonnell
Cassidy Hooper Boomsma
Henry Holden Booth
Juliet Marie Borchardt
Alexandria Suzanne Borden
Dominika Borek
Kausthab Bose
Lauren Anne Alii Bosstrom
Stephen Thomas Boswick
Sarah Ellen Bouchie
Victoria Tatiana Bourgeois- Osborne
Anthony James Bouselli
Edward Bowden
John David Bower
Roger Fleming Hagerty Boyce
Austin Thomas Boyd
Briana Kelley Boyd
Forrest Duncan Boyd
Conor Fitzpatrick Boyle
Jazmin Kemel Brabson-Askew
Amina Gabrielle Bracken
Anseley Grace Bradwell
Leah Shannon Brady
John Bennett Brake
Thom Cooper Brake
Thomas Jackson Brake
Chiqtiaa Tiarra Branch
Steven Kenneth Branch II
Maya Shira Braude
Caroline Margaret Bray
Julie Rebecca Bray
Morgan Elizabeth Brazel
Tyler Francis Breen
Brandon Sinclair Bright
Andrew Stuart Brightbill
Carl John Brighton
Carson G Brili
David Alexander Brodnik
Andrew Mitchel Bronstven
Holly Elara Brooks
Isabelle Lenore Brooks
Kayla Brianna Brooks
Shane Tyler Brooks
Madeline Grace Brophy
Samantha Elizabeth Brosnan
Emma Elizabeth Brosnahan
Rebecca Jane Brought
Aidan Byron Brown
Alaynna Nichole Brown
Charles Jackson Brown
Chiara Shalimar Brown
Clara Warner Brown
Francesca Ann Brown
Michael Thomas Brown
Nicholas Cramer Brown
Nicolasa Werner Brown
Ramsey James Brown
Spencer Ashton Brown
Townsend Kirtley Brown
Isaiah Browne
Natalie Elizabeth Browning
Courtney Jane Bruhaeker
Noah Benjamin Brundige
Nicole Herman Bruno
Rachel Kirby Bryan
Jessica Lauren Bryant
Layla ASbury Bryan
Natalie Rose Buchen
Christina Renee Buckles
Natalia Buenaventura
Allyson Kate Buenemeyer
Zachary Hunter Buettner
Phoebe Nealon Bugay
Tiffany Van-Thu Bui
Truc Thuy Bui
Amar Bulovic
Avery Leigh Bullock
Keri Diane Bumgarner
Delfina Buri
Scott Griffin Burdin
Cassidy Taylor Burke
Mary Catherine Burke
Regan Mackenzie Burke
Thomas William Burke
Steven Christopher Burns
Timothy Sung Eun Burris
James Burton
Elizabeth Noland Butler
Jassmyn Imani Butler
Madison Leanne Butler
Evan Charles Butts
Henry James Buyas
Connor Buyn
Orion Shafer Bye
Kari Anna Byrnes
Brianna Marie Cabrera
Bianka Cadet Jeannot
Andrew Thomas Cadwell
Samuel Morris Cafritz
Sara Frances Calder
Daniel Andrew Caldwell, Jr.
Claudia Patricia Calicho-Mamani
Jaclyn Shay Callo
Emily Camejo
James Leondidas Camp V
Chase Willis Worthington Campbell
Michaela Dawn Campbell
Kyle Gerard Canady
Madeline Patricia Cane
Nicole Francesca Cantarella
Yuang Cao
Alexander James Guthrie Caperton
Benjamin Fernando Cardenas
Wyatt Matthew Carlock
Clara Carlson
Dylan Carmichael
Liam Patrick Carolan
Emily Ann Caron
Timothy Christopher Carpenter
Gabrielle Erin Carper
Katherine Yonge Carr
Francisco Victor Carrera-Justiz
Logan Thomas Carrington
Sheaella Carroll
Alexander CJ Carter
Candace Rame Carter
Robert Carter
Maripat Casas Bombardelli
Derek Olof Casey
Edward Harrison Cash
Hannah Elizabeth Cassady
Edward Johnathan Cassillo
Annabelle Castleman
Jacqueline Nicole Castro
Holland Ashby Cathey
Define Leman Celikoyar
Abagayle Brienne Cennane
Akansha Chandra
Jessica Lakshmi Chandrasekar
Priya Chandrashekhar
Ann Nicole Chaney
Sandy Chang
Nicholas Coste Chapman
Muhammad Qasim Chattha
Kevin Chau
Michael Douglas Chavez
Jose Ferran Chavez Carballo
John Hayes Chellman
Corey Zhao Chen
Dzi-Yang Abraham Chen
Jenny Xianyu Chen
Xinjie Chenskoven
Hollie Chenault
Ali Cheraghpour
Norita Wel Chetcuti
Jong In Chey
Josephine Yueh-Jay Chiao
Tina Chiu
Jungho Cho
Ungyong Cho
Jungho Choi
Matthew Choi
Yeo Choi
Adnan Chowdhury
Erika Y Choi
Samantha Y Shyan Chui
Avirajsinh Rajendrasinh Chudasama
Chris H Chuah
Janet Cho Chung
Campbell Elizabeth Chupik
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Emily Colebrook Church
Lucian Farinari
Ann Catherine Clark
Emily Kathleen Clark
Phoebe Elizabeth Clark
Riley Kathryn Clark
Vasa Clarke
Mary Catherine Clement
Joshua Andrew Clements
Rita Mae Clifton
Kristopher Cameron Coachman
Madison Simone Cobb
Rachel Revere Coble
Charles Frederick Cody
Branden Edward Cogswell
Linda Stephanie Cohen
Megan Elizabeth Cohen
Zachary Bernard Cohen
Tyler James Colan
Amber Nicole Colby
Rachel Elizabeth Coldren
Tilden Lester Coleman
Renée Elizabeth Pirkle Colligan
Alana Paige Collins
John Michael Collins
Mary Catherine Collins
Nigel Collins
Erica Grace Comm
Olivia Ann Comm
Samuel Gray Compson
Tess Keating Conciatori
Anthony John Contrey
Christopher Robert Conlan
Heather Connelly
Lucy Anna Conte
Chloe Ester Katharine Cook
Nia Jordan Cook
Ayrin Nicole Cooke
Caitlin McKay Cooper
Matthew Dudley Cooper
Samuel Hunter Coppell
Hannah Rose Corbin
Claire Corkish
Miguel Angel Cornejo Cepeda
Olivia Joy Corso
Anthony Edward Cortez
Kennedy Alexandra Couch
Isabel Maria Coughlin
Ryan Logan Coughlin
Sarah Coulter
Madeline Claire Courtyard
Mary Patricia Cowden
Emily Ann Cowen
Courtney Hannah Cox
Courtney Nicole Cox
Michelle Lorraine Cox
Tyler James Cox
Paige Elizabeth Cozort
Lauren Michelle Crafton
Jamie Alicia Cranmer
Carol Jean Crawford
Erica Helena Crawford
Michael David Crawford
Morgan English Crawford
Claire Windolf Crisko
Haley Allison Crissman
William Henry Crochiere
McKenzie Elizabeth Cromer
Ashley Cronin
Corey Cronin
Dylan Cropp
Laura Catherine Cross
Caroline Taylor Crossman
Brittany Elizabeth Crow
Sean Jeffrey Crow
Benjamin DeWitt Crozier
Domenic Kira Crump
Kasey Nicole Crute
Kristen Elizabeth Cugini
Julian Austin Cuthbert Cummings
Riley Michael Cummins
Catherine Cura
Sara Jane Curley
Sean Patrick Curley
Leslie Priscilla Currie
Alyssa Marie Curry
Maev Curtin
Danielle Dacanay
Nicholas Americk D’Addio
Andrew Michael Dabura
Sarahl Dahlinghaus
Peter Davis Dailey
Benjamin Hazen Dalkin
Ifunanya Frances Dallah
Sara Cristina Dalpe
Amy Elaine Dalrymple
Caitlin Elizabeth Dalrymple
Matthieu Steven Daluz Soares
Michael Christian D’Amario
Arvin Daneshmand
Carey Susanne Danforth
Quyen Van Hoang Dang
Nebyu Daniel
Zachary Sage Dang
Oanh Ngoc Dao
Arthur Miciano Daquer, Jr.
Suvd Dashnyam
Behzad Daud
Samantha Kate Daughtery
Delaney Skye Davis
Lauchlan Marie Davis
Olivia Fielding Davis
Stephanie Brooke Davis
Stephen Madison Davis
Timothy Ford Davison
Felix Reston De Jong
Nadine Cynthia Maria de Koning
Jose Juan Ander de Olloqui Albarran
Sonja Isabella Deana
Daniel Lee DeBord
Charlotte Stuart DeButts
Bianca Decatur
Lindsey Michelle Decker
David Roney Dee
Katarina Nicole DeFilippo
Bridgek Kathryn Degen
Maria Caitlin DeHart
Alexandra D’Elia
Alexis Delrosios
Jeffrey Braeden DeSordo
Courtney Quinn DeMane
Brent Michael Demarest
Undrakh Demberel
Bethehellem Molla Demissie
Caroline Bates Denney
Arianna Dennis
Araya Hobin Dennis
Emily Elizabeth Deombreleg
Zak German DePasquale
Megan Iresha DeSisti
Doreen Devasa
Ciana Elizabeth Deveau
John Charles Devine
Kevin Connor Devine
John Brett Dewing
Manpreet Kaur Dhindsa
Jane Emily Diamond
Julia Grace Diamond
Abigail Diaz
Calin Rebecca Diberto
Genevieve duPont Dick
Rachel Miriam Dick
Hannah Kaitlyn Diehl
Wesley Stephen Diener
Emily Michelle Dietz
Stephen Christopher Diggins
Lesley Dillon
Lillian Grace DiNardo
Andrew Minh Dinh
Charity Dinko
Anna Jae DiNucci
Samantha DiPace
Megan Mason Dister
Sarah Ann Dockter
Amber Christina Dodson
Hannah Eli Dogru
Lucas John Dolan
Nora Glennon Dolan
Caitlin Brynn Donegan
Ryan Andrew Donovan
Rebecca Leigh Doody
Ma’ayan Doron
Parker Graham Dorsey
Brendan Philip Dougherty
Kathleen Suzanne Doughty
Ashleigh Gillion Dove
Max C Doolan
Bryce Eugene Dowling
Kendall Caryln Downs
Sarah Katherine Doyle
William Powell Dozier
Nicolaas William Drapanas
Margaret Crommelin Draper
William Shaw Driggers
Austin Joseph Drischler
Emily Marie Driscoll
Helen Casey Driskill
Nicholas Randolph Powers du Pont
Alice Rutherford DuCharme
Kathleen Elizabeth Dudgeon
Mary Shea Dugan
Nicholas James Dugan
Laura Ann Duke
Thomas John Dunleavy II
Kellen Olivia Dunnavant
Lauren Margaret Dunnavant
Kaia Hajirds Dunne
Jinbum Dupont
Jinho Charles Dupont
Olivia Rose DuPont
Jessica Louise Duska
David Robert Dutilly
Grace Emily Dwyer
Tyneeka Sharelle Dyson
Katelin Evans Eagen
Kayla Lynn Eanes
Bianna Marie Earl
Hunter Rudy Eastep
Maraiah Shehn Matedali
Meghan Mairead Eaton
Doreen Devasa
Ciana Elizabeth Deveau
John Charles Devine
Kevin Connor Devine
John Brett Dewing
Manpreet Kaur Dhindsa
Jane Emily Diamond
Julia Grace Diamond
Abigail Diaz
Calin Rebecca Diberto
Genevieve duPont Dick
Rachel Miriam Dick
Hannah Kaitlyn Diehl
Wesley Stephen Diener
Emily Michelle Dietz
Stephen Christopher Diggins
Lesley Dillon
Lillian Grace DiNardo
Andrew Minh Dinh
Charity Dinko
Anna Jae DiNucci
Samantha DiPace
Megan Mason Dister
Sarah Ann Dockter
Amber Christina Dodson
Hannah Eli Dogru
Lucas John Dolan
Nora Glennon Dolan
Caitlin Brynn Donegan
Ryan Andrew Donovan
Rebecca Leigh Doody
Ma’ayan Doron
Parker Graham Dorsey
Brendan Philip Dougherty
Kathleen Suzanne Doughty
Ashleigh Gillion Dove
Max C Doolan
Bryce Eugene Dowling
Kendall Caryln Downs
Sarah Katherine Doyle
William Powell Dozier
Nicolaas William Drapanas
Margaret Crommelin Draper
William Shaw Driggers
Austin Joseph Drischler
Emily Marie Driscoll
Helen Casey Driskill
Nicholas Randolph Powers du Pont
Alice Rutherford DuCharme
Kathleen Elizabeth Dudgeon
Mary Shea Dugan
Nicholas James Dugan
Laura Ann Duke
Thomas John Dunleavy II
Kellen Olivia Dunnavant
Lauren Margaret Dunnavant
Kaia Hajirds Dunne
Jinbum Dupont
Jinho Charles Dupont
Olivia Rose DuPont
Jessica Louise Duska
David Robert Dutilly
Grace Emily Dwyer
Tyneeka Sharelle Dyson
Katelin Evans Eagen
Kayla Lynn Eanes
Bianna Marie Earl
Hunter Rudy Eastep
Maraiah Shehn Matedali
Meghan Mairead Eaton
Doreen Devasa
Ciana Elizabeth Deveau
John Charles Devine
Kevin Connor Devine
John Brett Dewing
Manpreet Kaur Dhindsa
Jane Emily Diamond
Julia Grace Diamond
Abigail Diaz
Calin Rebecca Diberto
Genevieve duPont Dick
Rachel Miriam Dick
Hannah Kaitlyn Diehl
Wesley Stephen Diener
Emily Michelle Dietz
Stephen Christopher Diggins
Lesley Dillon
Lillian Grace DiNardo
Andrew Minh Dinh
Charity Dinko
Anna Jae DiNucci
Samantha DiPace
Megan Mason Dister
Sarah Ann Dockter
Amber Christina Dodson
Hannah Eli Dogru
Lucas John Dolan
Nora Glennon Dolan
Caitlin Brynn Donegan
Ryan Andrew Donovan
Rebecca Leigh Doody
Ma’ayan Doron
Parker Graham Dorsey
Brendan Philip Dougherty
Kathleen Suzanne Doughty
Ashleigh Gillion Dove
Max C Doolan
Bryce Eugene Dowling
Kendall Caryln Downs
Sarah Katherine Doyle
William Powell Dozier
Nicolaas William Drapanas
Margaret Crommelin Draper
William Shaw Driggers
Austin Joseph Drischler
Emily Marie Driscoll
Helen Casey Driskill
Nicholas Randolph Powers du Pont
Alice Rutherford DuCharme
Kathleen Elizabeth Dudgeon
Mary Shea Dugan
Nicholas James Dugan
Laura Ann Duke
Thomas John Dunleavy II
Kellen Olivia Dunnavant
Lauren Margaret Dunnavant
Kaia Hajirds Dunne
Jinbum Dupont
Jinho Charles Dupont
Olivia Rose DuPont
Jessica Louise Duska
David Robert Dutilly
Grace Emily Dwyer
Tyneeka Sharelle Dyson
Katelin Evans Eagen
Kayla Lynn Eanes
Bianna Marie Earl
Hunter Rudy Eastep
Maraiah Shehn Matedali
Meghan Mairead Eaton
Michael Joseph Eaton-Byrd
Andrew Yacoub Ebrahim
Merrall MacNeille Echezarreta
Mary Olivia Eckert
Dale Johnson Eddy
Oliver Edelmann
Raven McKenna Leigh Edgerton
Jasmine Virginia Edmond
Sydney Nicole Edmonds
Oghenakporo Efeokoro
India Jones Eguiguren
Cela Anne Ehrenpreis
Douglas Eisman
Ugochinyerekam Ekeji Ejesieme
Yasmine Tarek El Desouky
Oumayma El Hamzaoui
Sindhura Kishore Elagandhala
Michael Anthony Ellinor
Anna Ellis
Caroline Toth Ellis
Elizabeth Louise Ellis
Jordan Marquis Ellis
Meghan Colleen Ellwood
Teresa Marie Elmore
Caroline Julia Elpers
Andrew Walter Emroch
Iain Noel Mamuric Encarnacion
Leigh Whitney Engel
Joseph Ephrem
Danuta Epstein
Grace Catherine Thompson Erard
Katherine Mary Eriksson
Tomas Vicente Esquer-Perez
Melissa Marie Mangaya Estrada
Virginia Peyton Evans
William Patrick Fahy
Zakey Ahmad Faiske
Timothy James Faillace
Anna Fairs
John Mansfield Falk, Jr.
Alexandre Kamil Fall
Catherine Lydia Fama
Kun Fang
Amelia Faraco-Hadlock
Monica Soeiro Faria
Christine Anne Farrar
Laura Hunt Farish
Doris Farje
Peter James Farkas
Charlotte Mairead Farley
Aimee Saffiy Farooqi
Maryam Sarah Farooqi
Victoria Anne Farris
Faraz Farzad
Joan Isabel Fasulo
Kristen Fauber
Katherine Marie Faunce
Kendalyn Nedine Feaster
Elizabeth Reed Feerer
Elizabeth Felton
Yushan Feng
Adam Fenton
Emmalie Marie Ferazzi
Alexis Christine Ferebee
Nora Ann Ferguson
Vivien En-Hui Ferguson
Andrew Xavier Fernandez
Ethan Imperato Fieger
Ryan David Fieldhouse
Sophie Caroline Fields
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Distinction  High Distinction  Highest Distinction  Honors  High Honors  Highest Honors  Distinguished Majors Program

Andrew Clark Gemma
Charlotte Bettle Gemes
Chaya Rose Gelfond
Amanda Parr Gaylord
Tyler John Lee Garrett
Emma Blake Garrett
Allison Garrett
Tyler Douglas Garling
Haley LeAnne Gardner
Carmen Garcia
Samuel Alexander Ganis
Patricia Guadalupe Gallegos
Isabella Leigh Gallegos
Megan Maureen Gallagher
Megan Elise Gallagher
Helena Catherine Gallagher
Miranda Blaine Grilli
Miranda Blaine Grilli
Katie Moriah Grimesey
Zoe Claire Grippi
Esther Mary Kathryn Gritzko
Alexander Richard Gromadzki
Claire Gross
Shannon Gross
Trevor Dyrel Gross, Jr.
Kaitlyn May Grossman
Daniel Lee Grotz
Arjan Singh Grover
Kevin John Grubia
Kathryn Grumbles
Meghan Erin Grumbling
Alshaday A Gudina
Michael Andrew Guerci
Katherine Alexis Guinn
Kendall Wallace Gunter
Alisha Gupta
Kriti Gupta
Kyle Alexander Guthrie
Bridget Antionette Guy
Jessica E Gvozdas
Christina Haelee Ha
Natalie Jae Ha
Mareike Anna Haaren
Morgan Elizabeth Hadlock
Kenneth Joel Hagen
Ana Elizabeth Hagerup
Alexandra Jordan Hain
Logan Patrick Haley
Alexandra Marcy Hall
Austin Thomas Hall
Christopher Hall
David Anthony Hall
Hannah Marie Hall
Natasha Elise Halloran
Sarah Rose Halpin
Lucas Perry Halse
Margaret Grace Halton
Tucker A Hamblen
Mina Hamblet
Brianna Kathyn Sybil Hamblin
Leslie Marie Hamic
Ramsha Hamid
Emily Rebecca Hamilton
Joseph Attanasio Hamilton
Niyah Artina Hamilton
Mitchell Hudson Hamlet
Jacqueline Jane Hammaker
Elizabeth Montfort Hamner
Rebecca Lynn Hankey
Myliah Hanna
Christian Jefferson Harar
Eric Mitchell Hardee
Alexandra Harden
Caroline Xavier Hardie
Isabel Victoria Hardy
James Houston Hardy
Kevin Chamberlain Hare
Colin Patrick Harfst
Benjamin Carter Harney
Cory Daniel Harris
Isabelle Dubois Harris
Jordan Harris
Taji Alexander Harris
Whitney Harris
Andrew Latham Harrison
Katherine Lee Harrison
Logan Wade Harrison
Mary Elizabeth Harrison
Kelly Marie Hart
Rachel Elizabeth Hart
Yasmin Hartley
Anna O’Brien Harter
Aurora Megan Harting
Lulatfa Mohammad Hasan
Christopher Dyer Haskell
Alexander Joseph Hassler
Christopher Philip Hastings
Emily Taylor Hastings
Haley Nicole Hataway
Morgan Parker Hatfield
Rebecca Elyse Hattar
Stephanie Hope Hauer
Anne Katherine Hawthorne
Elizabeth Lee Hawthorne
Maho Hayakawa
Emily Claire Hayes
Katherine Edwina Hayes
Courtney Autumn Haywood
Amy Min He
Yuesen He
Samuel Austin Heacock
Connor Scott Headden
Matthew Robert Heaver
Hannah Susanne Hecht
Michelle Faye Hedrick
Thomas Andrew Helefe
Juliette Frances Hegadorn
Meghan Elizabeth Heick
Meghan Shepard Helbling
 Paxton Nicole Helmer
Carlos Alberto Helutey Neto
Kirsten Marie Hemrich
Elizabeth Leah Hemsky
Caroline Duncan Henderson
Olivia Anne Henderson
Caroline Marie Henby
Charlotte Virginia Hennessy
Colton Dale Henning
Kata Rae Henriksen
Evan Blake Henry
Joel Henry
Elizabeth Jean Hensel
Jake Ryan Henson
Samuel Etaiol Henson
Callie Jane Herr
Eileen Catherine Hernon
Haley Andrea Herrmann
Sigourney Ann Hessic
Hannah Claire Hicks
Marina Hidalgo
Hannah Blair Hilde
Alison Kristine Hiestand
Anna Doll Higgins
Genevra Roslyn Higginson
Katherine Marie Hill
Judy Ho
Caroline Elise Hockenbury
Elizabeth Lucille Hofer
Benjamin Michael Hogg
Elizabeth Anne Holland
Madeline Shea Holler
Max Holiday
William Hunter Holliday, Jr.
Caroline Blair Holmes
Charles Soonhan Hong
Scott Hooper
Haley Frances Hopkinson

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
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Nicole Allison Hopler1
Sedona Hoppe-Brosse2
Trevor Hopper
Emily Victoria Horn1
Selina McGill Horsley3
Casey Joe Horton
Kessarin Kathryn Horvath1
Kaitlyn Pearce Houchnis
Dale Ray Houchnis
Christopher Lynn Householder
Alexandra Hoyt7
Frank Huang
Jocelyn Huang
Morgan Elizabeth Hudgins1
Annelise Christine Hudson
Elizabeth Jane Hudson
Preston William Hughes
Moira Sullivan Hull
Maraha Humayun3
Annabel Sue Hungate
Lyndsay Denise Hunnell
Kelsey Rae Hunt
Caitlin Theresa Hunter4
Samuel Hurley1
Kumayl Arastu Husain
Laila Husain
Meesam Arastu Husain
Mehdi Husseynov
Genevieve Lee Huss1
Tyler Todd Hutson
Joshua Joseph Huttlur3
Stephanie Shinyi Hwang
Sun Yong Hwang
Emily Caroline Hybl
Thomas Tilden Hyde
Alexa Anna Iadarola4
Stephanie Nicole Ibanez
Alyssa Sajni Imam
Jayne Anne Imbrogno
Jung Min In2
Danniele Arica Ingraham
Myra Renee Ingraham
Jennifer Irwin
Sabbir Islam
David Seth Iverson
Audrey Jane Jackson
Oliveia Jackson
Sabin Keen Jackson
Alexandra Claire Jacobs5
Lindsey Nicole Jacobs7
Omar Joseph Jacobs
Anis Jafari
Nafsa Jafari
Aakansha Jain
Krishan Anthony Jain
Vashali Jain1
Mariama Sireh Jalloh
Sun Hyung Jwon
Dunham Vandergrift Janney
Kelsey Michelle JanneyCoyle
Layna Kathryn Jansen
Paranya Jareonvongrayab
Taylor Ann Jarrett
Catherine Bailey Jarriel1
Joshua Baron Jaspers
Tia Alyanna Javellana
John Burri Jeffrey, Jr.
Anna Elaine Jerni-Alade
Liam Robert Jenkins
Tiffany Nicole Jenkins5
Kayla Tierra Jennings

Laura Kate Jennings
Anne Elizabeth Jensen
Christopher Jeong
Ha Eun Jeong
Katherine Cecelia Jerakis
Lucy Jin1
Alexander Charles Johnson
Ardenc McKenna Koepsel Johnson
Blair Johnson
Brandon Johnson
Gregory Leon Johnson, Jr.
Hunter Allen Johnson
Katherine Esther Johnson
Karyn Grace Johnson
Kelsey Mills Johnson4
Lauren Austen Johnson
Maya Alexis Johnson
Peter Harrison Johnson
Peyton Selena Johnson
Samuel Pitkin Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Steven Dougals Johnson1
Adam Daniel Jones7
Alissa Nicole Jones1
Cory Jones
Dustin Martin Jones1
Jared McKinley Jones
Jenelle Nicole Jones1
Maeve Beatrice Jones1
Mary Susannah Jones1
Pehe Jones1
Rachel Madison Jones
Tyler Austin Jones
Elizabeth Rose Jongeward1
Jeremy Joo
Caroline Mackenzie Jordan
Kendall Nicholas Jordan
Heather Nicole Jorgenson5
Rachel Gunayon Joseph
Daniel Ju1
Joseph Seung-Hyun Ju
Jordan Olivia Julian1
Kaitlin Marie Jungles
Neha Subash Kadaba
Claire Janice Kaiden
Madeline Madison Kaiser
Aidan Kai Kahu1
Allysen Agena Kaminski1
Deanna Kandahari
Chris Kang1
Ha Eun Kang1
Nivedha Kannapadi1
Ashritha Kanuri
Edward L Kao
Anjali Kapil
Rahul Kapoor
Lara Karadeniz
Stephen Bryce Karwel
Victoria J Kasonde
Bradley Katcher1
Emma Ashley Katovitz7
Dylan Katz
Zoe Wenick Katz
Devan Clareise Kaufman
Katherine Elizabeth Kaufman
Darshdeep Kaur
Samuel Kaye1
Atticus Eugene Keane
Emily Keeton
Audrey Beatrice Keller

Brian Joseph Kieran Kelley1
Daniela Caterina Kelly
Darian Kelly
Gilleen Aubrey Kelly1
Tanner Joseph Kelson
Christiane Sophie Kemether
Leah Geetha Kemler
Barrett Nicole Kemp
Parker R M. Kene
Liam Markey Kennedy
Caroline Miners Kenny
Sarah Elizabeth Kenny2
Tyler Carrington Kernodle
Amanu Khan
Hasan Khan
Miraj Ahmed Khan
Khongorzul Khosbayar1
Shannon Vndna Khurana
Mahbobah Khuransai
Temuulen Khurelbaatar
Sara Cornelia Kibler
Sarah Denise Killian7
Aidan Thomas Kilrain
Agnes Kim
Alexander John Kim1
Cheryne Melanie Kim1
Daniel Kim
Grace Kim2
Grace Kim3
Hyejin Kim
Hyeong Jin Kim
Mi Ran Kim
Saen Kim

Taylor Ann Jarrett
Kelsey Michelle Koepsel Johnson
Kelsey Rae Hunt
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Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program

Samantha Marie Madison
Sarah Elizabeth Macris
Emily Lyn Mace
Ashlee Patricia MacDonald
Hannah Lyons
Andrew Lynch
Alexander Lloyd Lupi
Daniel Shouyi Luo
James Thomas Lundquist
Elena Beatriz Lugo
Jacqueline Grace Lucente
Carrera Christina Lucas
Luis Eduardo Lu Revello
Carrerenia Christina Lucas
Jacqueline Grace Lucente
Elena Beatriz Lugo
Jose Luis Vargas
Alexa Christine Luna
James Thomas Lundquist
Vivian Lundy
Daniel Shouyi Luo
Andrew Lynch
Meghan Paige Lynn
Hannah Lyons
Ashlee Patricia MacDonald
Emily Lyn Mace
Sarah Elizabeth Macris
Samantha Marie Madison

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Alexander Long Ngh Tiet Nguyen
Dan Nguyen
Huyen My Nguyen
Jasmin Vy Nguyen
Julia Thuc My Nguyen
Khoi-Viet Nguyen
Lily Hoa-An Nguyen
Mimi Dang Nguyen
Timmy Nguyen
Victor Lam Nguyen
Soyini Kimberly Nibbs
Eve Nicholson
Natalie Grace Nicholson
Keisrin Marie Niedermaier
Robyn Valerie Nisbet
Anna Katherine Nisley
Soefi Mae Niziak
Benjamien Lee Noble
Natalie Rose Noble
Samuel John Nolan
Stephen Avery Nolin
Stephanie McAlister Noll
Andrew Lightner Norman
Justin Koji Novak
Jack Terrence Nugent
Meghan Brianna Nunnally
Alexandra Oberg
Ted Nnamno Oha
Connor Edmund O'Brien
Adam James Odle
Nathaniel Oluwamayokun Oduose
Alston Ofluit
Rachel Ji Hae Oh
Meghan Marie O'Hara
Erie Marie O'Keefe
Javier Olguin
Philip Michael Olives
Alexa Osher
Christine Elizabeth Olson
Christopher Milton Olson, Jr.
Oladare Oluotobi Olugbemi
Timothy Lee Omps
Eleanor Brooks O'Neil
Zainab Atinuke Oni
Madison Danielle Orlow
Maysan Ornath
Elizabeth Marie O'Roark
Ellen Marie Orsi
Alycia Joy Rosa
Caroline Reifsnider
Georgianna Elizabeth Reid
Elizabeth Reid
Bailey Aster Reed
Elizabeth Flower Redd
Stephen Joseph Read
Rehan Khalid Razzaq
Lobna Raya
Ramya Lakshmi Ravichandran
Lobna Raya
Relham Khalid Razzaq
Stephen Joseph Read
Elizabeth Flower Redd
Alexandra Ruthereford Reed
Bailey Aster Reed
Elizabeth Reid
Geoanna Elizabeth Reid
Carol Cole Reifsnider
Jonathan Ignazio Reilly
Allyssa Jordan Reimer
Michael Andrew Reingold
Jessica Nicole Renehan
Taylor Jean Rengers
Elizabeth Harris Renn
Maja Retterer
Brent Thomas Reuter
Patrick Eligius Rhoads
Amanda Ribas Rietti Souto
Autumn Lynne Richards
Daisen Najee Richards
Derek Richardson
Hannah Gardner Richardson
Katherine McKenna Richardson
Katherine Towns Richardson
Morgan Avery Richardson
Rebecca Ann Hayes Richardson
Kristen Hutchinson Richey
John William Riesenberg
Alexander James Rigby
Kristen Taylor Roodan
Pearl Lorraine Risberg
Kathleen Julia Risk
Madeline Rose Rita
Rachel Nicole Ritter
Nikkita Maria Rivera
Elizabeth Landon Rives
Madeline Roach
Kahmarie Shante Robbins
Andrew Jacob Roberts
Erik Jordan Roberts
Finn Axel Roberts
Elizaheth Robertson
Lauren Nicole Robertson
Richard Kelly Robertson, Jr.
Anna Elizabeth Robinson
Callie Ann Robinson
Gillian Elizabeth Robinson
Miriam Elizabeth Robinson
Peyton Shaw Robinson
Daniel Harrison Rocha
Avery Audra Rocke
David Roden, Jr.
Danielle Grace Rodgers
Alaina Marie Rodriguez
Manuel Jose Rodriguez
Tania Rodriguez
Timothy Austin Rodriguez
Benjamin Rogers
Hannah Paige Rogers
Katherine Jane Rogers
Paul Raymond Rohrbach
Jordan Gabriel Rohrlich
Samuel Isaac Roller
Kianna Rochelle Rollsins
Claire Marie Romaine
Sarah Brittany Romanus
David Andrew Romer
Dina Jude Rommel
Colleen Roney
Austin Taylor Root
Nicholas James Root
William Ramsey Rose
Talia Jill Ross
Zoe Polina Rosenbaum
Annie Drew Rosenthal
Jenna Blair Rossenthal
Maia Maxine Roseweld
Hailey Corynne Ross

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
James Cameron Ross
Jessica Ross
Megan Eileen Rosser
Devin Isaiah Rossin
Noan Rostami
Lilian Grace Roth
Robert Hoshik Roth
Caroline Elizabeth Rothermel
John Benton Rountree
Megan Claire Roumbot
Charlotte Lee Rowe
Tami Lee Roy
Jesse Royster
Sierra Nicole Ruggiero
Olyvia Eloise Ruhlmann
Sean Patrick Rumage
Stefano Rum
Sarah Larissa Rupert
Ashley Elisabeth Rush
Sarah Elisabeth Russell
Carroll Arthur Rutter IV
Austin Scott Rybarczyk
Janaeja Alex Ryder
Jodie Jane Ryu
Sophia Minji Ryuh
Rawan Saadeh
George Saado
Taylor-Elise Sabin
Ashleigh Marie Sable
Jennifer Sarah Sachs
Mauna Jennifer Sadeghi
Parina Sahbai
Isir Said
Nicole Bethany Saks
Ingrid Lucero Saldana Salas
Hamid Saleh
Jena Lynne Salem
Rachel Alexandra Salesin
Fota Sall
Aubrey Miles Fitzhugh Salome
Jack Matthew Cooper Salt
Ashwanth Joshua Samuel
Christopher Obinna Samuel
Julian Xavier Sanchez
Paul Hayden Sanders
Tyler Andrew Sanders
Saul Sandoval Navarrete
Anna Marie Sanfilippo
Bolton Chisolm Sanford
Kevin-Jude John Sankoorikal
Anthony Akepakorn Sanworanart
Robert Stephen Saper
Anvar Sarbanov
Lauren Patricia Sargent
Nina Sataysa
Christian Andrew Saulino
Dylan Sawyer
Dominic Victor Scalise
Luca Scebo
Emmanuel Scere
Diana Marie Schafer
Garrett William Schany
Rachel Ann Schelling
Braelyn M Schenk
Steven Carl Scherping III
Jamie Lynn Schmaeder
Jill Annette Schmauder
Casey Peter Schmidt
Jessica Lise Schmitt
Catherine Schneider
Xavier Paul Schoenwetter
Philip Herman Schroeder
Lena Anne Schuhler
David Michael Schutte
Mekencye Elaine Schwab
Elizabeth Woodward Schwarzschild
Maria Olivia Schweitzer
Leah Clare Schweller
Anne Kathryn Scott
Ashley Lauren Scott
Branika LaShon Scott
Daniel Joel Seabaugh
Caroline Lee Sectre
Caitlyn Z Seel
Sum Sebgl
Khalil Uhll Sekander
Sana Sekkarie
Davina Ariana Seoparsan
Christopher Alberto Serrano
Zoe Elisabeth Serratelli
Pooja Rajesh Seth
Adhiraaj Singh Sethi
Joshua Charles Setliff
Skanda Vivek Sethy
Andrew Shaeffer
Garrett Shaffer
Payal Dwarkesh Shah
Alexander Gerard Shaia
Zealand Colby Shanny
Smaran Shantharaju
Kevin Shao
Ilana Eden Shapiro
Martin Shantaliadeh-Moghaddam
Moksha Sharma
Rohan Sharma
Isabelle Nicole Alessandra Sharman
Colin Drake Shaw
Danielle Hailee Shaw
David Elliott Shaw
Natalie Marie Shea
Eilen Margaret Sheahan
Trevor Wolfe Shealy
Mary Grace Sheers
Sarah Elizabeth Sheffield
Fabrice Shema
Kathryn Lydia Sheridan
Jefferson Quinn Sheron
Devon Leigh Sherrerd
Caroline Blair Sherwood
Sajan Parthiv Sheth
William Alexander Shifflett
Brandon Michael Shifflett
Ami Alexis Shipley
Patricia Lucy Anna Shippee
Caroline Lauren Shoabhi
Avia Christine Shomaker
Jamie Ann Short
Destin Dove Shortell
DeVan Shumway
Erik Owen Shumway
Alan Sibaja
Zara Hafeez Siddiqui
Camille Elise Sides
William Luke Siebert
Charles Ryan Siegel
Meron Rose Siira
Arham Nehan Sidker
Helen Simachew
James Reilly Simmons
Grace Simpson
Madeleine Margaret Simpson
Saloni Kumari Singh
Urvi Singhania
Appirach Sithipongpittaya
Stratford Lee Slater, Jr.
Kelly Lynn Slattery
Megan Wells Slaughter
Michael William Slobodnjak
William George Slook
Ashley Marie Smith
David Smith
Jacob Allen Smith
Laura Claire Smith
Meghan Anne Dieter Smith
Michaela Sue Smith
NaCalu LeAnn Smith
Rachael Jun Smith
Natasha Margaret Smook
Denison Marie Smythe
Caroline Mary Snead
Molly Frances Snelling
Chase Harlan Snyder
Katherine Hall Snyder
Ana Grethel Solis Van Hoorde
Bharat Somanathan
Oliver Song
Puja Dipak Soni
Daniel Alejandro Sosa
John Bennett Sousa
Non Moffett Sowers
Julia Rose Spar
Keith Spar
Dannielle Regina Spach
Elizabeth Matteson Spach
Samuel Thomas Spadaccini
Mary Olivia Spage
Joseph Henrik Spaziani
Skylar Renee Spears
Demetrius D. Spicer
Samuel Dale Spickard
Vance Henkel Spilman, Jr.
Charles Edgar Spivey
Robert Austin Spivey
Kelsey Megan Wallace Spurio
Austin Turner St. John
Frances Grace Stadlin
Cameron Stanford
Elizabeth Rodes Stanford
Elizabeth Ashleigh Stanford
Clayton James Stalker
William Macion Stallings
Jessica Marie Stanfield
Jennifer Gayle Stanitski
Jessicca Marie Stanfield
Seven Boris Starosta
Fitzpatrick Julian Stein
Benjamin Taylor Steinberg
Morgan Renee Steiner
Julia Katherine Stembridge
Audrey Stephenson
Elizabeth Ann Stern-Green
Shelby Marie Stevens
Eleanor Grace Stewart
Nicholas Isaac Stiefel
Benjamin Edward Stievetar
Kirsten Elfriede Stilfer
Julia Kristi Stitey
Courtney Erin Stith
Sydney Alexandra Stokes
Catherine Lauren Stone
Anne Nelson Stoner
Anna Laing Stormoen
Katelyn Renee Stovall
Kathryn Deane Strati
Emily Marie Strange
Emily Lillian Streissguth
Gabrielle Maney Strickell
Joshua Cole Stuart
Alexandra Lynne Stubblefield
Courtney Elyza Stubbs
Grace Michaela Styklunas
Karen Su
Garrett Spencer Suddarth
Jacob Young Suh
Junming Shannon Suh
Allison Sullivan
Dylan Thomas Sullivan
Matilda Daus Sullivan
Victoria Ai Yi Sun
Katharine Claire Summers
Catherine Hang Sun
Ruohong Sun
Caroline Sutton
Caroline Marie Sutton
Alexander Reed Swan
Haley Swanson
James Alan Swanson
Janna Kay Swan
Gavin Lee Sweaney
Troy Sweaney
Taylor Armstead Swindell
Theodore Evan Swindell
Jezza Syed
Ryan Richard Szymanski
Ninar Hassan Taha
Raqueal Alexandra Talbott Villa
Ali Rashid Taleb
Megan Talej
Justin Joseph Talley
Leah Audrey Tanner
Cameron Drake Tarry
Emma Elizabeth Tasharski
Harrison Luke Tassopoulos
Madison Rose Tatum
Paige Owens Taul
Zachary James Taucher
Nicholas Michael Taylor
Zachary Christopher Taylor
Zari Alyssa Taylor
Sean Zarabakja Telford
Emily May Templin
Alexandra Jeanette Tennyson
Semela Adzo Tettegah
Nikita Thakur
Shambhavi Thakur
Carolyn Howren Thomas
Carter Price Thomas
Melissa Katherine Thomas
Meredith Gray Thomas
Roberto Lee Thomas
Samandha Lynn Thomas
Charisse Jabel Thompson
Charles King Thompson, Jr.
Olivia Anne Thompson
Richard Thornton
Yun Tian
McKenzie Lynn Tibbs
Geoffrey Ryan Tidey
Margaret Elizabeth Tigner
Alexis Leigh Till
Gabriel Tinoco Rodrigues

Distinction
High Distinction
Highest Distinction
Honors
High Honors
Highest Honors
Distinguished Majors Program

1 Distinction
2 High Distinction
3 Highest Distinction
4 Honors
5 High Honors
6 Highest Honors
7 Distinguished Majors Program
Alexa Vignone
Aleeza Maureen Villena
Andrea Sofia Villena-Garay
Christine Rita Vincent
Delaney Cheyenne Vincent
Kayla Imani Vincent
Caleb Anderson Vineyard
Lauren Elizabeth Vineyard
Elisabeth Anne Virak
Devan Vissvilingam
Divya Viswanathan
Tara Eileen Vitesses
Angie Duy Vo
Benjamin Vaughan Vogel
Emily Rose Vogt
Christina Marie Vohe
Duyen Anh Vu
Lindsey Nguyen Vu
Thao Phuong Thi Vu
Elizabeth Rae Wachter
Michael Montgomery Waering
Daniel Emmet Wagner
Hannah Caroline Wagner
Mary Eliza Wagner
Tyler Watts Wagner
Francis Thomas Wakeham
Ainsley Emmons Walker
August Hayden Walker
Daniel James Walker
Isaiah Walker
Joseph Ridder Walker
Sheppard Walker
Virginia Bailey Walker
Jae Martin Wall
John Wickliffe Walker IV
Alexandra Rhodes Walmsley
Adama Landon Traore Walters
Jocilyn Paige Walters
Ashley Guest Walter
Connor Moore Walton
Han Wang
Jean Mei Wang
Li-Chian Wang
Tianyi Wang
Tong Wang
Wendi Wang
Xianyue Wang
Yixue Lily Wang
Zichu Wang
Kelly Ann Ward
Stephan Marshall Warden
Hazel Lindara Wade
Shaunn Malik Warmuth
Marshall David Warmock
Jeffrey Patrick Warren
Benjamin Raymond Warrick
Clarence Benjamin Washington
Kayla Jean Washington
Ann Elizabeth Watkins
Connor Steven Watkinson
Elizabeth Anne Watson
Kaleigh Elizabeth Watson
Micah Ariel Watson
Elizabeth Ann Watter
Ethan James Watts
Gabriela Angelica Webb
Allison Lynn Weiderhol
Eli Whitney Blake Weiner
Kathleen Elizabeth Welch
Lauren Nicole Welch
Henry Richard Welsh
Christopher Dean Wengen
Gaven Alexander Wessel
Carrie Anne West
Christian Bernard Westerhoff
Matthew Lawrence Westin
Mary Elizabeth Wharton
Warren Thomas Whelan
Katherine Callaway Wheeler
Benjamin Gregory Whetzel
Brett Lynn White
Lauren Kathleen White
Parker Elizabeth White
Francesca Brianna Whitfield
Anna May Wickham
Jonathan Robert Widmeyer
Matthew Widmeyer
Dillon Michael Wild
Isaiah Wilkins
Jane Elizabeth Wilkinson
Cecelia Anne Williams
Desiree Nikole Williams
Elizabeth Easley Williams
Ian Conoughay Williams
James Williams
Lucas Trent Williams
Mark Wallace Williams, Jr.
Natalie Elizabeth Williams
Sarah Williams
John Kirkpatrick Wilson
Katherine Nelson Wilson
Niya Ambar Wilson Williams
Riley Doyle Wilson
Maria Mary Ruth Winchell
Anne Taylor Bellamy Windsor
Margarit Wiyuga
Lucas Wohler
Marcus Daniel Wohler
Nathaniel Sydney Woolrdell
Sarah Mackenzie Woods
Detajha Tiana Woodson
Sara Alexa Wong
Jibang Wu
Wendy Wu
Yanting Wu
Catherine Wyatt
Chufan Xiao
Katharine Xie
Siqi Xie
Yuchen Xie
Ruolin Xiong
Dhwanj Yagnanarman
Mattie Bell Holdredge Yancey
Jenny Joohyun Yang
Xizi Ye
Diana Q Yen
Benjamin JoonHee Yi

Bachelors of Science
ASTRONOMY-PHYSICS

Bridget Clare Anderson
Patrick Martin Edwards
Samer Jamal El-Abd
Joseph Louis Epstein
Nicholas Gregory Ferraro
El Joseph Colub
Arvind Gupta
Martine Elena Lokken
Evan Edward Sheldahl
Charles Edward Teclaw III
Juan Carlos Velasco Barboza

BIOLOGY

Cailin Chaloux
Amy Renea Chan
Frederick Carr Davis IV
Taylor Kathryn Downs
Chengxin Du
Alexa Chi Dzienny
Audrey Lyn Francis
Samantha Ella Fuller
Haider Gheumman
Cara Lynn Giordano
Thomas George Gomez
Stephen Pearce Hayes
Sean Philip Hood
Reyna Lei Huang

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
College of Arts & Sciences

Zunair Shakeel Khokhar
Kenneth David Kuhn
Matthew Choi Kustra
Nayla Labban
Evans Sebastian Leung
Jessica Nicole Lindsay
Michelle Lee Lynesne
Shelby Marie Monnin
Amanda Leigh Myrick
Clayton Reid Neal
Leanne Marie Poussard
Nicholas Basant Pradhan
Caroline Elizabeth Robinson
Kevin Lee Roddy
Natalie McKenzie Sebeck
Corinne Elizabeth Vennitti
Amber Dawn Marie Watkins

CHEMISTRY
Sooraj Raghavendra Achar
Kyle John Alexander
Naveen Kumar Reddy Ambati
Fayez Husam Atari
Erik Jon Bergstrom
Christian Michael Blue
Amber Channell Bolden
Jack Thomas Capra
Morgan Beth Carter
Benjamin Michael Cavanaugh
Stella Chang
Nardos Tesfaye Cherusur
Supraka Shuvakumar Chittari
James Phillip Chung
John Robert Clare
Shelby Anne Cuthriel
Matthew John David
Drake Dettinger Dixon
Oluwalumilayo Temitope Eletu
Jayden Elmer
Caitlin Marie Embly
Joshua Coverston McLain Ferey
Elizabeth Marie Franck
Eric James Fromke
Bryce William Gentry
John McCall Gordon
Rebecca Therese Gorney
Julia Ann Graff
Benjamin Daniel Groff
 Ji In Han
Meghan Elizabeth Hefferon
Alexander Harter Hernandez
Jennifer Elizabeth Hesse
Alexander James Heyer
James Bruce Hitchcock
Celina Mida Hu
Brittany Huffman
Alexandra Marie Indeglia
David A Joo
Sarah Leslie Karstens
Ryan Keen
Kathleen Marie Kelly
Emily Denise Kessler
Natalie Pinkerton Kessler
Christina Kostka
Kaivon Koushestani
Prajeev Kumar Koyada
Kelvin Cong Li
Andrew Yu Liang
Eric Lien
Yanhong Lu
Anna Jay Mendelson
Zulfuaar Yusuf Mohamedshah
Seung-Yoon Moon
Christopher Gregory Morris
Jessica Munaba
Aditya Narayan
Hannah Sullivan Nedzba
Victoria Mai Ngo
Alina NgocTrinh Nguyen
Russell Randall Olmsted
Payal Sanjay Kawasaki Panchal
Emily Phan
Peyton Randolph
Thomas Parks Remcho
Miyabi Saito
Karim Ghashan Saoud
Mary Evelyn Shoup
Rosalie McGill Sleppy
Ethan Hunter Steen
Suha Suliman
Soraya Nicole Tarrah
Miguel Angel Virella, Jr.
John Michael Wilding
Benjamin Scott Winter
Yasmine Sapphire Zubi

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Abigail Wing Heng Chan
Coleman Scott Dickerson
Ruth Ann Dimon
Yvonne Vi Dinh
Stephanie Julie Durham
Sarah Dodson Eacho
Rebekah Marie Flick
Robert Evan France
Scott Gilb
Matias Hahn
Grayson Cody Harlow
Levi Toelke Helm
Janet Lynn Johnston
Heather Ashley Landes
Kyle Waller Leathers
Cyrus Ali Legard
Chase Alexander Lenz

PHYSICS
Paul Augustine Cordova
Ivan Cueto
Richard Toshi Elwell
Benjamin Charles Hillman
William Giovanni Jimenez Senzano
Victoria Victorovna Kovalchuk
Paul Joseph Landin
Kevin Paul Lee
Anna Claire Siddle
Steven Grant Stetzler, Jr.
Adam Michael Summers
Matthew Robert Walker
Michael Worcester

1 Distinction
2 High Distinction
3 Highest Distinction
4 Honors
5 High Honors
6 Highest Honors
7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Medicine
Conferred August 9, 2017
Doctors of Medicine
Jessica Michelle Lukacs
Elena Messina

Doctors of Philosophy
Lauren Biwer
Physiology
Dissertation: Signaling Microdomains within the Myoendothelial Junction

Magdalena Anna Cichewicz
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: MUNC, an eRNA Upstream from the MYOD Gene, Induces Myogenic Genes in Trans, Independently of MYOD

Jaclyn Marie D’Innocenzi
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Utilizes SIRT6 to Initiate Tumorigenesis and Overcome Cellular Senescence

Philippe Pedro George Gonzalez
Microbiology
Dissertation: Individual Roles of p53 and NFI in OPC Competition and Glomagenesis

Sarah Marie Gray
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Unraveling Insulin Transport Across the Brain Endothelium

Erin Porter Harris
Neuroscience
Dissertation: The Effects of Bisphenol A Exposure and Calmodulin Knockout on Behavior, Gene Expression, and Sexual Differentiation of the Brain

Glen David Harsh
Cell Biology
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Morphogenetic Regulation During Gastrulation

Ryan Anthony Llewellyn
Microbiology
Dissertation: Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) Family Members Regulate Monocyte Survival at Homeostasis and Macrophage-Mediated Control of Breast Tumor Progression

Emily Rose Mercadante
Microbiology
Dissertation: The Role of SHP-1 in Regulating the T-Cell Response to Suppression by Regulatory T-Cells

Kathryn Ruth Michaels
Microbiology
Dissertation: Iron Uptake in Host Defense Against Pneumonia

Kristen Kelley Penberthy
Microbiology
Dissertation: Who Watches the Watchmen: Molecular Coordinators of Homeostasis in Regulatory Cell Types

Masters of Science
Katelyn Wellicome Ahearn
Alyse Longtin Frisbee
Laurie R Gray
Faith Wanijuku Karanja
Brittany Alexandra Martinez
Adishesh Kalya Narahari
Mahmoud M Saleh
Amber Brooke Sauer

Conferred December 21, 2017
Doctor of Medicine
Lawrence Michael McDermott

Doctors of Philosophy
Christopher Joseph Anderson
Microbiology
Dissertation: The Dynamic Role of Ethanolamine Utilization During Salmonella Infection

Monique Rochelle Anderson
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: The Role of HTLV-1 in Alteration of Immune Regulation Through Regulatory T-Cell Dysfunction and Exosomal Manipulation

Eric Joseph Charles
Physiology
Dissertation: Strategies to Improve the Diagnosis and Treatment of Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury After Lung Transplantation

Crystal Monique Richardson
Cell Biology
Dissertation: Integration of PDGF and Adhesive Cell Signaling in Xenopus Mesoderm Migration

Charles Robert Schmidt
Biophysics
Dissertation: Direct Recruitment of BOC by AF9 Forms a Fuzzy Complex Required for MLL-AF9 Leukemogenesis

Amber Nicole Woods
Microbiology
Dissertation: Effector CD8 T-Cell Entry into Subcutaneous and Intrapertioneal B16 Melanoma Tumors

Daniel Raphael Wyskiel
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Dissecting Neuronal Circuits: Analysis of Basket Cell-

Like Interneurons in Cortical Layer 6

Masters of Public Health
Adrienne Chioma Anjorin
Emerson Steven Aviles
Gloribel Asucena Bonilla
Gina Lee Doss
Aisha Sarah Eiger
Se Woon Jeong
Joseph J. Kim
April Celeste Robinson Levinson
Syeeda Zainab Narmeen
Taylor Lynne Walters
Lina Suzanne Zimmerman

Conferred May 20, 2018
Doctors of Medicine
James Ilesanmi Abe, Jr.
Rasidat Adeyokunbo Adeyundun
Jennifer Lauren Alejo
Monique Rochelle Anderson
Michelle Ashley-Dwyer Appel
Madison Margaret Aspiri
Ambika Bhabhda
Mary Adams Bacon
Marie Jatta Bangura
Kristine Bauer-Nilsen
Daniel Paul Bitter
Alexander Tyler Booth
Philip Borger
William Davis Bost
Samuel Fitzgerald Broders
Kenneth Bradbury Brown, Jr.
Lauren Elizabeth Buchanan
Patrick James Buckley
Kristina Amelia Burns
Kevin James Carlson
Hannah Libeth Chacon
Eve Prierson Champaloux
Hing Kim Chan
Lindsay Elizabeth Chatfield
Thomas Jackson Christi
Tzu Ying Chuang
Alexander Maximo Clavijo
Rebecca Lane Corey
Megan Olwen Coughlin
James Christopher Cronk
Evianna Maria Cruz Herrera
Esteban Cubillos-Torres
Kimberly Alecia Curtis
Abel Poliarco David
John Davey
Katya Isabel de Souza
Daniel Joshua Deaton
Jacob Denoncourt
Christopher Ding
Philip Edward Dorman

Erik Arne Eklund
Connor Wright Elliott
Ashley Virginia Emery
Stephanie Beth Engelhard
Shenghao Fang
Jessica Dominique Feliz
Sachin Pravin Gadani
Sneha Ramya Venkata Gadi
Lauren Miley Gallion
Luis Daniel Goity
Deirdre Ann Good
Grace Caroline Grogman
Surbhi Gupta
Sarah Dehaan Hakkenberg
Alaaze Ayale Haregu
Helen Virginia Harley
Alan Conrad Hauser
Anisha Ramchandra Hegde
John Helendro Heller IV
Charlotte Nathalie Heppner
Timothy Joshua Herberg
Logan Peterson Herbert
Alexandra Worthington Hickman
John Benton Hickman
Genesis Victoria Hines
Jacobi Barshaw Hines
Thuy Ngoc Ho
Elizabeth Thai-An Hoang
Matthew Adam Hodges
Laura Oredola Houenou
Kendra Joy Jackson
Catherine Jansch
Nona Ming Jiang
Ryan Michaela Crenshaw Johnson
Gavin Paul Jones
Hannah Jasmine Kaleebi
Christopher Jinghan Kao
Odette Marie Kassar
Sylvia Vanea Kaulman
Anne Thornberry Knisely
Candice Lee Kremer
Lani Marie Kroese
Arthur Merlon Lee
Jack Lee
Michelle Han Lee
Michael Daniel Lehman
Lisa Xinyin Li
Iris Lee Lin
Marc Darryl Lipman, Jr.
Wei Liu
Jewel Caress Llamas
Allison Chunwen Lune
Steven Joseph Magister
Patrick Clark Marvil
Ankita Mathur
Scott Erik McAfee
Nicole Christine McCann
Abbey Elizabeth Stokely McLean
James Edward McLean
Alice Elizabeth Meiss
Rose Ashley Monahan
Garren Scott Montgomery
Casey Edward Morrisson
Emmarie Genevieve Henriette Myers
Luke Aylestock Myhre
Takahiro Ignacio Nakamura
Sowmya Narayan
Sami Joseph Natour
Idorenyin Eka-Imo Ndem
Ellen Hope Nein

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
of the KSHV LANA Tether and Approaches to its Disruption

Elizabeth Anne Hoffman
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Measuring In Vivo Transcription Factor Dynamics Using Formaldehyde-Mediated Techniques

Kasey Jividen
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: The Interface Between Androgen Signaling and DNA Repair in Prostate Cancer

Peter Malcolm Klein
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Breakdown of GAB-Aergic Control in Thalamocortical Epilepsies

Kiley Anderson Knapp
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Evaluation of SAS1B as an Immunotherapeutic Target for the Treatment of Cancer

Paige Marie Kulling
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Characterizing and Targeting the Interferon-Gamma Signaling Pathway in T-Cell Large Granular Lymphocytic Leukemia

Kelley Elizabeth McQueeney
Pharmacology
Dissertation: The Role of PTP4A3 Phosphatase in Microvascular Endothelial and Tumor Cells

Gregory Brett Moreau
Microbiology
Dissertation: Zinc Acquisition Mechanisms Underlying Synaptic Material Clearance by Microglia After CNS Injury

Jacin Greg Sanchez
Biophysics
Dissertation: TRIM25 Activation and Modulation of Anti-Viral Immunity

Vlad Serbulba
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Control of Macrophage Metabolism by Oxidized Phospholipids: Implications in Obesity-Associated Adipose Tissue Inflammation

Pooya Rajendra Sonavane
Cell Biology
Dissertation: Mechanistic Role of Forces in the Regulation of Morphogenetic Movements during Gastrulation

Rebecca June Wilson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Interventions for Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury in Skeletal Muscle

Masters of Public Health

Emmanuel Agyemang-Dua
Candice Latesia Banks
Irene Cavros
Emily Kathryn Cloyd
Kerry Cotter
Evivana Maria Cruz Herrera
William Graham Dillon
Elizabeth Burke Gasteiger
Kathryn Sarah Whitestone Goodman
Kerry Thi Huynh
James Zachary Jones
Dana Michelle Kiernan
Terry Marie Knick
David Ernesto Melchior
Jennifer Nicole Oates
Jessica Gail Preston
Madline Lauren Reinert
Kirsten Riggle
Hannah Marie Shadowen
Jeanine Staples
Geda A. Tola
Semora Camille Ward
Tyabia Lachelle Womb

Masters of Science

Basel Maher Al-Barghouthi
Jessica Peary Enneking Davis
Alexandra Rose Harris
Alexandra Kadl
Elizabeth Donelson Krebs
Haerin Lee
John Odackal
Katie Ann Wood Rea
Igor Shumilin
Rebecca Louise Stanhope
Jacqueline Suzanne Stevens
Cabell Lancaster Williams

Behavior in the Inter-American Court on Human Rights

Gulardi Nurbintoro
Dissertation: The Maritime Boundaries of Archipelagic States

Yehonatan Shamai
Dissertation: Reasonably Subjective & Subjectively Reasonable - Examining Subjectivity in Negligence

Masters of Laws

Hiroaki Asahara
Satoshi Asahara
Guilherme Azevedo Ferreira Alves
Santiago Debesa Gatica
Maria Cecilia Diezuevez
Yuhong Guo
Brian Christian Haagensen II
Glenn Heirman
William Holt
Anne-Sophie Cleremond Marie Huetteau-Hiltzer
Kotaro Kajimoto
Pei Jung Lee
Yiting Li
Brian David Lohnes
Maria Jimena Londono Ferrer
Yuki Matsuda
Pol Minguet
Miyuki Nasuda
Shin Shin Nien
Daniel Ignacio Parodi Nehedra
Shafira Nindya Putri
Takanori Sakai
Eaksuda Sarakornboriragsa
Maximilian Franz Gehard Schellhorn
Johann Jakob Seger
Jiashan Shi
Yu Ya Su
Shoko Terasaka
Ana Paula Urvaneja Bueno
Eva Van Leuven
Thierry Wes van Aarburg
Takuya Wada
Mingle Wang
Xun Wang
Chao Yuan Wu
Chunhui Xiao
Hideyuki Yamabe
Jiaqi Yao
Wenda Zhang

Juris Doctor

Alexander Parrish Tanner

Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Juridical Science

Khalid Maharak Alkuwari
Dissertation: The Legal Profession in Qatar The Need for Determinations and Transformation in the Midst of Social and Ideational Turmoil

Mauricio Alejandro Guim Alflago
Dissertation: Essays on Judicial

School of Law

Conferred December 21, 2017

Juris Doctor

Alexander Parrish Tanner

Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Juridical Science

Khalid Maharak Alkuwari
Dissertation: The Legal Profession in Qatar The Need for Determinations and Transformation in the Midst of Social and Ideational Turmoil

Mauricio Alejandro Guim Alflago
Dissertation: Essays on Judicial

School of Law
School of Law

Joseph E. Barakat
Peter William Bautz
Gregory Charles Beller
Anthony Donovan Belton
Jeremy M. Bennie
Elizabeth A. Benschoff
Joseph Patrick Betteley
Margaret Maryanna Birkel
Eliza G. Biswas
John Fairfield Bok
Christine Michelle Bottomley
Jason M. Boyle
Susan Nicole Bumgardner
Madison Collins Bush
Christopher E. Byer
Marc Paul Capuano
Alfonso L. Carney III
George Anthony Carotenuto
Joseph Matthew Charlet
Caitlyn A. Cheleden
Stephanie A. Chen
Joshua D. Christensen
Heather Christine Cicchese
Laura J. Cooley
Jacqueline Chase Coplen
Carroll I. Courtenay
Mallory Madeleine Craig-Karim
Diana Curtis
Beau Alexander Daen
Emily Kristina Davidson
Jennifer M. Davidson
William R. Davis
Joshua Kain Day
Janelle Marie de la Torre
Brandon M. DeFoe
Bradley H. Dennis
James Arlo Dennison
Michael Patrick Eugene Dooley
Brandon J. Dubov
Gary R. Dunn, Jr.
William Albert Engelhart IV
Scott Jeffrey Falin
Tess Mackenzie Fardon
Noah R. Feldman Greene
Francisco Fernandez-del Castillo
Anthony Stephen Ferrara
Ashley N. Finger
Daniel V. Flynn III
Jared Forbus
Ricardo C. Fraga
James Richard Franco
Sarah S. Freeman
Ryan R. Frishie
Stephanie Y. Fung
Angela A. Garcia
Nicholas L. Garifo
Jordan Garside
Alyssa Ann Gaudio
William Cole Geddy
Erin E. Gurbach
Christopher D. Guisto
Steven J. Glendon
Jenna Morgan Goldman
Holland E. Goldsmith
Zachary Ellinger Goozee
Michael S. Gould
Kristen Lynn Gould
Camille Nicole Grant
Laura Hamilton Gregory
Avia E. Gridi
Keywanna Caprice Griffith
William C. Groover
Nicolas Guerrero
Marlyn N. Guiguis
Nel-Sylvia M. Guzman
Nicholas D. Harnel
Nicholas S. Hagen
Eric C. Hall
Alana Harris
Curtis Hart
Samantha Rachael Hasey
James Francis Hasson
Maximilian Hubertus Hechl
Elizabeth Themines Hedge
Krista Alford Helkking
Alexandra J. Hemmings
Christopher S. Herlihy
Laura Allison Herzog
Austen Hill
John Thomas Hohgood
Alexander Joseph Hollarth
Abby Rose Hollesten
Erin Noel Hood
Timothy Edward Durkin Horley
Lauren A. Howes
Sean Lee Hunt
Madeline Christie Hutchings
Frances H. Hutto
Joseph M. Hykan
Maiy Iyiani
Kirsten L. Jackson
Stefanie Jackson
Keisha L. James
Tyler M. Jerrell
Deitra S. Jones
Anna Hernandez-Jugo
Hyun S. Jung
Matthew T. Kabak
Adam B. Kahan
Ann Eun Won Kang
Lia-Michelle Keane
Megan C. Keenan
Connor J. Kelley
Joanna G. Kelly
Bennett H. Kenzie
Gregory James Ketcham-Colwill
Nimrah Abad Khan
Benjamin J. Kim
Mattison M. Kim
Rebecca Kimmel
Thomas Philip Kinzinger
Jeremiah Erich Capozzoli Kirstein
Joshua David Koss
Tzuzi Koul
Wyatt T. Kozinski
Carolyn Gaut Kraska
Paul Richard Krebs
Gregory Anthony-Bedway LaHood
Shannon K. Lane
Nicole Marie Lawler
Jennifer Y. Lee
Michael C. Lee
Sarah E. Legault
Gregory S. Leonard
Ryan Leonard
Patrick Welling Leugers
Matthew Jeremiah Levetown
Annie J Li
Wade Dolan Lippard
Karl McCabe Finck Lockhart
Jeremy S. Lofthouse
Anne Marie Lord
Alexander L. Luhring
Candice Deanae Lundquist
Megan Autumn Mackie
Alexander M. MacMillan
Julia Maureen Maloney
Thomas Nolan Matteson
David McClellan
Amber D. McCoy
William Brian McDavid, Jr.
Andrew S. McGlothlin
Christina Nanette McLeod
Colette-Jeanne Desfosse McNeela
Matthew Joseph McNeary
Abigail McKenzie Meredith
Jake A. Mihalkanin
Andrew R. Miller
Patrick M. Miller
Katherine Anne Moles
Katherine Leigh Montoya
John Sterling Moore
Megan N. Moore
Mark R. Moran
Emily Sears Mordecai
John A. Morgan
Henry Bowman Morris
Steven Lewis Morris, Jr.
Camile Adele Mott
Elyse A. Moyer
Kailcy C. Mrosak
Katie Elizabeth Mullaly
Cassandra J. Murphy
Christian J. Myers
Jordan Michelle Naftalis
Brandon Alexander Newman
Halima A. Nguyen
Shalin Norhia
Rachel Christine Oberg
Phillip Troy Ogea
Andrew T. Ognibene
David R. Ortiz
Grant L. Page
Molly R. Pallman
Andrew Yong-Sun Park
Dascher L. Pasco
Natasha Candida Pereira
Steven Benjamin Pet
William G. Phalen
William Brock Phillips
Christian K. Pierce
Jennifer M. Pike
Aadren J. Pitchman
Jennifer N. Popp
Brendan Francis Porter
Ashley Jennings Powell
Katherine Dolores Profumo
Sara Marie Pruzin
Shanthi Rajagopalan
Gregory P. Ranzi
Anna B. Rao
De'Siree N. Reeves
Jeffrey R. Register
William W. Reichart III
Alana J. Reid
Louisa Nicole Rich
Daniel J. Richardson
Catherine Anne Rizzoni
William Allen Robertson
Sharon Tara Rogart
Robert Joseph Rogowski
Danilo Rose
Marguerite Ashford Rowe
Tanner Michael Russo
Michael Nicholas Rutigliano
Hyun-Jong Ryu
Ethan Allan Sachs
Connor J. Sagduyu
Lauren A. Sandground
Edmund Y. Saw
Aivia J. Schaffer
Liesel Neka Schapira
Elliot N. Scher
Megan E. Schultz
Kira R. Schwartz
Rebecca Heiner Scarrino
Anna Michele Searcey
Amanda K. Sears
Tess M. Sewell
Maulin Shah
Matthew N. Shanafol
Christine N. Sherman
Scott A. Shermanto
Megan Renee Shoell
Katerina Linneal Stelkas
Jordan R. Silversmith
Lorraine Marie Alice Simonis
Mary Daniel Simpson
Edward Louis Smith
Robert Michael Smith
Ryan Richard Talbert Snow
Alexander Evans Snowdon
Peter C. Sode
Hannah Catherine Sowell
Amanda Stanzione
Alison L. Steed
Ariella V. Stefani
Ashley R. Stoner
John Bradley Swanson
Andrew Edward Talbot
Daniel J. Temkin
Catherine A. Thompson
Andreas Benjamin Thuijs
Julianne Alexander Toia
James A. Tomberlin
Chiara Tondi Resta
Trevor Macdonell Topf
Hilary D. Turner
Christopher Edward Tutunjian
Michael A. Vacciano
Diana C. Vall-lloera
Philip Wilson Van Winkle
Julianne R. Vargo
Victor Joseph Viser
Cheryl Xinran Wang
Evan Allister Ward
Charles H. West
Michael West
Austin D. Wasterberg
Joseph Raymond Wilkinson
Brittney Antoinette Williams
Jay Travis Williamson
Phoebe Anne Willis
Jill Winter
Ryan James Witt
Stanley S. Wong
David Donald Rawles Wuchenich
Julia R. Wynn
Elizabeth Johnston Wylock
Samuel Yergin
School of Engineering & Applied Science

Doctors of Philosophy

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Erin Martha Fitzharris
Dissertation: Mechanistic Insights into Heterogeneous Catalytic Conversion of Light Oxygenates and Olefins from Biomass Derivatives

Zhaoxiang Qi
Dissertation: System Design and Electrochemical Characterization of Lithium-Ion Active Material Suspensions

Zachary Donald Young
Dissertation: The Role of Aldol Condensation and Hydrogen Transfer Reactions in the Guerbet Coupling Reaction of Ethanol Over Acid-Base Catalysts

Shun Zheng
Dissertation: Coupled Transport and Population Growth of Pseudomonas Putida Cells in the Vicinity of a Toluene Source Plume in a Saturated Sand-Packed 2-D Microcosm

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Bakinam Tarik Essawy
Dissertation: Advancing Cyber-infrastructure for Reproducible Hydrologic Modeling

Mohamed Morsy Anwar Morsy
Dissertation: Cyberinfrastructure to Support Flood Modeling from Catchment to Regional Scales

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jonathan Andrew Dorn
Dissertation: Optimizing Tradeoffs of Non-Functional Properties in Software

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Deepyaman Maiti
Dissertation: Non-linear Signal-Noise Interaction in Optical Fiber Transmission

Thummaros Rugthum
Dissertation: Adaptive Actuator Failure Compensation Control of Robotic Systems with Uncertainties

Ankit Shah
Dissertation: Laser Sintering of Tungsten Nanoparticles for Solar Thermal Receivers

Ye Wang
Dissertation: Heterogeneously Integrated Photodiodes on Silicon

Madison Elizabeth Woodson
Dissertation: Low-Noise AlInAsSb Avalanche Photodiodes

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Anne Fay Kyner
Dissertation: Impulse Mitigation of Structures Impacted by Granular Media

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Cheng Yu Shih
Dissertation: Atomic Modeling of Pulsed Laser Interactions with Metals in Liquid Environment

Begum Unveroglu
Dissertation: Optimization of Cu2ZnSnS4 Absorber Layers Via Sulfurization of Electrodeposited Cu-Zn-Sn Precursors for Photovoltaic Applications

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Jong Ho Sonn

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Mohammad Al Boni
Dissertation: Localized Crime Prediction Methods

Mike C. Towne
Dissertation: Control Design for Dynamic Systems

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Richard Paul Chain
Dissertation: Enhancing Resilience of Steel Frame Buildings Using Superelastic Viscous Dampers

COMPANY SCIENCE

He Qi
Dissertation: Circuit Solutions and Tool Flow of Ultra-Low-Power FPGA

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Divya Akella Kamakshi
Dissertation: Modeling and Design for Low Power and Variation Tolerance in Integrated Circuits

Jie Lian
Dissertation: Multiuser MIMO Indoor Visible Light Communications

Ali Rohani
Dissertation: Designing Diagnostic and Prognostic Platforms for Analysis and Probing Disease Emergence

Abhishek Roy
Dissertation: Power Management in Ultra-Low Power Systems

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Seongah Hong

Balkuntha Silwal
Dissertation: Enhancing Resilience of Steel Frame Buildings Using Superelastic Viscous Dampers

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Bachelors of Science

Masters of Engineering

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Michael Ryan Dalmolin

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Armita Salahi

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

John Tyler Daspit

Yongqi Guo

Christopher Alan Jeffery

Hongyu Li

Mu Lin

Shuoyu Liu

Chongdi Ma

Alejandro Marcelo Nava Moncada

Ziran Qi

David Charles Roache

Abhishek Anil Shelar

Ziyue Xia

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Robert Benjamin Carroll

Michael Peter Cronk

Joseph Ray Saylor

Masters of Materials

Science and Engineering

Lavina Backman

Katie Lutton Cwalina

Zachary Daniel Harris

Andrew Neils

Raymond Joseph Santucci, Jr.

Masters of Science

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Joshua David Remer

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Yuyuan Ji

Charles Allen Michaels

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Neda Nazemi

Erin Marie Robartes

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Haina Li

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Paul Cancitano

Wanshi Hong

Yuxin Wang

Yuxin Xu

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

John Rogers Einhorn

Kelsey Meyer

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Alexander Ritz Mait

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Derek Thomas Anderson

Abhiraj Hemant Deshpande

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Sarah D. Madison

Michael Peter Cronk

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Seongah Hong


Balkuntha Silwal

Dissertation: Enhancing Resilience of Steel Frame Buildings Using Superelastic Viscous Dampers

COMPANY SCIENCE

He Qi

Dissertation: Circuit Solutions and Tool Flow of Ultra-Low-Power FPGA

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Divya Akella Kamakshi

Dissertation: Modeling and Design for Low Power and Variation Tolerance in Integrated Circuits

Jie Lian

Dissertation: Multiuser MIMO Indoor Visible Light Communications

Ali Rohani

Dissertation: Designing Diagnostic and Prognostic Platforms for Analysis and Probing Disease Emergence

Abhishek Roy

Dissertation: Power Management in Ultra-Low Power Systems

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Jason Michael Beck

Dissertation: Multi-Component Adsorption of Monoclonal Antibodies and Antibody Aggregates on Cation Exchange Resins

James Pierce Robinson

Dissertation: Exploring Electrode Architectures to Realize the True Potential of Lithium-Ion Batteries

Jiahua Xie

Dissertation: Alcohol Oxidation Over Supported Platinum-Based Nanoparticles and Non-Precious-Metal Alloys

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Taylor Wilson Cain

Dissertation: Understanding Selected Critical Corrosion and
Electrochemical Factors for the Improvement of Sacrificial Mg-Based Anodes for the Cathodic Protection of a Mg-Al-2Zn Alloy

Proloy Nandi

Md Shamsujohi
Dissertation: The Effects of Laser Ablation Coating Removal on the Fatigue Performance of a High Strength Structural Steel

Fulin Wang
Dissertation: Dislocation Interactions with {10-12} Twin Boundary

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

David Thomas Barnes
Dissertation: Planar Laser Induced Iodine Fluorescence Investigation of Mach 5 Jet-Jet and Jet-Jet-Surface Interactions

Lee Francis Gabler
Dissertation: Development of Improved Metrics for Predicting Brain Strain in Diverse Impacts

Bradley Ray Nichols
Dissertation: Experimental Measurements and Modeling of Tilting-Pad Bearing Performance and System Stability Under Reduced Oil Supply Flow Rates

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Ayed Almutairi
Dissertation: Stakeholder Mapping Incorporated to Enterprise Resilience of Mobile Smart Grid and Automated Container Port

Xiaomin Lin
Dissertation: Machine Learning Approaches to Multi-Agent Inverse Learning Problems

Jinghe Zhang
Dissertation: Representation Learning of Longitudinal Electronic Health Record Data for Patient Characterization and Prediction of Health Outcomes

Masters of Computer Science

Guthrie Ober Alexander
Liu Cao
Bicheng Fang
Di Fang
Xueyang Han
Zhichao Hu
Minghua Jiang
Tianyi Jin
Dominic Lam Ting Luk
Longchang Li
Mingqing Li
Yujia Li
Haoran Liu
Wenlin Liu
Christopher Jordan Mincey
Wei Qian
Lance Reed Simmons
Sinan Kurt Ulukutam
Xinge Wen
Jiankun Xu
Shu Zhi Yang
Yang You
William Thomas Young
Jonathan Andrew Youssef
Jingxuan Zhang
Yue Zhang
Luyao Zhou

Masters of Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Devanshi Gupta
Ethan Andrew Palharik

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Abhimanyu Jain
Dan Austin Plattenberger
Arun Kumar Subramaniam
Rodney Franklin Wilkins III
Mengxuan Zhang
Yichao Zhu

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Ruxun Li
Xiao Liu
Tingdan Luo
Tingjun Ma
Yina Meng
Zheng Wang
Jiayu Xie
Yongyi Yang
Minyao Zhang
Tianshu Zhou

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Mingfang Chen
Jae Hoon Park

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Harry Armstrong
Bhavarasiri Gandhi Donutu
Mohan Kumar Jayathurtha
Daniel Clifton Shores
Peng Wang
Pu Zhang

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

John C Thomas
Krishnamurthy Venugopala Vemuru

Masters of Materials Science and Engineering

Eric Robert Hoglund
Lindsey Pospisil Malene

Masters of Science

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Stephanie Michelle Guthrie
Luke Daniel Huelsenbeck
Nan Yang

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Daniela E Gonzales Hidalgo
Frederick Adam King
Mengmeng Ye

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Theodore Yang Xie

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Abdulmajedeez Maleh Ali A Alenezi
Spencer Crump
Matthew James Ridder
Siyi Shen

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Erin Jo Sanchez
Deepak Sathyarayanan

Bachelors of Science

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Srikannth Chelluri
Mustafa Kamal Hotaki
Jonathan Lowe
Tony Trieu Nghiehu

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jesse David Nakay
Christine Yun-Pey Tsou
James Wu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Laurel Anne Cummings
Hussam Ayad Humadi

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

Tyler Ryan Ealy
Thomas Andrew Key
Jenna Rochelle Knight
Hilda Angel Ochere
Cody Dale Williams

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Custis Lansing Coleman III
Sinan Yucasan

Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOメディカル ENGINEERING

Dustin Keith Bauknight
Dissertation: High Throughput Sequencing Enhanced Phage Display for Affinity Ligand Discovery

Nicoles Frances Brackett
Dissertation: Platelet alpha(IIb) beta(3) Integrin and Myosin II ATPase Guide Fibrin Network Structure and Enhance Clot Stiffness During Clot Formation

George Albert Cortina
Dissertation: Identifying Determinants of Antibiotic Resistance in Beta-Lactamases

Xinyuan Cui
Dissertation: Development of MRI Methods to Assess Coronary Microvascular Function in Mice

Brittany Jane Earnest
Dissertation: Against the Flow: Coil Arrangement and Design Modulate Hemodynamics and Clotting in Model Saccular Bifurcation Intracranial Aneurysm In Vivo

Margaret Rose Kelly-Goss
Dissertation: The Role and Use of Heterogeneity in Microvascular Instability

Millie Shah
Dissertation: Systems Biology Approaches for Studying Phosphatase Activity in Coxackieviral Heart Disease

Angela Courtney Zeigler
Dissertation: Context-Dependent Modulators of Cardiac Fibroblast Phenotype

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Arch David Creasy
Dissertation: Modeling Adsorption and Transport Behavior in Cation Exchange and Hydrophobic Resins using Numerical Column Models

Yasser Jangjou
Dissertation: Sulfur Poisoning of Small Pore Cu-Exchanged Chabazite (CHA) Catalysts for Catalytic Reduction of NOx with NH3

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sherif Magdy Daghash
Dissertation: High-Performance and Sustainable Materials for Structural Applications

Kathryn Gwenyth Nunnelley
Dissertation: Metal Nanopatch Formation in Ceramic Porous Media for Point-Of-Use Water Filtration

Muhammad Mohsen Sherif
Dissertation: Design and Characterization of Innovative Materials and Structural Systems for Resilient Concrete Structures

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Xinfei Guo
Dissertation: Towards Wearout-Aware and Accelerated Self-Healing Digital Systems

Alex Roekle
Dissertation: Improving Reliability and Security with Aging and Pre-RTL Modeling

COMPUTER SCIENCE

William Howard Hawkins
Dissertation: Static Binary Rewriting to Improve Software Security, Safety, and Reliability

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Engineering & Applied Science

In Kee Kim
Dissertation: Proactive Resource Management to Ensure Predictable End-to-End Performance for Cloud Applications

Zhuozhao Li
Dissertation: Scheduling Techniques in Different Architectures of Data-Parallel Clusters for High Performance

Ameer Mohammed
Dissertation: The Computational Complexity of Program Obfuscation

Ritambhara Singh
Dissertation: Fast and Interpretable Classification of Sequential Data in Biology

John Pierson Wadden
Dissertation: Accelerated Pattern Recognition Using Hybrid Spatial/Von Neumann Architectures

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Arijit Banerjee
Dissertation: VLSI Circuits and Architecture Techniques for Energy Efficient and Low VMIN SRAMs

Qinglong Li
Dissertation: Over 100 GHz High Power Modified-Uni-Traveling-Carrier Photodiodes for Analog Optic Link

Harsh Naranbhai Patel
Dissertation: Ultra-Low Power and Reliable SRAM for Systems-on-Chip

Mustafa Hafid Sungkar
Dissertation: Estimation and Evaluation of Energy Efficient Neural Communication Channel

Zhanyu Yang
Dissertation: High Power Photodiodes and Their Application in Analog Photonic Links

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Noelle Easter Cruz Co
Dissertation: The Effect of Corrosion Damage Morphology on Fatigue Crack Initiation and Small Crack Propagation Behavior of AA 7050-T7451

Piushk Khullar
Dissertation: Cathodic Control of Intergranular Corrosion in Sensitive AA5083-H131

Michael Anthony Melia
Dissertation: Surface Engineering of Magnesium Alloys: Surface Modification to Improve Corrosion Resistance

Mary Elizabeth Parker
Dissertation: Deconstructing Accelerated Testing Environments for Exfoliation Corrosion of Al-Cu Li Alloy 2060

Veronica Nader Rafa
Dissertation: Localized Corrosion Damage Morphology and Corrosion Electrochemistry for Al-Zn-Mg-Cu Fastener Galvanic Couples in Marine Environments

Megan Elizabeth Wilson
Dissertation: Oxidation of SiC/BN/SiC Ceramic Matrix Composites and Their Constituents

Bernard Kai Wuttimaack

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Cori Elizabeth Watson
Dissertation: Computational Modeling of Helical Groove Seals

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Zachary Andrew Collier
Dissertation: Schedule Management with Disruptions of System Purpose, Structure, and Function

Jie Liu
Dissertation: Bayesian System Averaging: A Theory Unifying Bayesian Forecasting System and Bayesian Model Averaging Methods

Nicholas Joseph Napoli
Dissertation: Characterizing Uncertainty for Sensor Fusion to Improve Predictive Models

Masters of Computer Science
Mohsin Yusuf Ahmed
Xueying Bai
Abhimanyu Banerjee
Sanesh Sanjay Gade
Mohammad Atallah Hezbor
Lawrence Peter Liang Hook
Babhan Hu
Nishant Jha
Chao Jiang
Weiqiang Jin
Kalpathy Sitaraman Sivaraman
Gautam Shanmuga Somappa
Xin Wen
Kirsten Anne White

Masters of Engineering
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Josephine Marie DeLong
Daniel Neighbors

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Juncheng Chen
Catherine Harrison Gayner
Xiaotong Lyu

James Ian Minshew
Ye Wang
Yalan Wu
Ruoxi Xie

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Anyang Chen
Yung Chih Chen
Benyi Gong
Jianwei Guo
Jingyun Ning
Yasavini Puligundla
Shiutong Wang
Tianyi Wei
Yuzhe Yang
Hussain Zaki
Hua Zhang
Qian Zhang
Xiaoxue Zhang
Chengyue Zhao

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Minyan Gao
Sida Xiao

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Christopher Mark Dohse

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
John Peter Beaumont
Katherine Carl
Thomas J Carroll
Jerome Carter
Zachary Ray Fenn
Connor Freeberg
Yuyan Ge
Margaret Assefa Haillemariam
Wen Yen Hsiao
Andrew Lee-Chyun Jen
Michael James LaPiere
Ywen Li
Pooja Malhotra
Paul Curtis McCord, Jr
Morgan Andrew Mendis
Sterling Edwards Rives IV
Ernest Arthur Sanchez
Tagg A. Timm
Hung Quoc Tran
Krutarth Trivedi
Chad Edward Tucker
Matthew Payne Vanlandingham
Britton Matthew Vermaaten
Yujie Xu
Qingyu Yang
Yanrui Zhang

Masters of Materials Science and Engineering
Jae Soon Kim
Sarah Christian Rogers

Masters of Science
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Evon Terrell

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Austin Valentine Angulo
Sarah Christian Rogers

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Mugren Anil Deshmukh

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Nicholas James Francis
Chester Joseph Zewekowski

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
John Patrick Corbett
Madison Langley Hassler
Ryan Matthew Meekins
Emily Susanna Miller

Bachelors of Science
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Brady Lee Anthony-Brumfield
Vanessa Ghislaine Awate
Maxwell Kwamina Kenneth Bentil
Aaron Blaufox
Bruce Francis Briglia
Scott Aaron Carpenter
William Sachar Cheng
Benjamin Buehler Connelly
Neal Dadaji Deore
Luke Ernest Edgar
Mark Alexander Fleckenstein
Michael Luke Ford
Peyton Thomas Hooker
Paul Jeremy Hughes
John David Josephs, Jr.
Ashwinraj Karrhikeyan
Bruce William Kay
Alexander MacLaune Kenan
John Kretzschmar
Kaleb Ryan Libby
Michael Phillip Marshall
Andrew Grant Melchers
Nicolas Peterson Miller
Arman Mottaghi
Thomas Lee Muir
Tu Anh Nguyen
Christopher Camilo O’Kuinghttons
Kohi Orson
Declan Garrett Prendergast
Erik Helleberg Quigg
James Evan Smith
Marcus Smith
Akram Gamal Ani Shoib
Fritz William Steuer
Margaret Avery Story

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Engineering & Applied Science

Rachel Vander Kolk
Daniel Thomas Wehrs
Spencer Christian Wolfe
Juhao Yi

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Aaron Andrew Aguhab
Jeffrey Ashé Allende
Prudvi Arabandi
Casey Michelle Baker
Nora Belkhayat
Jonas Price Bowman
Derek James Boylan
Leigham Scott Breckenridge
Carolyn Elizabeth Brennan
Kathryn Helen Bridges
Stefan Alexander Wilhelm Brecker
Carolyn Elizabeth Brown
Faith Elizabeth Buehrer
Tyler John Burd
Joseph Samuel Burns
Christina Elizabeth Cabrera
Christopher Xi Chen
Carolina Haerun Chung
Robert Joseph Courter
Andrijana Dabic
Sarah Marie Dar
Ralph Michael Del Negro
John Francis Durell
Kathleen Ann Fitzgerald
Margaret Cynthia Fox
Amanda Jane Frickie
Patrick Eamon Gelbach
Matthew Thomas Gillin
Annie Shay Goodstein
Jakob Davis Gray
Thomas William Greig
Stephen Esson Ham, Jr.
Winforne Leigh Hamlin
Waverlee Lane Harvey
Shreyas Hirway
Julia Hiser
Kayla Rishelle Holston
Juliana Elizabeth Holzer
Vicki Huang
Kevin Dean Janson
Samuel Gordon Kesting
Jisun Kim
Ying Pei Lai
Christina Lee
Devon Mitchell Lindsey
Jacqueline Hannah Macellin
Jean-Luc Auten Maigrot
Katharine Frances McDonough
Dennis Gregory Mcduffie
Timothy McNeal
Daniel Henry Meador
Nikita Meka
Matthew Ryan Moon
Frances Lerae Morales
Raquel Alys Moya
Hannah Nguyen
Seung Won Oh
Noah Matthew Olson
John Christopher Panagides
Marianna Ann Patrick
Catherine Claire Pollack
Remi Prince
Charles Pritchett, Jr.
Carolyna Teresa Quiles Luna

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gerardo Alvarez
Daniel Jacob Anthony
Katherine Elizabeth Asmussen
Hannah Becker
John Anthony Bowers
Tyler Brown
Andrew Jesse Browning
Alexander Thomas Bruno
William Frederick Carbaugh, Jr.
Joseph Tyler Castro
Carly Elizabeth Cocke
Joanna Larel Colón
Jovan Isaac Cook
Christine Elizabeth Cox
Patrick Byrne Cundiff
Curtis Dean Davis
Pedro de Mello Oliveira
Caleb Mitchell Dillard
Taylor Robert Downey
Samantha Patricia Erickson
Perri Lynnne Falkner
Massinisa Bryce Flici
Iain Tait Gordon
Gabriella Grece Greiner
Shannon Lynn Grew
Thomas Christian Halsey
Haley Michele Hiller
Eulogio Mendoza Javier III
Angely Jomuad
David Nathan Kennedy
Mary Katherine Lawrence
Eun Kyung Lee
Hana Lee
Abigail Jean Leonard
Evan Philip Lesmez
Benjamin Lobo
Juan Maldonado
Breanna Jenell Mariano
Casey Lee Martin
Nathan Aaron Maupin
McCarter McCurry
Emily Elizabeth Melinis
Nicholas Gerard Mikalauskas
Brian Joseph Mills
Adam Phillip Naidorf
Deirdre Harvey O’Harra
Talton Warren O’Neal
John Robert Phillips
John Alexander Radford
William Glenn Richardson
Jacob Scott Rogerson
Gabrielle Rose Schleppebach
Jordan Selby
Brianne Lashelle Spence
Andrew Joshua Starr
Sarik Omer Tara
Claire Noel Trevisan
Alejandro Vargas
Christian Villa
Peter James Wajda
Claire Abigail Weinrib
Dustin Cole Weir
Leon Vasilyevich Yevseyev

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Lucas Oscar Abelante
Mark James Anderson
Christopher Chase Anton
William Ashe
Melony Melissa Bennis
Swalok Chusuwan
William Coleman Crici
Joseph Edward Daly
Francesco Carlo Giulio Francini
Benjamin Gheeraghmough
Yagaanesh Goenka
Marco Gomez-Wong
Joshua Morgan Gross
Gopal Raju Hari
David Danh Hastings
James Vincent Johnston
Owen Kamil Khoury
Rezaiah Paradise Knopp
Sun Meng
Brian James Morris
Parth Jay Patidar
David Jordan Pierce
Ryan Daniel Rosenfeld
Joshua Andrew Roy
Phillip Barlow Seaton
Vijay Guhan Shvikumar
Wendelin Simon Simpkins, Jr.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Paul David Ammer
Taylor Scott Arnold
Paul Samuel Arthan
Apoorva Arunkumar
Kevin Wilfredo Avalo
Allison Marilyn Babick
Richard Coolidge Bailey
Thomas James Baker
Keshav Balasubramanian
Joseph George Ballenschneider
Brigman Jason Bangert
Derrick Craig Blakely
Samuel Kwabena Asomaning Bokay
Daniel Steven Brown
Andreas Lawrence Butler
Jordan Thomas Buzell
Sean David Cassar
Hye Lim Chang
Jonathan Colin
Eamon Collins
Gannon Combs
Kristina Star Covington
Chase Henderson Deets
Hanna Christine Dickensen
Richard Carreon Dizon
Carter Ridgeway Dodd
Daniel Patrick Donovan
Liam John Dwyer
Vijay S Edupuganti
Jackson Henry Eksi
Yihnew Tadesse Esbetti
Nathaniel Kai Eubanks
Sadiyah Faruk
Emma Nicole Fass

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Engineering & Applied Science

William Berkeley Fergusson, Jr
Kean Fumiane
Daniel Luis Fontenot
John Benjamin Fultz
David Brian Gaulton
William Broughton Gent
Nathaniel Thomas George
William Henry Gerhard
Gabriel Trad Groover
Joseph Preston Gumprich
Haoxuan Guo
Nikhil Gupta
Shanya Hans
Zachary Douglas Heese
John Albert Herrick II
Riley Hannah Hevener
Daniel Adam Hoerauf
Mira Lee Holford
Natalie Erica Hunt
Alyson Danielle Irizarry
Naveen Kanchan Iyer
Ammi Jain
Jessica Jassal
Arun Shirnath Kannan
Divya Sri Karuturi
Rachel Amanda Katz
Lawson Clark Kennan
Anant Girish Kharkar
Emma Kopf
Andrew Lee
Brian Hyun Ho Lee
Jonathan Tsai Lee
Sean Sotha Lei
Yujian Li
Riley Hannah Hevener
John Albert Herrick II
Zachary Douglas Heese
Robert Thomas Schmidt
Ethan Schwab
Daniel Shapiro
Jake Alexander Shevlin
Zachary Rutledge Skemp
Lane Adam Spangler
Neha Telhan
Simonne Anne ter Weele
Summer Suejung Thompson
Kevin Jaron Thumim
Jonathan Ting
Wyatt James Tinsley
Benjamin Vincent Trans
Ellie Rachel Veer
Michael Yang Venter
Ceyer Wakilpoor
Karlty Beth Walker
Robert Joseph Wallace
Steven Liu Wang
John Graves Weher
Samuel Robert Weber
Brandt Elliot Welch
Brandon James Whitfield
William Bailey Will
Michael Andrew Williams
Maurice Zoony Wong
Virginia Kathleen Wordsworth
Eric Haitian Xie
Katherine Jiadai Yan
Ahmed Youssef
Brittany LeAnne Yu
Charles Yu
Philip C Yu
Alan Zhang

Electrical Engineering
Scott Corbin Anderson
Atiena Branch
Samuel Ross Byers
Andrew Coffee
Kyle Sterling Dalton
Christopher Doerr
Edward John Fox
Joseph Yong-Ghee Ghiorzi
Naimul Hasan
Urmara Islam
Scott Robert Kirkpatrick
Nathan Shaw Koch
Yizhou Li
Jonathan Bach Martinez
Carlos Antonio Moreira-Martinez
Kyle Trehy Mosman
Henry Thomas Marshall Mullhauer
Yun Suk Nam
Kenny Nguyen
Stephen Pancrazio
Josiah Tyler Perrin
Stefan Wisdom Petit-Freses
Brenda Be Phetsomphou
Noah Kroloff Rohrliech
Anthony Frank Rondinelli
Alexander George Sarris
Ethan David Simpson
Faiza Sohail
Daniel Squitieri
Caroline Catherine Twigg
Justin Varnum
Xiafei Yang

Engineering Science
Robert Thomas Andris
Sarah Catherine Asby
Alyssa Nicole Burton
Angelyn Rebecca Campo
Stephanie Ann Cramer
Brian Cumella
Justin Gage DeZoort
Karenne Tarek El-Ghazawi
Jennifer Colleen Elliott
Ashley Nicole Gailey
James Logan Gardner
Mitchell Ross Gardner
Andrew Daewon Han
Madison Pearce Janek
Nirali Jantrania
Sanat Malhotra
Amy Huaii McMillen
Elishama Garvens Michel
Ayman Mohamed Elameen
Madeline Antonia Morales
Patrick Michael Muggill
Walter Andrew Nicholas
Samendra Prasad
Austin Taylor Rivera
Maxwell Reza Rowshandel
Carmen Marie Samiere
Alexander Leif Saxerud
Matthew Marshall Shillett
Ruby Shrestha
Kelvin Lee Sparks, Jr.
Kelcye Marie Williams
Isabella Maria Zacchini
Frederick Y Zhang

Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Richard Anderson
Christopher William Arthur
John Baldwin
Patrick Miller Bebermeyer
Brianna Mae Bieseker
Walter Edward Bruce IV
Daniel Thomas Burkett
William Kyle Burnett
Benjamin Robert Campbell
James Andrew Campbell
Khoi Thien Cao
Colin Joseph Cavanagh
Mussarrat Minnat Choudhury
Harrison Covert
Musarrat Minnat Choudhury
Kendall Madison Dillon
Elliot Thomas Dobson
Douglas Lee Eward
Lijing Fang
Josiah Tyler Perrin
Lucy Elaine Fitzgerald
William Paul Fontaine
Luke Alexander Fossen
Katherine Elizabeth Freix
Jedediah Kincaid Gallagher
Matthew Ryan Garvin
Grant Aaron Gibson
Piotr Simon Gogish
Hannah Grace Goodwyn
Melody Gordon
Thomas Curtis Green
Mary Elizabeth Lee Greer
Adrian Nicole Hendlin
Daniel Stephen Henry
John Wesley Hogan
Michael Ranjan Heherchak
Edgar Beery Hoover
David Alejandro Horta
Henry Edmund Hubler
James Hutson
Samreen Farha Islam
Grant A Janart
Matthews Coe Jones
Eram Rahman Khan
David Khanan
Joel Ji Kim
Parker Robert Lacasse
Frank Sami Laubach
Henry Dean Licht
Royce Eric Lindengren
Jennifer Lai-Jhing Louie
Gabriel Twomey Maalouf
Dillon Matthew Mason
Zachary Brian Massey
Nicholas Matt Milovich
David Philip Moran
Seth Taylor Morris
Kendall Mueller
Samuel Csaba Nagy
Matthew McDowell Nicklas
Arthur Adam Pawlaca
Ivan Ren
David Andrew Rubin
Spencer Gilbert Rubin
Melvin Noe Salvador
Yaselly Vanessa Sanchez
Jake Tyler Singh
Spiros Basil Skenderis II
Jack Curri Stanganelli
James Stapleton
Meghna Talluri
Zachary Taylor
Rebecca Ann Towler
Mark Richard Umland
Shainee Arjanbhai Vaghani
Christopher Anatol von Spakovsky
Luke David Waddell
Benaiah Madison Walters
Anny Wang
Chase Weaverling
Allison Ann Welland
Danton Allerton Wein
Bradley Willett
Josiah Winter
Katherine Wu Yang
Jared Yoder
Andrew Younann
Michael Yuan

Systems Engineering
Sabreena Abedin
Taylor Jordan Arostegy
Shareen Arshad
Saad Khalil Awan
Alik Howe Bourennin
Elise Claire Brosnan
Brady Katherine Brown
Eunice Yoojin Chun
Tyler Michael Cody
Jonathan Willbur Cooke
Henry James Corssadden IV
Anna Elizabeth Crockett
Amanda Crowell
Paul Chandler Dalton
\[1\] Distinction
\[2\] High Distinction
\[3\] Highest Distinction
\[4\] Honors
\[5\] High Honors
\[6\] Highest Honors
\[7\] Distinguished Majors Program
Curry School of Education

Conferred August 9, 2017

Doctors of Philosophy

Holland Windels Banse Dissertation: Supportive Classroom Contexts for Upper Elementary English Language Learners


Martha Davis Foukal Dissertation: Supporting the College Women Mentors' Strengths and Training Needs with Mindfulness Training

John J Frase Dissertation: Foot Function in Lateral Ankle Sprains and Chronic Ankle Instability

Sadie Leigh Hashbrouck Dissertation: Using Kindergarten Entry Data to Guide Teachers' Skills, Beliefs, Self-Efficacy, and Practices Through Instructionally Focused, Data-Driven Consultation

Robert L Haxter Dissertation: Developmental Regression in Autism Spectrum Disorders and the Broad Autism Phenotype

Hugh Alexander Meagher Dissertation: Charles E. Vavter and Representations of Progressive Education

Frank Perrone Dissertation: Teacher Recruitment, Burnout, Fit, Attraction, and the Role of the Administrator

Tiffany Kiku Nakamura-Torigoe-Lai Dissertation: An Evaluation of Measures Associated with the Differential Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder within a University-Based Clinic Sample

Eric David Yoder Dissertation: Documenting the Critical Components and Implementation Variations of the Make-To-Learn Invention Kits

Curry School of Education

Conferred August 9, 2017

Doctors of Education

Bethany Anne Warren Hunter Dissertation: Understanding the Decline of Academic Indicators for Students with Disabilities at a Rural Middle School

Katie Loftin Dissertation: The University Supervisor and Post-Observation Conferences: Perceptions of Utility from Student Teaching Triads

Meredith Leigh McCool Dissertation: When You've Seen One Rural Classroom, You've Seen One Rural Classroom: A Qualitative Multicase Study

Education Specialists

Michelle Young Bruch Lauran McDowell Johnson Leanne Rose Porta

Masters of Education


Conferred December 21, 2017

Doctors of Philosophy

Maria Jamal El-Abd Dissertation: Predictive Factors of Literacy Achievement in Young Gifted Children in Rural Schools

William Ross Kjellstrom Dissertation: Evaluating Two Course Sections for Enhancing Novice Elementary Preservice Teachers' Technological, Pedagogical, and Content Knowledge

Doctors of Education

Douglas Harold Thomassey Dissertation: Possible Effects of a Course Enhancement on Elementary Pre-Service Teachers

Barbara Ann Cibula Wheatley Dissertation: Interactive Science-Based and Narrative Read-Alouds: A Descriptive Case Study of Teacher Enactment and Student Responses

Education Specialist

Erin Elizabeth Barker

Masters of Education

Khezallaree Ahmedzay Kurt John Benkert Margaret Catherine Blackman Kelly Ann Bozman Katharine Daneker Brown Michala Summick Cardwell Carrie Marie Cole

Distinction 1  High Distinction 2  Highest Distinction 3  Honors 4  High Honors 5  Highest Honors 6  Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelors of Science in Education

Tanapun Chaikulangamdee
Virginia Anderson Crabtree
Molly Emilia Donovan
Ann Lockard Douthat
Alexandra Nicole Gerras
Christina Sarah Grant
Oliva James Hazelrigs
Keya Isaac
Sydney Jacqueline Kirwan
Jewel Christina Morris
Maraiah Chiara Naegle
Salem Elizabeth Peacock
Stephanie Patricia Salas

Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Philosophy

Danielle Taylor Almarode
Dissertation: Peer-Assisted Learning and Student-Perceived Effort and Attitude Toward Physical Education

Emily Barton
Dissertation: Understanding and Supporting Formal, Informal, and Independent Teacher Learning as a Holistic System of Professional Learning

Jordan Meredith Buckrop
Dissertation: The Phenomenon of Negotiating Early Literacy Instruction: A Kindergarten Teacher’s Narrative

Anthony A DeMauro
Dissertation: The Influence of Mindfulness on Teachers’ Professional Practice

Mary Colleen Fitzpatrick
Dissertation: Teaching and Learning History in Classroom Contexts

Jill Nicole Jones
Dissertation: A National Study of Institutional Policy Adoption for Non-Tenure Track Faculty Members

Lauren Colby Mangum
Dissertation: Examining Lumbo-pelvic-Hip Complex Function in Patients Using Ultrasound Imaging

Hannah Morris Mathews
Dissertation: Examining Opportunities to Learn in Special Education Teacher Preparation

Angel Monique Miles Nash
Dissertation: The Role of School Leaders in Supporting STEM Education for Black Girls

John Elwood Romig
Dissertation: Improving Writing

Instruction of In-Service Teachers of Students with Disabilities: A Multimedia Approach to Professional Development

Mark Vincent Beltran Yu
Dissertation: Aligning Youth’s Attributes and Needs with Ecological Assets: A Relational-Developmental Examination of Supportive Non-Parental Youth-Adult Relationships Across Adolescence

Doctors of Education

Christine Marie Carr
Dissertation: The Cyclical Nature of Curriculum: Refining a Curriculum by Examining Teachers’ Roles in Its Development

Kristin Allgood Dulaney
Dissertation: Exploring Early Literacy Instruction in VCCS Early Childhood Programs Across the State

Courtney Henson Kelly
Dissertation: Pre-Service Teachers’ Sense Making of UDL in the Planning and Implementation of Literacy Lessons

Kisha Nicole Logan
Dissertation: Principal Decision-Making and Extracurricular Activities

Jay Barlett Ragon
Dissertation: Exploring the Relationship Between Health Sciences Libraries and the Research Lifecycle

Mark Joseph Smith
Dissertation: Teacher Recruitment: The Influence of Recruitment Processes on Candidate Decisions

Lee Annette Whitesell
Dissertation: A Needs Assessment of K-5 Gifted Services in a Rural School Division

Jennifer Lynn Whorrall
Dissertation: Literacy Is the Thing: An Autoethnographic Journey into the Known and Unknown

Masters of Education

Ty Joshua Adams
Rachel Affleck
Alexandra Elizabeth Diaz Aldridge
May Kassem Jabir Almerry
Candace Tia Akyi
Olukemi Aminu Andrew
Steven Andrew Atkinson
Lisa Phillips Austin
Andrea Fletcher Bady
Courtney Alexandra Beach
Margaret Julia Beaton
Elaine Balanova Belmer
Mary Elizabeth Berg
Catherine Elizabeth Bertone
Sarah Jean Bessey

Sara Binet
James Alan Bland
Lindsie Ann Blaylock
Jessica Lauren Bowers
Claire Elizabeth Brauer
Jay Maroney Breden
Taylor Brock
Stephanie L Brown
Katharine Halley Bush
Mary Catherine Caldwell
Nicole Marie Cammarota
Mckenzie Leigh Canard
Dejah Simone Carter
Aimee Rose Chadepaiane
Yuwei Chen
Carrie Anne Christensen
Dana Alexandria Chung
Jonathan Gray Church, Jr.
Sarah Claunch
DeShawn Dion Clement
Antony Ammon Clemons
Hannah Cox
Erin M Craddock
Jonathan Thomas D’Angelo
Jennifer Darsie
Jordan Victoria Delaney
Bridget DeMott
Rachel Joanne D’Epagnier
John Ryan DeRosso
Kevin Adam Difazio
Erin Dolly
Jacob Lee Donaldson
Peta Katherine Douglas
Alison Doyle
William Scott Drougas
Mary Egan Early
Jean M Eby
Katherine Edmunds
John Michael English
Hannah Eiter
Catherine Ferguson
Andrew George Ferreira
Sarah Ann Ferreira
Isabel Katharina Figuerola
Melissa Fitzgerald
Olivia Marie Fowkes
Kathryn Overton Franklin
Jody Anne French
William Lindley Fuller
Malerie Gamblin
Grace Leigh Gardner
Kirk Quentin Garner II
Chloe Jessica Gay
Mandy Jo Geraige
Katelyn Hunter Giest
Alan Goodyear
Dara Lynn Green
Maurice A Green
Allison Marie Hagaman
Taylor Ann Halsley
Devon Howard Hall
Lindsey Brooke Hall
Daniel Augustine Hamm
Margaret Macedonia Harris
Sarah Macy Henry
Anna Macnair Hall
Rebecca Hodell
Kelsey Paige Hoffman
Andrew Nicholas Leon Hoffmann

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinction  High Distinction  Highest Distinction  Honors  High Honors  Highest Honors  Distinguished Majors Program
Angel Pittman
Allison Tess Piotrowski
Jessica Birnbaum Pickering
Martha Maria Paz-Espinoza
Amy Christine Paulson
Jane Patrick
Lauren Marie Panek
Audrey Gayle Pagnotta
Kaitlin Marie Oby
Joseph Chung-Ming Ngai
Claire Elizabeth Newman
Samuel Dean Nelson
Nicole Moss
McKenzie Blair Morton
Allison Miller
Katherine Burks McNeely
Erin Marie McGivern
John Francis McDonald, Jr.
Terrance Alexander Maynard
Morgan Tocari McCalm
John Francis McDonald, Jr.
Erin Marie McGivern
Christopher Andrew McIntosh
Katherine Burks McNeely
Mackenzie Zane Sullivan Meyer
Rebecca Lynn Mignone
Allison Miller
McKenzie Blair Morton
Nico Moss
Samuel Dean Nelson
Claire Elizabeth Newman
Joseph Chung-Ming Ngai
Allison Bedwell Nicholson
Kaitlin Marie Ohy
Audrey Gayle Pagnotta
Lauren Marie Panek
Jane Patrick
Amy Christine Paulson
Martina Paz-Espinoza
Nathan Alexander Pede
Dean Peery
Jessica Birnbaum Pickering
Allison Tess Piotrowski
Angel Pittman
Elizabeth Bjarnason Player
Mckenzie Reid Porcelli
Nathan Pototschnik
Kristen Renee Proctor
Hayley Brooke Racine
Angela Thomas Ragland
Caroline Isabel Ramirez-Gaston
Sarah Marie Reingel
Kelly S Reinhardt
Alexis Rose Restivo
Alicia Rhamy
Kelsey Richardson
Meredith Elaine Roper
Eric Ruil
Ashley Salinas
Jennifer Marie Schmid
Katherine Vasser Schull
Carlin Ammons Schwartz
Jessica Paige Sill
Lane C Simon
Mary Elizabeth Smith
Martha Somes
Hayley Sarah Spear
Davis Eugene Spurlin
Elizabeth Booker Staub
Sarah Giles Steppacher
Kindall Ann Stevenson
Thea Janis Stoller
Allison Leigh Strickman
Kate E Sutton
Alexis Alene Tew
Alexandra Tipton
Keri Scott Toggerson
Sara Younga So Twaddell
Caroline Maureen Van Ness
Sherrilyn Wall
Morgan Ashley Welsh
Samantha Mary Wermers
Lauren Werth
Allison Weston
Susannah Wiley Wheat
Christina Ann Whittlock
Kristyn Elizabeth Wilson
Gerald Joseph Wixted
Kelsey Eileen Wolfe
Calvin Matthaeus Woo
Tiffany Monique Woods
Ahmet M Yildirim
Songjoo Anna Yoon
Alexia Janelle Zwicker
Alexis Delostos
Anna Dunwiddie
William Shaw Druggers
Kaci Martha Dunnavant
Lauren Margaret Dunnavant
Cameron Danielle Fleming
Margaret Mary Foarde
Katherine Marie Fontaine
Claire Marie Frisbie
Brooke Samantha Gillman
Matthew Spooner Golladay
Risa Joanne Grandon
Allison Grasso
Katie Moriah Grimesey
Shannon Gross
Kelly Marie Hart
Jessica Hatcher
Thomas Andrew Hefele
Eileen Catherine Hennon
Chelsea Higgins
Selina McGill Horsley
Morgan Elizabeth Hudgins
Caitlin Theresa Hunter
Alexandra Claire Jacobs
Nirali Jantrania
Dustin Martin Jones
Jennelle Nicole Jones
Phebe Jones
Matthew Kuikyno Killham
Megan Elizabeth Klein
Sarah Catherine Koucheryav
Madison Taylor Labshere
Margaret Alice Lambert
Elizabeth Jane Marta Lane
Pearl Jinnloo Lee
Jannis Jae-Hee Lim
Meghan Paige Lynn
Dawn Renee Martin
Mary-Caroline Matricardi
Leila Ngozi Mata
Heather Elaine McGowan
Shandumite Christina McNair
Allison Rose McNamara
Katherine Collins Nelson
Erika Millner
Arlette Themua Nidandula
Brian Joseph Neal
James Donovan O’Leary
Emily Mia Pak
Judy Pan
Hannah Marie Paredes
Sarah Naer Park
Katherine Lee Patterson
Vrathiph Alison Phanthavong
Morgan Leigh Phelps
Narin David Ratanavade
Shannon Elizabeth Rauth
Jessica Nicole Renehan
Sarah Windsor Rice
Carter Scott Ritchie, Jr.
Tami Lee Roy
Elizabeth Campbell Rucker
Ashley Elizabeth Rush
Kyle Michelle Rushon
Ashleigh Marie Sable
Rachel Alexandra Salesin
Sarah Elizabeth Sheffield
Michael William Slobodnjak
Ashley Marie Smith
Virginia St Clair
Regan Rebecca Taber
Laurie Tabor
Justin Joseph Talley
Samantha Lynn Thomas
Karen Elizabeth Twomey
Elizabeth Ann Watkins
Katharine Anne Werner
Ryan Wicka
Emily Rose Wright
Rachel Margaret Wright
Taylor Nicole Zimmerman

Bachelors of Science in Education
Jordan Peri Abrams
Byron Basil Acosta
Jei-Si Ang
Casey Michelle Balamut
Kayla Marie Baldorado
Dilayya Ashvin Barot
Colin Reilly Bell
Anne Carter Bland
Brenna Nicole Bowman
Harrison Lee Boyce
Coleman Jennings
Ashley Lynn Bykowski
Elisabeth Anne Falkiner Cady
Taylor Jessie Marie Campbell
Chloe Megan Carr
Amanda Nicole Cerva
Leah Danielle Coleman
Jamie Lynn Corridon
Olive Anne Cosby
Brett Alexander Curtis
Meredith Brooke Davis
Margaret Bowden Dondero
Kirby Graham Evert
Sabrina Marie Ferretto
Danielle Berenson Fiedler
Sarah Warren Godfrey
Jesus David Gomez
Haley Morgan Grau
Hannah N. Habeeb
Cierra Alexandra Hall
Miles Wilson Hamberg
Hannah Dever Hardy
Ethan Harker
Summer Michelle Harris-Jones
Joy Katherine Hart
Rachel Morgan Harvey
Reemah Eldhafer Hashem
Chandler Elizabeth Hawkins
Taylor Mackenzie Hogege
Rebecca Paris Horner
Joanna Shuenn-Jye Hsu
Nicole Renee Huehner
Aliyah Simone Huland El
Annalee Kathleen Jackson
Alayson Emery Johnson
Anne Marie Johnson
Corey Elizabeth Johnson
Catherine Kyoung-Hae Kim
Charlotte Cameron Knipp
Dylan Bay Kurtz
Caitlin Elizabeth Lalor
Rayghan Schulz Larick
Abby Israel Mainwaring
Alicia Anne Majercin

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred May 20, 2018

Masters of Business Administration

Whitney Alexander Abraham  Adewale Olaoluwa Adeyemi

Matthew Turner Adkins  Jessica Ching
Nipan Agarwal  Vladislav Chistyakov
Thomas Aguirre  Seunghyuk Cho
Mian Ahsan Ahmad  Christopher Choi
Elizabeth Yue Ji Ahn  Jasmin Tacest Church
Nenna Benson Akpaete  Adrienne Cleverly
Hadi Al Rashid  Antoine Edward Cobb
Laurit Laf Alam  Leadh Coble
John David Alexander  Kyle Patrick Collins
Michael Satyen Algu  Jared Cash Colton
Nathaniel Potts Allen  Pedro Constantino
Olamide Mariam Alli  Jonathan Charles Cooke
Felipe Almansa Iurif  Joseph John Copp II
Andrew Mauricio Amador Quijano  Jessica Leigh Cornell
John Taylor Anderson  Molly Claire Coyle
Matthew Andrews  Jessica Catherine Cummings
Catherine Lisa Aranda  Leonardo da Silva Urso
Meredith Paige Aronson  Julia da Silveira Rocha
Katherine Atchison  Parks Hewitt Daniel
Salmaan Ayaz  Griffin Dassatti
Meghan Chambers Azevedo  Anindyia De
Bagan Babayigiti  Elizabeth Frame de Saint Phalle
Pierce K. Babirak  Molly Hennessey Deale
Kellen Ball  Rebecca Del Palazzo
Rishabh Bansal  Nagea Astiari Delaya
Christopher John Barchet  Kelly Clark Denner
Ali Clara Barta  Michael Alexander Denner
Aleza Bhaltemolene Giraldo  Zubin Makrand Desai
Ben Reed Barton, Jr.  Kartrina DeSantis
Brett Michael Basik  Matthew David Dettman
Collin Patrick Bauer  Morgan Keith Diamant
David Baum  Cesar Daniel Diaz Jordan
Rachel Becker  Molly Kirstin Mattson DiCecca
Meghann Belayneh  Emily Rose Dillinger
Sarah Lynn Belna  Xue Dong
Paloma Bengoechea Romero  Adam Sherwood Doyle
Christine M Bennett  Courtnay Doyle
Thomas Eugene Bergamo  Kathryn Saer Duncan
Seth Joseph Berkowitz  David I Duran
Alexander Bertles  Kareem Mohammed El-Gohary
Kathleen Cox Best  Christine Carter Ezzell
Prasenjit Bhattacharjee  Jaime R Faquez Varas
Manoj Bhattachar  Alexi Joy Farmakis
Almagul Bisembiyeva  Leigh Elizabeth Feldmann
Courtney Wilcox Bogle  Kimberly Hannah Fenker
Thomas Eugene Bergamo  Kelsey Cole Ferguson
Seth Joseph Berkowitz  Matthew A Fierstein
Alexander Bertles  Breana Dawn Fife
Kathleen Cox Best  Daniel Donald Fitzgibbon
Prasenjit Bhattacharjee  Daniel James FitzHenry
Manoj Bhattachar  Michael Francis Flanagan
Almagul Bisembiyeva  Davis Lee Phelps Florick
Courtney Wilcox Bogle  Julian Forero
Thomas Eugene Bergamo  Kathryn Meade Fox
Seth Joseph Berkowitz  James Richard Franco
Alexander Bertles  Sarah S. Freeman
Kathleen Cox Best  Ryan R. Frisbie
Prasenjit Bhattacharjee  Rong Fu
Manoj Bhattachar  Kathryn Anne Gaffin
Almagul Bisembiyeva  Yan Gao
Thaddeus Cansky  Daniel N Garay
Robert M. Hartman  Mayank Garg
Ashley Vau  Haritha Ghatam
Andrew Connor Waldrip  Ruchir Ghildiyal
Joshua Thomas Wallace  Michael Gifford
Kara Marie Wert2  John Angus Tidwell6
Colby Edward White  Joseph Basil Tidwell6
Christopher Leland Williams5  Joseph Tidwell6
Jessica Williams  Tamar Thompson
Mary Hannah Williams4  Whitney McLeod Hagan

Distinguished Majors Program

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Architecture

Gayatri Anil Kulkarni
Katharine Golfdor Lally
Andrea Carolina Larrauri
Echevarria
Julie Ann Zelnick Lasseter
Reid Alexander Lathan
Kathleen Mary Layden
Shawn S Le
Hongiu Lee
Jacob Byron Lee
Thomas MacDowall Levin
Hope Renee Lewis
Soygel Tashi Lhungay
Liyuan Liu
Raumundo Max Lira Ihnen
Huiqian Liu
Wenxin Liu
Jordon Robert Lloyd
Lindsey Michelle Longendyke
Shota Loria
Katherine Barnett Love
Lisa Johnson Lowery
Matthew Francis Lukač
Karla Sofia Luna Grados
Robert Mabry
Gerardo Milko Makabe Kawajara
Michael Edmond Malhame
Ryan Thomas Manacheril
Leonardo Manesco Barban
Omri Margalit
Jamie Lynn Marquis
Heather McAuley Harrison
Gustavo Daniel Martinez Miguez
Jose Martinez Pascual
Martin Roberto Massa
Abin Matin
Paul Bernard Maxwell
Kyle Lee Mayo
S Terrell Maze
Casey Amanda McCarthy
Daniel Breeding McCoy
Terence James McElroy
Katherine Ann McFarland
Patrick James McGee
Jonathan Frederick McHattie
Andrew Preston McNdoe
Rachel Elizabeth Melchion
Michael Andrew McLaren, Jr.
Christine Todd McLean
Marshall Ebenwein McNair
Lucia Savage McWilliams
Anisa McCrea Mehtler
Andrew Gregory Medlin
Ryan DeBoer Meglathery
Ramana Melgani Chinnapa
Marco Antonio Mendoza Saenz
Steven Henry Menendez
David Clark Miller
Matthew Guy Miller
Albert Mindzay
Aerika Mittal
Stephen Anthony Apel Modellino
Alexandra Nicole Moharam
Nicholas Patrick Molloy
Juan A Morales
Manuel Felipe Morales Leon
Mark R Moran
Andrew More
Jeffrey Austin Morell
Marcelo Moretto Branco
Chad Ross Morgan
McKenzie Blair Morton
Chandralekha Motati
Trapti Mulchandani
Shilpa Muralidaran
Catherine Grace Mutagha
Alex Ryan Mustain
Vimal R Nair
Marissa Neal
Marcus William Nelson
Samuel Dean Nelson
Jeremiah Newman
Margaret Bailey Nixsen
Joseph Chung-Ming Ngiu
Phi Thanh Nguyen
Daniel James Nickerson
Pattarasuda Nilsonglod
Corbin Moore Norman
Michael Noumbrisso Wawowu
Mikhala Novikava
Vijetha Nuthakki
David H Osouf-Appah
Karen Osose Okaka
Maruana Oliveira Preto Amaral Santos
Tyler Paul Oliveros
Terance Brendan Chase O'Mahoney
Chinacherem Omemenina
Ilja Miikkael Orre
Konrad Robert William Osa
Oluwatimunise Osifolakun Osunhaba
Amber Leigh Ott
Steven Hsien Ouyang
True William Overholt
Orhan Serkan Ozkan
Michael Max Padro
Percival Cubos Palomar
Jonathan Andrew Pan
Samidh Pareek
Ruchii Jitesh Parikh
Agatha Adwoa Achiya Patterson
Mark David Pavlic
Malcolm Scott Peace
Samuel Martin Peik
Tyler Robert Penn
Sergi Pereira Sanchez
Laura Marie Peus
Nikhil Thomas Philip
Timothy Conrick Prey
Emily Alice Rabbot
Matias Alejandro Rabelo Rengifo
Arvind Rachamadugu
Elizabeth R Radin
Candice Elaine Mae Radloff
Sindhu Raghavan
Avind Raheenath
Sarah Neale Rand
James Joseph Reardon
Allison Beth Recht
Mathew Anselmi Reiss
Marcelo Ribeiro e Silva
Dichtchekhan
Anthony Connell Roberts
Charlotte Ann Robertson
Douglas Scotland Robison
Robert Clinton Rosenblatt
Alexandra Marie Rossetti
Zachary M Ruchman
Michael Tyson Rudolph
Ryan William Russell
Derek Sabatino
Pau Francesc Salmeron Ros
Guillermo Federico Santiago
Arnab Sarker
Aneesh Saxena
Luz Daniel Scarmagnan Apostolico
Christopher Maurice Schenkkan
Michael Holston Schmitt
Spencer Maxwell Schramm
Leo Richard Schrantz
Brian Alexander Schwartz
Jeffrey Russell Scriba
Heather Dianne Seamans
Jee Yeun Seok
Yash Seth
Bryan Jeffrey Shadron
Swati Shah
Arun Shankar
David Jackson Shelton
Franklin G. Sherrill III
Nikhil Shyamsunder Shetty
Varun Sandeep Shetty
Andrew Frazier Short
Daniel James Siering
Diogo Simas
Joshua Colt Sims
Joseph Sylvester Siragusa, Jr.
Ryan Levin
James Howard Small
Karl Erik Smith
Natalie Page Smith
Minjae Song
Mustafa Soydan
Sean Spence
Joseph C. Spencer
Daniel Shaines Spiller
Vidhur Srivivasan Chari
Kristina Stapanek
Ramsay E Stewart
Elizabeth Leonard Stinson
Nicholas Joseph Stockdale
David Joseph Stonecipher
Benjamin Scott Strickland
Kelly Victoria Sullivan
Meghana Sundaresan
Kate E Sutton
Tawan Supattachai
Artem Tanev
Xin Tao
Jacqueline Lauren Temkin
Loukas Wayne Theodorou
John Hammer Thier
Cameron Suzanne Thomas
James Agnew Thomas
Alan Thompson
John James Fisher Thompson
Kevin Raymond Thompson
Lu Lu Tian
Isaac Abrahamson Tipton
Jeffrey Todd
Augusto Santiago Torres Bozzi
Theresa Anne Tratetsek
Hong Dang Trinh
Pedro Topy Carvalhas Temo
James Allen Turveille
Nicolas Francisco Turrillas Vohoril
Monish Tyagi
Devlin Patrick Underhill
Craig Van Bremen
Alexandra Van Horrsen
Julia Elise Vannoni
Pedro Manuel Vasquez
Jonathan Sakamoto Vassil
Parth Vatsal
Mohini Verma
Helen Qingvinq Vigilieta
Christina Marie Viglietta
Megan Walsh Vitali
Brian Vogel
Brandt Henson Walker
Jarrett M Walker
Danhua Wang
Leiyang Wang
Xiaochen Wang
Zhili Wang
Zihan Wang
Wiley Anderson Wassen IV
Samantha Hollingsworth Watts
Collin David Weber
Patrick Timothy Weeks
Kathryn Wells
Helen Catherine Whelan
Bradford Hugh Lecky White
Jamie Katherine Whitman
Alexandra Stephanie Wilde
Collin M Williams
Kyle Marie Williams
Martha Elisabeth Williams
Ryan Williams
Matthew D Williamson
Davis Cartland Williams
Phoebe Anne Willis
Peter Bostwick Wilson
Karl E Wingenbach
James Daniel Wittppenn
Scott Wolin
Xiaodong Xin
Jiawen Xu
Sunil Yalamanchili
Hang Yang
Alyson Yarris
Michael Edward Young
Ery Rinaldi Zaidir
James Peter Zegarelli
Hui Zhang
Yiwen Zhang
Jin Zhao

Conferred August 9, 2017
Master of Architecture
Shannon Ruhl

Conferred December 21, 2017
Masters of Architectural History
Jessica Ann Brown
Ding Zhang

Masters of Architecture
Philip Chang
Andrew Thomas Sheu
Hao Wang
School of Nursing

Masters of Landscape Architecture
Andisheh Ghofranitabari
Dimitra Grigoriou
Zhilan Song
Xiang Zhao

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Kathryn Anastasia Hendley

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Christopher Thomas Macdonnell

Masters of Architecture
James Kelley Atkins
Wenpu Chai
ZiQi Chen
Joshua Artes J Cruz
Yanni Dan
Austin Lee Edwards
Emily Ann Fiedler
Megan Camille Friedman
Meng Huang
Xinxin Huang
Elizabeth Ann Kulesza
Weiyu Liu
Zeyu Liu
Tyler Woods Mauri
Tianning Miao
Lemara Ueylovna Mifsakhova
Andrew Morrell
Fang Nan
Mengdi Rao
Aisha Elizabeth Sawsatky
Christian R Storch
Kelly Christine Suppes
Siddarth Velamakanni
Brian Richard Waite
Jinguang Xie
Yiwen Xing
Yi Yang
Hao Zhang
Xi Zhang
Haoruo Zhu
Xiaofei Zhu

Masters of Landscape Architecture
Elizabeth Jennings Camuti
Elizabeth Glenn Court
Lindsey A Luria
Erica L Mutschler-Nielsen
Cara Leighton Turett
Pia S von Barby
Matthew Walter
Xingyu Yang

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Eitan Meir Alshuler
Dorothy Baker
Harshita Bhairavahatla
He Cui
Alpha Boumbacu Diallo
Boning Dong
Kun Dong
Andrew Thomas Etier
Nicholas Graham Elliott
Brittany Gardner
Marvin Hodges II
Yuhan Jin
Victoria Rachel Kanellopoulos
Qihan Kong
Kara Jane Krantz
Haley Keenan Lloyd
Chantal Avani Madray
Kevin Joseph McCollum
James Henry Morrison
Elizabeth Cary Munyan
Elizabeth Danielle Nowak
Alyson Elizabeth Oliver
Kelsey Alexis Schlein
Emilie Patricia Vorroubuk
Zaccharia Tal Waldmeier
Junlong Yang
Yangpemuo Zhou

Bachelors of Architectural History
Laurey Catherine Buck
Hannah Nicole Glat
Frances Holland Martin

Bachelors of Science in Architecture
Brandon Gregory Adams
Andrew Eric Ashcraft
Katharina Lucie Bigler
Eleanor Lucas Burle
Caroline Evans Bond
Rossel David Bracho-Sanchez
Melissa Brand
Oscar Saul Castro-Villacorta
Esteban Chavez
Kenneth Y Cheng
Kendra Michelle Chow
Melanie Gardiner Crittenden
Vv Le Do
Elizabeth Jeanne Dorton
Kyle Anthony Flowers
Andrea Gomez Merino
Joshua Adam Gritz
Rahul Gupta
Robert Lee Hall

John William Hatcher
Calvin Kees Heimberg
Natalie Shaw Kapp
Laura Kuhn
Ka Weng Loi
Dylan Robert Myers
My-Anh Phan Nguyen
Seth Nicholas Pantalon
Marshall Thomas Pittman
Cristina del Carmen Preciado Arias
Danielle Page Price
Christopher Jacob Proffitt
David Brian Reis
Charlotte Aida Reiter
Valerie Lindsay Rottink
Katherine Lynn Salata
Maribeth Ann Salinas
Sydney Maren Sasser
Sarah Elizabeth Schaefer
Jacqueline Nicole Schwartz
Nicholas Anthony Shafik
Alexander George Shambaugh
Courtney Young Siglohl
Arshaya Sood
Carlos Andres Sorita Galvarro Duran
Michael Patrick Tucker
Julia Mae Vennitti
Zachary Ryan Winter
Elizabeth Grace Zachman
Suja Zhang
Sicheng Zhou

Bachelors of Urban and Environmental Planning

Julie Ruth Garnett
Mariana Buntich Lacuzong
Nicholas Michael Nelson
Thanh Nguyen
Kimone Racquel Yolanda Reid
Jennifer Ashley Whalen

Bachelors of Science in Nursing
Jessica Lasser
Whitney Anne Lassiter
Christine Guimaraes Loureiro

Conferred December 21, 2017

Doctors of Nursing Practice
Sharon R. Bragg
Capstone: Improving Clinical Reasoning in Nurse Residents: Evaluation of a Resident Facilitator Model in a Nurse Residency Program

Denise DiCicco
Capstone: The Effects of Anticipatory Guidance on the Initiation of Breastfeeding the Preterm Infant

Master of Science in Nursing
Jarrett Edwards

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Han Ding

Conferred May 20, 2018

Doctors of Nursing Practice
Kwame Asante Akumah-Boateng
Capstone: RAMPED-UP: The Development and Testing of an Interprofessional Collaboration Model

Affitun Alexandria Anderson
Capstone: Promotion of Critical Thinking Dispositions Amongst Intensive Care Registered Nurses Through Utilization of High-Fidelity Simulation

Leslie Lyn Balkazar de Martinez
Capstone: Evaluating the Feasibility of Using M-Health to Improve Serum Glucose Logs Completion of Women with Gestational Diabetes Mellitus

Kristen Kennedy Blandford
Capstone: Peripheral Nerve Stimulation for Central Catheter Placement Verification Using Electrocardiogram Technology
School of Nursing

Ruth Browne
Capstone: A Team Approach to Inter-Unit Handovers of Care

Anna Katherine Clark
Capstone: Healthcare Navigation and Patient Activation for Recently Resettled Refugees

Kevin Dunivan
Capstone: Massage Therapy to Reduce Postoperative Pain in Spinal Surgery Patients

Jarrett Edwards
Capstone: Using a Discharge Checklist Across the Interprofessional Team to Improve Discharge by Noon Rates

Cynthia Marie Fagan
Capstone: Targeted Screening of Latent Tuberculosis in Cancer Patients

Hochong Smith Ferguson
Capstone: Application of Telehealth to Overcome Geographic Disparities in Liver Transplantation within the Veterans Health Administration

Martha Gerfen
Capstone: Postpartum Depression in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit: Experience of Mothers Utilizing a Webcam

Kimberly Laura Giles
Capstone: Nurse Residency Program in Ambulatory Care

Tilahun Mekonnen Goshu
Capstone: The Effect of Education on HPV Vaccination Rates among Females

Nichole Marie Johnson
Capstone: Evaluation of an Interprofessional Emergency Department Sepsis Quality Improvement Initiative

Cheryl Major-Cooper
Capstone: Coping Abilities of Military Veterans: Spirituality and Self-Efficacy

Khaliyah McCants
Capstone: The Impact of Case Management on Reducing Readmissions for Patients Diagnosed with Heart Failure and Diabetes

Holly Rector
Capstone: Promoting Patient Engagement During Hospitalization for Acute Myocardial Infarction

Kimone Racquel Yolanda Reid
Capstone: Using Video Education to Improve Outcomes in Heart Failure

Christy W. Robinson
Capstone: Reducing Childhood Obesity by Improving Parental

Perception of Child Weight Status in a Rural Medical Center

Laura Roes Trissel
Capstone: Evaluation of a Multidisciplinary Health Promotion Program for Individuals with Cancer

Bradley Stanford Why
Capstone: Substance Use Disorder and filmmakers-Based Relapse Prevention in a Residential Treatment Center

Masters of Science in Nursing

Thomas Christian Agnew
Morgan Stuart Allen
Kellie Anne Archer
Margaret Hannah Banks
Stefani Alexandra Bell
Eleanor Lloyd Bergland
Zoe Alexandra Boger
Lauren Emily Boyer
Elizabeth Randolph Brown
Emily Dianna Buongiorno
Alison Christine Byrd
Lyn Rose Calderoni
Olivia Charee Calzada
Anastasia Tamara Camperlengo
Emma Elizabeth Clarke
Erno Csalos
Jillian Elizabeth Dalton
Jessica Lynn Darcy
Caroline Chappell Davis
Kendall Leigh de Riddier
Darragh Elizabeth Dickerson
Emily Ann Donnelly
Edward Blake Duffer
Terrance Duong
Christen Joyce Duxbury
Cynthia Stacey Edwards
Mary Dorothy Emmett Fain
Jacqueline Bowen Falls
Hailey Love Feger
Carrie Beth Ferrel
Kathleen Denise Findley
Elizabeth Schultz Flick
Lizette Ann Ford
Danielle Petrosky Free
Stephanie Modena Gillan
Ellen Marie Graf
Van Elliott Griffith
Katharina Olivia Gutierrez
Elaine Estelle Hannah
Jacob Patrick Heltzel
Amanda Marie Hickle
Erin Alicia Horn
Elizabeth Reed Howard
Meghan Whitney Chapman Imman
Anna Catherine Jones
Jessica Rae Kassay-McAllister
Maura Patricia Kelly
Clement Kezimana
Stephanie Rose Kidney
Marietah Mheti Kilundo
Helen Brodde Lamb
David Michael Lawre II
Kathleen Harrell Leiner
Laia K. Lengel
Guoliang Li
Katherine Lindstrom
Michael Allen Little
Elizabeth Sutton Longwell
Tara Elizabeth Mackey
Ashley Mangum
Ann Dabney Martin
Joseph Aaron Matthews
Monique Danielle Mejias
Maithili Saumil Mody
Julia Hope Moy
Monica V Nable
Tammy Fox Nichols
Kathryn Ann O’Keefe
Jenna Angelina Padilla
Gabriela Emalyne Paniagua-Stolz
Toni Patterson Plummer
Jeanel Gloria Potts
Kimberly Ann Prosser
Ashley Elizabeth Purwin
Marcus Chandler Quick
Cecilia Jo Quinonez
Logan Elaine Richmond
Allison Week Rinker
Hannah Elizabeth Riesema
Abigail Rose
Anthony Vincent Santalucia
Jamie Alondra Sarcano
Mikala James Savadeis
Madison Leigh Schiefel
Kaylin Michelle Seckinger
Suzanne Joy Sievers
Laura Larissa Singing
Melanie Sims
John Norwood Smiley
Gray Hancock Smith
Sarah Margaret Spriggs
Carrie Thurneck Strickland
Molly Katherine Sutherland
Andrea Esther Valdez
Sheryl Oriah Lee Vaughn
Meredith C Walsh
Paige Akers Warren
Alissa Michelle Wilcox
Rhys Joseph Williams
Clara Antonette Winfield
Kathryn Anne Wingo
Joseph Franklin Wood
Shing Wai Yam

Bachelors of Science in Nursing

Rebecca Amina Abdul
Danielle Amador
Cecilia Servaa Angoe
Ashley Kathleen Apple1
Mackenzie Grace Archer
Jaqueline Arecchiga
Leslie Atkinson
Michael Scott Austin
Megan Elizabeth Baldwin
Alexis Eloise Barber1
Alexus Dale Barbour
Emily Hog Bartin
Lauren Ashley Beasley
Kasey Behr
Anna Blair Bergersen
Lauren Clair Bergersen
Lauren Kristine Birkett

Hannah Kathryn Bolton1
Olivia Christie Branch1
Linda Irene Brede
Cory Bullers1
Allison Catherine Burks
Shelli Eubank Busby1
Patricia Ann Cady1
Alyanah Lynell Calata
Jane Irene Palice Canteros
Mikelah Carlson
Stefanie Castorani
Christine Yeeun Choe
Heather Elizabeth Clark
SueEllen Coles1
Amelia Frances Conner1
Brittany Anne Copeland
Elizabeth Fagan Cox1
Margaret Julianne Dancy1
Alexandra Nicole Davidson
Jennifer Lynn de Faria
Hannah Kate DeVido1
Emily Grace Dodd1
Nicole Louise Douma
Madison Leigh Elliott1
Laura Jooyeon Eom
Chungan Andy Fang
Rebecca Sue Carter Fitzgerald
Megan Michelle Flanagan
Anna Claire Fotopoulos
Melissa Ashley Fox1
Kristin Nicole Garman
Diane King Gaspa
Stephanie Ann Gilbert1
Caroline Nganga Gitonga
Camille Celine Benjamin Gonzalez1
Julia Estes Gowell1
Naomi Andean Green
Samantha Harris
Sonja Suni He1
Jessica Marie Herren1
Courtney Holt1
Breanna Hostetter
Nicole Jefferson1
Carly Ann Jenison1
Ann Michelle Jen1
Illyona Rhianna Johnstone
Jordon Elizabeth Jones
Jada Sue Jordan1
Nawah Karimi
Georgianna Storrs Lamb1
Kassidy Cheyenne Lampert1
Esther Lee
Camille Elizabeth Lauren Leech
Kara Marie Lloyd1
Kayllynn Alexandria Loving
Julia Grace Mahony
Sabrina Martinez Reyes1
Karen Michele Matthews
Anne Ritchie Morgan
Elizabeth Unique Morris
Lillian Laura Morse1
Abigail Christine Mrochinski1
Darcie Marie Niestry
Megan Elizabeth Norris
Abby Painter1
Kailiegh Margaret Palmer
Katelyn Nell Parr
Montana Peacock1
Sigrid Aracely Perez
Jenna Marie Pierce1

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 9, 2017

Masters of Science

COMMERC

Philip James Addington
Ziyad Aziz Amer
Thomas Wiley Ball
Maxwell Garrett Barab
Charles Bennett Barrie
Meredith Chase Berger
Xavier Istvan Bisits
Charles Prentice Boddy
Leelakrishna Sai Prasanth
Bollempalli
John Dewey Bond IV
Lawrence Brantley Bowers
Jonathan Paul Caillouet
Patrick O’Keefe Charlton
Bolun Chen
Steven Chen
William Rickenbrode Chittum
Ann Adair Clark
John Irby Clement
Tory J Clemente
Marielle Cohen
Claire Enderle Councill
James Coker Course
Dalton Dominic Cox
Emily Elizabeth Dannenhoffer
Emilia Ann Dawe
Katherine Lockhart Dawson

Kyle Danden Dear
Anthony Salvatore Dematteo
Tyler Samson Fang
Gladsell Slaughter Fitz-Hugh IV
Charles Mitchell Fullerton
Meaghan Kathleen Gilmartin
Oscar Rafael Giron
James Hagood Grantham, Jr.
Colburn Andrew Greathouse
Taqeq Muhammad Hajj
Jack Thomas Hamrick
Alexander Malcolm Hart
Caylyn Grace Harvey
Mocheng He
Matthew Roy Heinz
William Charles Henagan
Antonia Edith Hite
Seth Hogle
Mariah Rae Huffman
Olivia Swon Hwang
John Allen Jepson
Daniel Morris Johnson
Jackson Bradford Kelly
Matthew Robert Kinderman
James Thomas Kittleman
Dakota Hunter Koenigsburg
Spencer Frederick Kulow
Wood Nebblett Lay II
Allison Jean Lettie
Scott Abraham Levine
Lingwei Li
Yanxi Li
Huyun Liang
Jieyang Liu
Rachel Adaire Lucado
Andrew P Mahone
Henry Mak
Madison Bailey McBride
Hudson Taylor McCulloch
Preston Worthington Metz
Caitlin Elizabeth Mills
John William Moore
Benjamin Moses
James Kirtis Murray IV
Elias Paul Newschaffer
Sophie Uyenthong Ngo
Mary Grace Oakes
Tavin Olarnsakul
Erica Dean Perlman
Lukas Petersen
Lev Podelko
Rebecca Wyn Ponder
Lindsay Marie Ainsworth Purcell
Wen Qin
Brian Joseph Rizzo
Sarah Christian Rogers
Alexandra Gabrielle Rossi
Nicholas Alexander Sam
Amy Lynn Scheel
Francis Joseph Scully IV
Nigel Shah
Zain Sharif
Jason Ji-Hyun Shim
Brandi Skanes
Matthew Marius Slomka
Connor James Smith
Peter Allen Stubbins
Tyler Joseph Terenzio
Christina Thavis
Danielle Lee Thibault

Peter Kuehn Timmins
William Giles Tucker
Blake Ian Turner
Christin Cameron Wade-Vaduto
Lingxin Wang
Luning Wang
Phillip Justin Weinstein
James Cameron White
John Morford Whitson
Emma Bliss Whittenmore
Elizabeth Meade Wills
Jaymon Daniel Wilson
Jingyuan Xi
Wanting Xue
Lei Yang
Christopher Edward Yankovich, Jr.
Zhuxiong Yi
Omar Abdelhadi Yousel
Jinlu Yuan
Siyu Zhang

GLOBAL COMMERCE

Alexander Dantes Abi-Najm
Lorenzo Arduino
Valentin Andre Roland Boonne
Ruoshen Chen
Alexander Samuel Cohen
Alessandro Conca
Stefan Filipovic
Hugo Pierre Jean Fontanel
Shelby Bryant Gilmore
Zachary David Goodman
Christoph Philipp Gularowski
Filip Hadala
Taylor Mae Hanson
Rita Henriques Araujo Da SilvaCosta
Caroline Grace Howard
Tuo Huang
Krzyzstof Jakub Kijanowski
Aldo Kohen
Felix Michael Kubesch
Alessandro Enrico Lenzin
Xiaodan Li
Charlotte Johanna Liddy
Huais Lin
James Rutland Martin III
Elizabeth Grace McLarty
Maximilian Friedrich Moser
Na Na
Taylor Fitzgerald Neff
Samuel Pechacek
Conor Powell Pittman
Drake Alan Pooley
Sierra Nicole Prochka
Andre Radomski
Jason Raynaud
Elizabeth Carter Reifsnider
Stephen Bradley Rowe
Karen Ruesch
Eileen Gayle Settlemyer
Jacob R. Smith
Rashi Sonal
Lukas Stamper
Alexander Steiner
Soan Mitchell Stewart
Yongdong Sun
Katarzyna Anna Teter
Chea Trevino
George Ransom Van Horne IV
Nicolas Van Wesel

Inês Vera Jardim Galamba deOliveira
Lei Wang
Kyle Michael Weiss
Natassya Amanda Wijaya
Jianghua Xu
Linhao Zeng
Diya Zhang
Yiling Zhang
Zhuoyun Zheng
Jasper Zimmermann

MANAGEMENT OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Nana Osei Agyemang
Ateeb Izhar Ahmad
Khawja Jawad Ahmad
Savarra Lenae Anderson
Steven Mitchell Beamer
Brian Charles Becker
Jesse Aaron Bernstein-Ansaldi
Sheida Boroumand
Emmanuel D Bot
Jreffrey Ryan Bronick
Timothy Andrew Brooks
Auzzie Brown
Lauren Catherine Butterly Grimsland
Kathlynn Forbrich Cambensy
Ian Matthew Ciejk
Fiona Amy Colquhoun
Kevin Michael Duvall
Rogers Cason Dwyer
Kirk Eric Fairley
Richard Freed
Allison Schutz Gion
Kevin Andrew Hamer
William Adonis Hampton
Donald Jeffrey Hibbard
Kelly Ann Keiser
Christine Marie Kelly
Kalpana Kethineedi
Elizabeth Webster Majewsky
Lauren Alyssa Medley
Aaron Stuart Newman
Quyen Bao Nguyen
Rajesh Kamlakar Nilawar
John Franklin Ohlinger III
Anastasiya Yuryeva Olds
Matthew Bradley Oettle
Brian James Paterson
Tulsi Pathak
John Gordon Pearce
Sabrina Pinnix
Christopher Reeves
James Lawrence Reinhold
Peter Kwasi Renner
Michael David Roush
Peter Francis Ruszkowski
Jessica Dianne Schrier
Thomas Schweikert
Jeffrey Smith
Gareth Lincoln Stonebraker
NeAisha Taatjes
Atika Tabassum
Madhuri S Tata
Fernando O Velasco
Brad Michael Venture
Danielle Christine Vermazen
Judy Anh Vo
Robert C Webb
James Raleigh Westfall

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelors of Science in Commerce
Shreyas Ramaswamy Hariharan
Eric Cabatay Yan
Christopher Yuhjen Wu
Ross James Witte
David Edward Whitcomb
Samantha Jean Pupatelli
Michael Scott Newman
Meetra Najrabi
William Morton
Ian Carrick Miles
Sahaj Gupta
James Alexander Byrd
John Randolph Burke
Daniel Jonathan Buckley
John Lennon Baker
Michael Charles Balaban
Madison Riley Baril
Aaron Kenneth Anderson
Julia Pilar Anello
Salar Atapoor
Karan Babbarwal
Jack Leonard Baker
Michael Charles Balaban
Hasan Amjad
David Edward Whitcomb
Samantha Jean Pupatelli
Michael Scott Newman
Meetra Najrabi
William Morton
Ian Carrick Miles
Sahaj Gupta
James Alexander Byrd
John Randolph Burke
Daniel Jonathan Buckley
John Lennon Baker
Michael Charles Balaban
Madison Riley Baril
Aaron Kenneth Anderson
Julia Pilar Anello
Salar Atapoor
Karan Babbarwal
Jack Leonard Baker
Michael Charles Balaban
Hasan Amjad

Conferred December 21, 2017

Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Ying Jin

MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Jalaluddin Al-Khalili

Conferred May 20, 2018

Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Robert W Albrecht, Jr.
Bihan Bai
Hunter Reid Bailey
Korri Haley Bowers
Jeffrey David Burruss
Brandon Charles Burton
Bruno Hudson Cardoso Komel
Paige Elizabeth Carmichael
Xingjian Chen
Zifan Chen
Matthew Henry Danisewicz
Ahsen Duwara
Chanel Siani DuPree
Hunter Franklin Early
Shelfy Ernest
Mark Connelly Everett, Jr.
Artrn Emil Fiva
Michael Buckler Gerson
Nicholas Goldman
Xiaoxuan Gu
Sahaj Gupta
David Alan Halloran
Jordan Brooke Hodges
Keegan Marshall Hoff
Ashley Hogan
Lilly McDowell Hutchinson
Joy Alana Jefferson
Yuetong Jiang
Mary Grace Killmer
Mager Carman Koromhas
Sarah Anne Kusher
Kareem S Ladiki
Jason Andrew Lankford
Hyunyoung Lee
Hunter Jerome Lifchez
Steven Thomas Marzagalli
Ian Carrick Miles
William Morton
Meetra Najrabi
Michael Scott Newman
Cory Paton
Samantha Jean Pupatelli
Samantha Jane Scheinreif
Amelie Rives Schillman
Sydney Jordan Shavers
Alexa Michelle Syle
Natalie Smith
Joseph Starr
Russell Grey Swanson
Adnan Muhammad Syed
Yadel Mulugueta Tekle
Walter Ray Trosheff IV
William Jeffrey Tucker
Margaret Wentford Walker
Cole Bryan Watson
Bonnie C Wright
Austin Scott Curtis
Matthew Jerome D’Agati
Madison Josephine Daley
Alice Louise Darby
Bryan Kotwal Datyner
Allison Michelle Davis
Frank William DeChord, Jr.
Matthew Joseph Dell
Nidhi Dharmesh Desai
Deebas Dhar
Zachary Joseph Diamond
Rachel Maureen DiBenedetto
Aaron Edward Dlugos
Yuning Dong
Samuel Rogers Douthit
James Gerard Doyle II
Marjorie Shao Dwyer
Brennan Krating Edel
Raely Edmond
Elizabeth Rose Emmanuel
Edgar Rodrigo Espinoza Fernandez
Charles Dunn Evans, Jr.
McLain Charles Faet
Anna Scott Ferrell
Joseph Abell Ferrugia
Kimberly Marina Flintsch Medina
Amanda Lynn Fogarty
Lauren Michelle Fogel
Timothy Joseph Ford
Austin David Foster
Caitlin Louise Freud
Molly Ann Furrell
David Andrew Gallagher II
John Thomas Gallagher
Kyle Allsye Gamble
Brittany Michelle Garza
Gabriela Moliner Gayley
Yulan Ge
Lauren Danielle Geist
Joby George
Peter Lukas Georgiadis
Harry Hansen Gillespie
Spenser Edward Gilliland
Ana Cristina Gonzales
Mark Austin Goode
Grant Martin Grunfelder
Cynthia Xinyi Guo
Timothy Youngmin Hahn
Allison Elizabeth Hall
John Adam Hall
Zijian Han
Virginia Marie Hancock
Sarah Christina Harano
Emily Caroline Harrell
Graham Robert Haubert
Connor Thomas Hayden
Benjamin Richard Helmkamp
Eric Thomas Helmdol
Katlin Anne Henslee
Robert Ringen Hermann III
Abigail Simone Herz
Sabra Alexandra Herrang
Ryan Dorsey Hindle
ThuyDung Thi Hoang
Christopher Holfa
Henry Maxwell Ashton Holmes
Serena Leigh Holton
James Arnold Holzer
Hayley Peters Holzinger
Matthew John Honnold
Anna Marshall Hoover
Kumeil Hosain
Yiucng Hu
Jason Huang
Molly Frakes Hurlbut
Justin Hwu
Augusto Infantas Chacon
Brooke Anna Inglese
Sarah Torrey Irving
Ankit Jain
Judy Jiang
Thomas Garvey Johnston
Angela Cristina Jones
Matthew McKinley Jones
Megha Kakaraparri
Joseph Michael Kamer, Jr.
Alexander F Karimi
Naomi Karlin
Brian John Kase
Michael Andrew Katz
Frank Paul Keat
Dorean Aileen Keene
Cody James Kelderhouse
Andrew Calhoun Kuhn
Simran Khanal
Dhiruv Kharbanda
Olesia Khrapunova
Megan Marian Killeen
Amy Ahlynn Kim
Heckyo Kim
Jong Hun Kim
Joshua Turner Kipps
Gianna Christine Knutson
William Roger Koepssel
Elaine Heejin Koo
Jake Tyler Korek
Tiffany Grace Krause
Daniel Joseph LaBarbera
Arianna Jasmin Laghaeian
David Lai
Christopher Laing
Alex Benjamin Lapin
John Giovanni Laurini
Grayson Edward Lawrence
James Stanton Leavitt
Jacob Seungjae Lee
Max Joseph Lefar
Charlotte Mallory Leidinger
Adam Lewis
Madison Elizabeth Sanderson Lewis
Bote Li
Manhang Li
Yini Li
Vincent Lawrence Liber
Wei Lin
Stephen Bennett Lincoln
Ryan Michael Lister
Sydney Elizabeth Locksley
Christopher Michael Long
Alexandra Schaefer Lord
Shan Lou
Ansel Lu
Morgan Alexander Lucas
Michael Salvador Lucas
Pak-Hin Hwu
James Edward Maze
Joseph Pearson Maddox
Austin Thomas Madryzk
Rafael King Magnant
Catherine Chantal Makepeace
Zoya Rahman Malik
Kelly Elizabeth Malloy

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Kevin Nicholas Martin¹
Bryan Reagan Mutter²
Antonio Matic
Kyle Edward Matthews
Alyssa Grace Mazanec
Margo Elizabeth McClave¹
Colin Patrick McCormick
Edward David McCrady
Linda Meliani
Snow Meng
Hannah Grace Menzner
Stephen Charles Metzger, Jr.
Caroline Anne Midis
Brian Alexander Mitchell¹
Thomas Logan Mitchell
Michael William Monsen
Christopher James Morgan
Ryan Scott Morrison
Bethany Olivia Mosher³
Amanda Martine Moskowitz³
Katherine Grace Mulhern
Anneliese Christiane Musil
Brooke Elisabeth Mustain
Emily Grace Ewing
Stephen Sullivan Guy³
Theresa Marie Gray
Brittany Renee Garcia²
Amanda Brooke Downing¹
Caroline Kathryn Cruz²
Maria Kristina Craig³
Christiana Maria Campbell
Katherine Elizabeth Zwentz

Xichuan Zhang¹
Yufei Zhang¹
Grant Zou¹
Mercedes Dante Zuniga
Katherine Elizabeth Zwentz

School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Conferred August 9, 2017
Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Michael E Bales
Clinton Danliss Biggs²
Mona Lisa Gary
Fawn Marie Krenisky¹
Sandra Lowe
Lana Marie Mahlk¹
Cristina Francisca Ponce
Megan Marie Renfro
Roger Stevens Trask, Sr.¹

Conferred December 21, 2017
Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Grant Marshall Bates²
Jesse Emmanuel Bauer²
Mary Ellen Bragunier-Suarez²
Shaun M Cresswell
Dominique Martine Dunford
Matthew Robert Gariepy
Keith Ashton Gouldman³
Shirloyn Jane Holmes
Monique Jones-Douglas
Dacia Lynn John
Shaun Vernon Kenney
Kia Martin³
Mary Michelle McNamee¹
Philip Andrew Miller
Nonnie Elizabeth Mullin¹
Christopher Joel Neifert²
Keri Lee Mills²

School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Conferred August 9, 2017
Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Diane Morrison Bechamps¹
Francis Boadi Boatem, Jr.
Sharon Marlena Buchanan¹
Michelle Renee Bunney
Ellen Marie Burke¹
Christiana Maria Campbell
Johnathan Cannon Chance³
Maria Kristina Craig³
Caroline Kathryn Cruz²
Amanda Brooke Downing¹
Brittany Renee Garcia¹
Theresa Marie Gray
Edric Alexi Grullan¹
Stephen Sullivan Guy¹

Tyler Bater Hedrick
Benjamin Hering¹
Martha Lee Hunter³
Kimberly Kate Jordan-Johnson³
Scott Alexander Klair³
William Stanley Lloyd³
Lesly Nohemy Merino¹
Keri Lee Mills²
Regis Mueller, Jr.
Armela Newport³
Brian Pace¹
Tiffany Michelle Parker
Arcadia Maria Rodriguez-Ruiz
Candice Dawn Schneider
Alexander Lewis Self
Patrick Barrett Simpson
Sarah Sewell Sinsabaugh³
N omelie Anne Cervantes Veluz²
Carolyn Elizabeth Wade¹
Vincent Woodard¹
Shaji Zohir

Bachelors of Professional Studies

Conferred May 20, 2018
Masters of Public Policy

Conferred August 9, 2017
Master of Public Policy

Chimmunyana Chudi Obi

Conferred May 20, 2018
Masters of Public Policy

Margaret Adell Anderson
Kylie LeBlanc Anglin
Nardos Assela
Ali Clair Barta
Jesse Beau Berman
Casey Erin Boyette
Katherine Monnett Brandon
Charlotte Marie Carr
Jacob Cody Cash
Lydia Jay Chu
West Oliver Connors
She Dai
Parks Hewitt Daniel
Leah Elisabeth Day
Justin Brian Doromal
Anthony Christian Dunvant
Emily Grace Ewing
Theodore En-Dao Fergusson
Kristin Marie Fioretti
Clara Elizabeth Gainey
Carly Alexandra Gorelick

¹ Distinction ² High Distinction ³ Highest Distinction ⁴ Honors ⁵ High Honors ⁶ Highest Honors ⁷ Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelors of Arts

Imane Aba-Kaka
Elizabeth Celia Adler1
Edward Monroe Allen
Mark Christian Allen, Jr.
Jason Cole Arkin1
Tenzin Chenam Barshee
Kevin Peter Bernardino
Jordan Hammann Bernstein1
Elissa Mary Boghossian1
Aethena Brooks
Sarah Ellen Brotman1
Shayla May Burnham1
Helen Chang
Grace Young-Eun Chi1
Abigail Louise Coyle1
Courtney Ann Cappernull1
Fiona Ann Dale1
Erica Marie Dattero1
Diane Elizabeth D’Costa1
Thompson Danforth Dean
Sarah Thomas Dickson1
Matthew Douglas Doughty
Rebecca Grace Elder
Haley Fauntleroy
Emma Ryan Feinman
Sharon Joy Fernandez3
Kathryn J Ford1
Megan Theresa Girvin3
Avanti Monica Godbole
Karl Spencer Godine
Lewis Bouldin Goode II
Collins Johnston Grant
James Roy Green2
Sahil Grover
Kiana Aliya Hairston
Djanni Hodges
William J Howell II
Eleanor Lacy Jamison
Kim Jeanette Johnson1
Caleb Ryan Karnes1
Cynthia Lynn Kelly2
Kelsey Jean Keverline1
Kelsey Elizabeth Kilgore
Caithin Yae-Eun Kim1
Maxwell Hewitt King1
Veronica Latsko1
William Wanamaker Leas2
Brian Mori Leibowitz
Allison Rae Lessner2
Claire Luise Loper1
Maggie Low
Evan Jiang Shan Lum2
William Byron Lynch1
Nicholas Mares1
Zachary Daniel Maslia2
Savannah Jo Maxwell1
Robert Thomas McCarthy2
Juliana Lenore McCormick2
Caroline Joanne Meek2
Mriel Taylor Messier1
Jonathan Theodore Meyer3
Luke Adam Nicholson2
Eugene Tak Noh1
Lucille Rose Oken1
William Olson1
Caroline Ann Orr1
Austin Michael Pierce
Nolan Patrick Reilly3
Joseph Hubert Renner1
Elizabeth Shannon Riedel1
Kathleen Perry Roche
Olivia Mercedes Sanchez2
Tyler William Sanders
Audrey Inhye Song1
Isabel Rorick Stack1
Erika Taylor Stadsklev2
Charles Malcolm Stewart
Joanna Eleni Thomas1
Joshua Edwards Thomas1
Matthew O’Brien Tully3
Theodore Spencer Verona
Elizabeth Peyton Wall2
Nicholas William Wall2
William Miel Wheaton
Elsie Ashton Wood2
Stephanie Jing Wen Xiao
Derek Anthony Zeigler3
Ryan Thomas Zimmerman1

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Student and Faculty Awards

Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Atiya Huda Latif

Gray-Carrington Scholarship Award
Jefferson Norris Caldwell

David A. Harrison III Undergraduate Research Awards
Kyle John Alexander
Jeffrey Ashe Allende
Casey Michelle Baker
Urmila Veena Bharathan
John Bennett Brake
Joseph Samuel Burns
Claudia Patricia Calicho-Mamani
Jessica Lakshmi Chandrasekhar
John Hayes Chellman
Erika Y. Chu
Curtis Dean Davis
Bridgette Kathryn Degnan
Jane Emily Diamond
Joseph Ephrem
Rory Elizabeth Finnegan
Weston Thomas Gobar
Carolina Gomez Grimaldi
Crystal Jing-ran Gong
Julia Ann Graff
Ji In Han
Lucy Jin
Saehee Jung
Khongorzul Khosbayar
Sarah Denise Killian
Deanna Marie Knox
Ziyanaah Intiaz Ladak
Atiya Huda Latif
Christina Lee
Nancy Suyeon Lee
Alexander Lloyd Lupi
Ashley Mehra

Madeline Antonia Morales
Alina Ngoc Trinh Nguyen
Natalie Rose Noble
Jesse Benjamin Persily
Thomas Parks Remcho
Alexander James Rigby
Erik Jordan Roberts
Megan Claire Routhor
Taika Jill Rosen
Nojan Rostami
Sarah Elisabeth Russell
Miyabi Saito
Rosalie McGill Sleppy
Elizabeth Matteson Spach
Ethan Hunter Steen
Eli Whitney Blake Weiner
Dillon Michael Wild
Maria Mary Ruth Winchell
Benjamin Scott Winter
Sabrina Yu-Ling Yen

Holland Blackburn Scholarships
Bianca Decatur
Micah Ariel Watson

Thomas Jefferson Awards
John C. Jeffries, Jr.
Karen S. Rheuban, M.D.

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Sir David Adjaye OBE

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Morgan Carrington Fowler, Jr.

Raven Society Awards
Students
Irene Cheng
Bryanna Faith Miller

Faculty
Dorrie K. Fontaine
Pamela M. Norris
Alumni
Peter M. Grant II
Lemuel Lewis

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Tyler Carrington Ambrose
Stephanie Julie Durham

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Awards
Haley Fauntleroy
Lauren Moses

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
Tuff Armenia Project

Edgar F. Shannon Awards
Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture
Cory Joseph Paradis
College of Arts & Sciences
Benjamin Daniel Groff
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Matthew Robert Adams
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Margaret Nancy Gratz
Curry School of Education
Mark Vincent Beltran Yu
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Ilja Mukkael Orre

School of Engineering & Applied Science
Frances Lerae Morales
School of Law
Daniel J. Richardson
McIntire School of Commerce
Matthew Jerome D’Agati
School of Medicine
Elizabeth Thai-An Hoang
School of Nursing
Nicole Jefferson

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Tyler Carrington Ambrose
Maeve Curtin
Faculty
Tabitha Annette Enoch

Posse Scholars
Abigail Diaz
Oumayma El Hamzaoui
Summer Michelle Harris-Jones
Arden McKenna Koepsel Johnson
Bryce Lindsey
Daniel Shouyi Luo
Jacob Israel Marin
De’Lena Chante Martin
Ted Nnamno Obi
Saul Sandoval Navarrete
Honorary Societies

Alpha Omega Alpha
Honorary Medical Society
Kristine Bauer-Nilsen
Daniel Paul Bittern
William Davis Bost
Kristina Amelia Burger
John Davy
Philip Edward Dormish
Grace Caroline Grogan
Logan Peterson Herbert
John Benton Hickman
Gavin Paul Jones
Anne Thornberry Kaisely
Lani Marie Kroese
Jack Lee
James Edward McLean
Garren Scott Montgomery
Emmarie Genevieve Henriette Myers
Sami Joseph Natour
Blake Alan Niccum
David Matthew Noble
Gabriella Marie Paisan
Kush Suryakanat Patel
Walker DeHart Redd
Caroline Marie Ruminiski
Meredith Claire Sharp
Allison Joy Weatherly
Janelle Latham Weaver

Alpha Sigma Lambda
National Honor Society
Jesse Emmanuel Bauer
Sharon Marlena Buchanan
Ellen Marie Burke
Johnathan Cannon Chance
Maria Kristina Craig
Stephen Sullivan Guy
Martha Lee Hunter
Fawn Marie Krenisky
William Stanley Lloyd
Lana Marie Mahk
Jacqueline Lee Maier
Mary Michelle McNamie
Brian Millay Pendleton
Monica Marie Schmidlen
Sarah Sewell Sinsabaugh

Beta Gamma Sigma
Commerce Honor Society
Shannon Lyle Boner
Brandon Charles Burton
Gabriela Isabella Busche
Bruno Hudson Cardoso Komet
Aditya Chaudhry
Bailey Redwood Cooke
Anthony James Cracchiolo
Brennan Keating Edel
Timothy Joseph Ford
Caitlin Louise Freud
Graham Robert Haubert
Eric Thomas Helmond
Matthew John Honnold
Lilly McDowell Hutchinson
Ying Jin
Joseph Michael Kamer, Jr.
Alexander F. Karimi
Madison Elizabeth Sanderson Lewis
Ansel Lu
James Edward Mace
Austin Thomas Madryk
Kelly Elizabeth Malloy
Steven Thomas Marzagalli
Pragati Rohra
William Harrison Rucker
Aditya Shvetank Shah
Rachel Lillian Margaret Wiener
Katherine Finney Wright
Grant Zou

Beta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau National Society of Nursing
Rebecca Amina Abdul
Ashley Kathleen Apple
Megan Elizabeth Baldwin
Emily Hogg Batten
Stefani Alexandra Bell
Zoe Alexandra Boger
Hannah Kathryn Bolton
Jacqueline Bowen Falls
Olivia Christie Branch
Emily Dianna Buongiorno
Reynaldo Caasi Capucao, Jr.
Jillian Elizabeth Dalton
Margaret Julienne Dancy
Kendall Leigh de Ridder
Darrah Elizabeth Dickerson
Emily Grace Dodd
Edward Blake Duffer
Christen Joyce Duxbury
Mary Dorothy Emmett Fain
Hailey Love Feger
Kathleen Denise Findley
Elizabeth Schultz Flick
Melissa Ashley Fox
Martha Gerfen
Van Elliott Griffith
Katherine Olivia Gutierrez
Elaine Estelle Hannah
Jessica Marie Herren
Nicole Jefferson
Carly Ann Jenison
Anna Michelle Jenett
Anna Catherine Jones
Sara Frances Calder
Shayla May Burnham
Avery Leigh Bullock
Andrew Mitchel Bronstein
David Alexander Brodnik
Morgan Elizabeth Brazel
Thomas Edward Barbaccia
Hayley Anna Barton
Jordan Price Barton
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Christopher John Benos
Jacob Lewis Blank
John Bennett Brake
John Hayes Chellman
Maeve Curtin
John Charles Devine
Justin Gage DeZoort
Vijay S. Edupuganti
Victoria Anne Farris
Nicholas Gregory Ferraro
Rory Elizabeth Finnegan
Margaret Grace Haltom
Kevin Chamberlain Hare
Yuengen He
Adam Daniel Jones
Caroline Rebecca Korsndorfer
Atiya Huda Latif
Seung Hyun Lee
Brian Alexander Mitchell
John Mitchell O’Rourke IV
Austin Everett Owen
Richard Joseph Paris III
Lily McGlynn Patterson
Henry Carter Pollock
Samendra Prasad
Alexander James Rigby
Madeline Rose Rita
Megan Claire Routbort
Stefano Rumi
Anna Marie Sanfilippo
Lena Anne Schulhofer
Mary Grace Sheers
Emily Anderson Vaughan
Lucas Trent Williams
Benjamin Scott Winter

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
Hayley Anna Austin
Thomas Edward Barbaccia
Jordan Price Barton
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Samuel Brandon Beadles
Jordan Hammann Bernstein
Elissa Mary Boghosian
Morgan Elizabeth Braelow
David Alexander Brodnik
Andrew Mitchell Bronstein
Holly Elara Brooks
Avery Leigh Bullock
Shayla May Burnham
Sara Frances Calder
Daniel Andrew Caldwell, Jr.
Clara Carlson
Abigail Wing Heng Chen
Dzi-Yang Abraham Chen
Erika Y. Chu

Lucy Anna Conte
Olivia Joy Corso
Anthony Edward Cortez
Madeline Claire Courtney
Erica Helena Crawford
Ashley Cronin
Caroline Taylor Crossman
Courtney Ann Coppersall
Benjamin Hazen Dalkin
Abigail Brett Davis
Bridge Kathleen Degnan
Kathleen Suzanne Doughty
Grace Emily Dwyer
India Jones Eguiguren
Meghan Colleen Elwood
Amelia Faraco-Hadlock
Ameera Saffiya Farooqi
Sharon Fernandez
Lydia Flock
Daniel Taylor Folsom
Amanda Rene Friedman
Eric James Fromke
Rachel Elizabeth Gardella
Jamie Keegan Geraghty
Crystal Jing-ran Gong
Christian Dormier Goodwin
Grant Edward Gossage
Sheldon Gray
Kendall Wallace Gunter
Arvind Gupta
Christina Haelem Ha
Margaret Grace Haltom
Stephen Pearce Hayes
Levi Toelke Helm
Caroline Marie Henebury
James Bruce Hitchcock
Caroline Elise Hobenck
Sean Philip Hood
Celina Mida Hu
Reyna Lei Huang
Jordan Olivia Julian
Rebecca Berkeley Kapsak
Gillean Aubrey Kelly
Grace Kim
Annelise Christine Kolle Voll
Isabel Malek Kornfeld
Kayvon Koushestani
Clay Forrest Kulesza
Emma Evelyn Kulow
Heather Ashley Landes
Atiya Huda Latif
Kevin Paul Lee
Trent James Lefkowitz
Sarah Elizabeth Lescault
Cameron Lee Leventen
Elizabeth Levin
Alexander Lloyd Lufi
Emily Lyn Mace
Cristalle Riane Madray
Bre Graham Marshall
Kelly Elizabeth McCain
Peyton Jacqueline McEllhine
Timothy Patrick McMullen
Ashley Mehra
Katelyn Ann Mikos
Ann Millard
Christina Lee Monroe
Madeline Nagy
Hannah Sullivan Nedzba
Alina Ngoc Trinh Nguyen
Honorary Societies

Students

Anna Katherine Nussley
Madison Danielle Orlow
Allison Meredith Parcell
Katherine Lindstrom Pardo
Austin Lloyd Parks
Zachary Austin Perkins
Rebecca May Pifer
Alexandra Ivana Pitman
Audrey Lauren Keane Putman
Kristen Taylor Riorian
Madeline Rose Rita
Daniel Harrison Rocha
Robert Hoshik Roth
Caroline Elizabeth Rothermel
Megan Claire Routhout
Sean Patrick Rumage
Sarah Larissa Rupert
Sarah Elisabeth Russell
Jena Lynne Salem
Luca Scebro
Casey Peter Schmidt
Catherine Schneider
Caroline Lee Secret
Natalie Marie Shea
Caroline Lauren Shoaibi
Megan Wells Slaughter
Caroline Mary Snead
Elizabeth Rodes Stafford
Kirsten Elfruide Stillier
Courtney Erin Stith
Anne Nelson Stoner
Courtney Elyza Stubbs
Grace Michaela Stylkunas
Soraya Nicole Tarrah
Cameron Drake Tarry
Emma Elizabeth Tasharski
Zachary James Tauscher
James Lowell Thorndike
Daniel Peter Tschinkel
Christine Rita Vincent
Virginia Bailey Walker
Jane Martin Wall
Adama Landon Traore Walters
Julia Claire Warner
Carrie Anne West
Jane Elizabeth Wilkinson
Ian McConaughy Williams
Benjamin Scott Winter
Melanie Wood
Yanting Wu
Jennie Yun
Derek Anthony Zeigler
Arianna Helene Zoghli

Raven Society

Students

Ozair Ahmad
Bridget Clare Andersen
Lillian Rachel Aoki
Paul Harding Armstrong
Freda Biyaa Asuiah
Kelly Ann Barford
Natalie Claire Beam
Magdalene Mary Beck
Miranda Leigh Behzer
Jacob Bennett
Christopher John Benos
Eleanor Lloyd Bergland
Stephanie Rachel Bernhard
David Alexander Birkenthal
Anne Carter Bland
Elissa Mary Boghosian
Shannon Lyle Boner
Cassidy Hooper Boomsma
Sarah Beth Borchelt
Derek James Boylan
Conor Fitzpatrick Boyle
John Bennett Drake
Morgan Elizabeth Brael
Kathryn Helen Bridges
Stefan Alexander Broecker
Rebecca Jane Brough
Maripaz Casas Bombardelli
Sara Frances Calder
Oliva Charee Galzada
Benjamin Robert Campbell
Eve Primavan Champaloux
Johnathan Cannon Chance
Joseph Matthew Charlet
Aditya Chaudhry
John Hayes Chellman
Irene Cheng
Kendra Michelle Chow
Amy Marion Coddington
Kyle Patrick Collins
Bailey Redwood Cooke
Elizabeth Fagan Cox
Mallory Madeleine Craig-Karim
Courtney Ann Cuppemerrl
Maeve Curtin
Matthew Jerome D’Agati
Amy Elaine Dalrymple
Olivia Fieling Davis
Bridgette Kathryn Degnan
Anthony A. DeMauro
John Charles Devine
Justin Gage DeZoort
Daniel Patrick Donovan
Kathleen Suzanne Doughty
Caolin Nicole Dreischab
Vijay S Edupuganti
Austin Lee Edwards
Erik Arne Eklund
Kareem Mohamed El-Gohary
Ashleigh Dawn Elser
Perrin Lynnea Falkner
Amelia Faraco-Hackock
Joan Isabel Fasulo
Elizabeth Reed Feesper
Sharon Joy Fernandez
Nicholas Gregory Ferraro
Ethan Imperato Fieger
Rory Elizabeth Finnegan
Ariel Lee Firebaugh
Timothy Joseph Ford
Anup Gampa
Charlotte Bettle Gemis
William Henry Gerard
Grant Aaron Gibson
Luis Daniel Goity
Deirdre Ann Goode
Christian Dornier Goodwin
Connor Ashton Graham
Margaret Nancy Grantz
Arvind Gupta
Nikhil Gupta
Stephanie Michelle Guthrie
Margaret Grace Haltom
Kevin Chamberlain Hare
William Charles Hennessee
Ryan Augustus Hennessee
Alexander James Heyer
Alexandra Worthington Hickman
Clive Jacob Hillyard
Elizabeth Anne Hoffman
Reyna Lei Huang
Brittany Huffman
Elizabeth Ann Hundt
Martha Lee Hunter
Naveen Kanchan Iyer
Maya Iyani
Annalee Kathleen Jackson
Kirsten L. Jackson
Joy Alana Jefferson
Nicole Jefferson
Lucy Jin
Lauren Austen Johnson
Nichole Marie Johnson
Adam Daniel Jones
Megan C. Keenan
Gillian Aubrey Kelly
Margaret Rose Kelly-Goss
Alden Elizabeth Kessencin
Sarah Denise Killian
Tyler David Kirchoff
Michael David Knapp
Anne Thornberry Knisely
Caroline Rebecca Kormdorfer
Kaivon Khouestami
Ziyannah Imtaz Ladak
Heather Ashley Landes
Elizabeth Jane Marta Lane
Atiya Huda Latif
Kyle Waller Leathers
Yizhou Li
Jewel Caresses Llamas
Martiine Elena Lokken
Mary Grace Long
Ansel Lu
Allison Lee Oldham Luedtke
Alexander Lloyd Lupi
Hannah Lyons
Joseph Pearson Maddox
Rahul Majumdar
Patrick Clark Marvil
Mavra Masood
Hannah Morris Mathews
Kelly Elizabeth McCain
Meredith Leigh McCool
Kathryn Frances McDaniel
Timothy Patrick McMullen
Anisa McCree Mechtler
Ashley Mehra
Joseph Anthony Michel
Lemara Uyelovna Mitfakhova
Angel Monique Miles Nash
Lauren Blythe Miller
Brian Alexander Mitchell
Emily Marie Mooney
Megan N. Moore
Colleen Marie Ignacio
Margaret Anne Morris
Lillian Laura Morse
Elsye A. Moy
Madeline Nagy
Aditya Narayans
My-Anh Pham Nguyen
Kathryn Gwenyth Nummelley
Kimberly O’Keeffe
Matthew Paul Julius Oreska
John Mitchell O’Rourke IV

Jonathan Andrew Pan
John Christopher Panagides
Ruchi Jitesh Parikh
Richard Joseph Paris III
Dascher L. Pasco
Kush Suryakant Patel
Maxwell Verrone Pederson
Jesse Benjamin Persily
Angela Quynhmai Pham
Jennifer N. Popp
Jessica Gail Preston
Danielle Page Price
Lindsay Marie Ainsworth Purcell
Holly Rector
Walker DeHart Redd
Aaron Michael Reedy
Kimone Racquel Yolanda Reid
Kelly S. Reinhart
Daniel J. Richardson
Alexander James Rigby
Madeline Rose Rita
Eric Jordan Roberts
Pragati Rohra
Jordan Daniel Rohrlich
Megan Claire Routhout
Zachary M Ruchman
Sean Patrick Rumage
Sarah Elisabeth Russell
Cory K. Sagduyu
Michael Vijay Saha
Mayibai Saito
Raymond Joseph Santucci
Amy Lynn Scheel
Casey Peter Schmidt
Hannah Elizabeth Schmidt
Philip Herman Schroeder
Grant Justin Schwab
Anna Michele Seacey
Aditya Shvetank Shah
Priya Shankar
Brenna Elizabeth Sheehan
Caroline Patricia Shermoen
Caroline Lauren Shoaibi
Charles Ryan Siegel
Courtney Young Siglooh
Sarah Sewell Sinsabaugh
Kelly Lynn Slattery
Colleen Christine Sloan
Edward Louis Smith
Caroline Mary Snead
Kimberly Ann Stanek
Steven Grant Stetzel, Jr.
Jacqueline Suzanne Stevens
Grace Michaela Stylkunas
Katharine Grey Sylvester
Chester Joseph Szwejkowski
Emma Elizabeth Tasharski
Sarah Christine Tets
John Hammer Thier
Joseph Anthony Tobin
Brigid Siobhan Tony
Augusto Santiago Torres Bozzi
Hong Dang Trinh
Matthew O’Brien Tully
Tobenna Uzoma Ubu
Devon Patrick Underhill
Ana Maria Untaiou
Emily Anderson Vaughan
Rodolfo Villarreal-Calderon
Pia S. von Barby
**Locations of School and Department Ceremonies**

**Saturday, May 19, 2018**

*College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Dept. Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/ Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals in JPJ Arena/ Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American &amp; African Studies</td>
<td>Minor Hall, Auditorium (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Southeast Terrace (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Theatre (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Theatre (3:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Brooks Hall, Front Lawn (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Student Activities Bldg. (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Student Activities Bldg. (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archeology</td>
<td>Brooks Hall, Front Lawn (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Student Activities Bldg. (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Student Activities Bldg. (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Culbreth Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td>Alumni Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (4 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall, Auditorium (4 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Pavilion I, Lower Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall, Room 190 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall, Room 190 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Science</td>
<td>Maury Hall, Room 209* (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Literature</td>
<td>French House, 1404 Jefferson Park Avenue (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Thornton Hall, Darden Court (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Caplin Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian Languages, Literatures &amp; Cultures</td>
<td>South Lawn Dean Commons Bldg., Nau Auditorium (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echols Interdisciplinary Major</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>The Lawn (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>McIntire Amphitheatre (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Clark Hall, West Lawn (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Clark Hall, Rooms 107 and 108 (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Clark Hall, Rooms 107 and 108 (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Thought &amp; Practice</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (3:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>French House, 1404 Jefferson Park Avenue (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic Languages</td>
<td>Pavilion II, Lower Garden* (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Development</td>
<td>Pavilion III, Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall, Room 150 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall, Room 150 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Environment &amp; Sustainability</td>
<td>University Chapel (2:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Public Health (Undergraduate)</td>
<td>Pavilion III, Garden (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium* (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium* (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Security &amp; Justice</td>
<td>University Chapel (4:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Depending upon the disability and the site, assistance may be necessary.
# Locations of School and Department Ceremonies

**Sunday, May 20, 2018**

## Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Fair-Weather Location (School Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>Inclement-Weather Location (Finals on the Lawn/ School Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>Severe-Weather Location (Finals and School Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>McIntire Amphitheatre (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Culbreth Theatre (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Culbreth Theatre (1:15 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy</td>
<td>Garrett Hall (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Garrett Hall (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall, Auditorium (3:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College and Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry School of Education (Undergraduate &amp; Graduate)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate Business School</td>
<td>Darden School (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1:15 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science Institute</td>
<td>Alumni Hall, Ballroom (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Law School, Front Lawn (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (5:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (5 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
<td>The Lawn (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>The Paramount Theater (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences*</td>
<td>Pen Hall Conference Center Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health (Graduate)</td>
<td>Special Collections Library, Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Rotunda, North Steps (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>McLeod Hall, Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>McLeod Hall, Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FAIR: Finals on the Lawn, school and department ceremonies at fair-weather sites

### INCLEMENT: Finals on the Lawn, school and department ceremonies at inclement-weather sites

### SEVERE: Finals in John Paul Jones Arena, school and department ceremonies at severe-weather sites

* Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, Biophysics, Cell Biology, Clinical Research, Experimental Pathology, Microbiology, Pharmacology, Physiology

* Depending upon the disability and the site, assistance may be necessary.
Bus stop for accessibility shuttles on Saturday and Sunday – McCormick Road in front of Special Collections Library
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,
We'll sing it o'er and o'er;
It cheers our hearts and warms our blood
To hear them shout and roar.
We come from old Virginia
Where all is bright and gay;
Let's all join hands and give a yell
For the dear old UVA.